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Nucleotide Divergence in DNA of Actinomycetea

Introduction
The genetic potential (genotype) of an organism is
encoded in the linear order of the four nucleotide bases in
its deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

These sequences are trans-

lated into co-linear sequences of amino acids in structursl
ar enzymic proteins, which directly, or indirectly, constitute the phenotype of the cell.

Accordingly, evolutionary

divergence from a common ancestor proceeds as the progeny
accumulate base substitutions in their DNA.

Recent evidence

strongly indicates that remnants of an organism's evolutionary history are retained, inscribed in the genetic determinants themselves.

Because of our increased understanding

of the molecular architecture cf DNA, approaches to microbial
classification other than classical determinative systematics
can be developed.

In feet, the evolutionary approach to

bacterial classification, long hindered by the lack of a
recognized fossil record, now seems feasible et several
molecular levels.

The documentation of this '1 fossil record 11

inscribed in the molecules of cells was reviewed by Mendel
(1969).

An approach to an evolutionary classification could

therefore be formulated for a group of microorganisms by
analyzing their DNA.
The relationships emone representatives of the bacterial
genera Streptomyces and Nocardia ere of particular interest
because of their special relAvance for industry, medicine

-2 -

and agriculture; moreover, their taxonomic status remains a
subject for active study and debate.

Accordingly the first

portion of this dissertation describes the isolation of DNA
and the determination of the base composition of DNA from
selected actinomycetes.

In addition, I have modified the

method of Warnaar and Cohen (1966) for quantitative assay
of reassociation between denatured DNA fixed to nitrocellulose membrane filters and free, labeled, denatured DNA.
This approach has been used to assess, on a molecular level,
the relationships among these organisms.

-J-

Review of the Literature
Our present conce p ts a bo ut t he structure of the D:!'TA
molecule are based l 2rgely on the model sucg ested by
Watson and Crick.

The phys ica 1 and chemical nature of

DNA has been revie,ied ex tensively by F,;, lsenfeld and Miles

(19 67), Edward s a nd Shoot er (196 6 ), J0sse and Eigner (1 966)
and Kit ( 1963).

Wh a t has emerged mos t clearly is the endur-

ing validity of the Watson and Cric k model.
Rena turation of DNA.

Since t he discovery that tw o

strands of DNA c a n be physically sep arate d and specifically
reassoci at ed ( Marmur and La ne, 1960; Doty et a l., 1960 ), it
has been established that this reacti on can be extremely
va 1 uable for comparing related nucleic acids as 1m 11 s s f or
analyzing ribonucleic acid ( RNA ) tr 2 nscribed from DNA.

There

are two general methods with which to study the reassociation
of DNA: reassociation carried out with denatured DNA fr om
one source immobilized in a n agar matrix or on a membrane
filter surface, and reassoci a tion performed ivith both test
nucleic acids free in solution.

Bre nne r (197 0 ) poi nted out

that both methods c ou ld yield s pecific and reproducib le data
when properly applied.
Free So luti on Reassociation.

This s yst em initially po sed

two major difficulties: (1) each species of nucleic acid
p resent was free to react with itself, a nd (2) the product of

-4the heterologous reaction was difficult to quantitate and
almost impossible to isolate (Gillespie and Spiegelman, 1965;
Marmur et al., 196J}.

However, recent progress in under-

standing the kinetics of free solution reassociaticn has
resulted in a revival of interest in the system.

It is now

apparent that specific duplex formation is a function of the
initial concentration of each species and the time of incubation (Britten and Kohne, 1968; 1967).

Furthermore, the

use of hydroxyapatite to fractionate single-stranded and
double-stranded DNA has probably been a major factor in the
re-emergence of free solution systems.

Duplex nucleic acid

molecules are bound by hydroxyapatite in 0.12

~

sodium

phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) while single-stranded nucleic acids
are not (Bernardi, 1965; Miyazawa and Thomas, 1965).

In

0.4 ~ sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), the double-stranded
molecules are eluted.

Thermal stability profiles of reas-

sociated DNA duplexes are gener a ted by washing the hydroxyapatite with an elution series of increasing temperatures.
The advantages of hydroxyapatite have been summarized by
Brenner et al. (1969b):

(1) It was not necessary to immo-

bilize the unlabeled DNA, and reassociated (hybrid) DNA did
not leach out of the ager or from the filter in thermal elution studies.

(2) The binding of labeled bacterial DNA

fragments to unlabeled DNA from the same source was routinely
20% to 40% in agar, 10% to 70% on filters and from 75% to 95%
in free solution.

(J} Unl a beled DNA was not immobilized, thus

its absorbency could be assayed providing a valu a ble internal
control.

(4) Kinetics in free solution were typically

-5uncomplicated second-order, whereas kinetics in ag a r and
filters were more complex.

Brenner et al. (1969b) did

point out one disadv a ntage; competition experiments could
not be done with hydroxyapatite.

Moreover, citrate and

potassium ions greatly diminished the ability of hydroxyapatite to bind DNA (Brenner, personal communication).
Formamide and dimethyl sulfoxide could not be used with
hydroxyapatite unless t h eir concentration we s less than
1% because they apparently destroyed the cross-linking of
the hydroxyapatite (Mcconaughy et al., 1969).
Immobilized DNA.

Systems which allowed single-stranded

DNA to be immobili z ed and yet remain a v a ilable for binding
complementary polynucleotides overc a me many of the disadvantages of the e e rly free soluti on s y stems.

P c ssibly the most

obvious advantage wa s that single strands of DNA in or on
an insoluble matrix could not self-reassoci a te to form
duplexed regions (Bolton and McCarthy, 1962).
Denhardt (1966) modified the technique of Gillespie and
Spiegelman (1965) whereby single-stranded, high molecul a r
weight unlabeled DNA was nearly irreversibly bound to a nitrocellulose membrane filter.

This was accomplished b y slowly

filtering dilute, denatured DNA solutions dissolved in a
salt solution composed of 0.9
through t~e filters.
filters.

~

NaCl and 0.09 M sodium citrate

Thorough drying fixed the DNA to the

Interestingly, the exact re a son why denatured DNA

but not double-stranded DNA or any kind of RNA was bound to
nitrocellulose filters is not known (Wohlhieter et al., 196~
Fishman and Schiff, 1968).

By incubating the DNA-filters in

-6a solutlon containin(i free denatured, sheared, labeled DNr1.,
Denhardt 'WB s able to detect Dl;A by DNA interactions.

Den-

ha rdt Is method relied o n a pre-incubation of DNA-filters in

a solution containing 0 .02% ear,h of ficoll, polyvinylpyrrclidone and bovine serum albumin to prevent non-specific binding of the dena tured labeled DNA.

1"1a rnaa r and Cohen (1966)

simultaneously described a similar method 'Wh ich requi re d no
albumin pre-incubation.

Wa rna ar and Cohen's procedure made

use of the fact that sing le-stranded DNA 'Was eluted from
nitrocellulose 'With buffers of lo'W ionic strengtl1 a nd high
pH ( 10-.3

Ii tris hydroxymethyla minorr:ethRne, pH 9.~) 'Whereas

the hybridized DNA "Was not,

Mo reove r , the background levels

of non-specific al ly bound DNA 'Were about one order of msg nitude lo'Wer than the method of Denhardt (Warnaar and Cohen,

1966) •
Both Denhardt (1966) and Wa rnaa r and Cohen (19 66 ) sho,ied
that with incre ased volume and incre a sed te mperatu re, the
extent of renaturation of homologous DNA dropped substantially.

No explanati on "Was offered and the assumption 2.ppa rently

'Was that any duplexes f ormed 'Were of exact fit.

This er~or

went unnoticed for about t'Wo years with the subsequent publication of data that overestimated DNA sequence

homo lo[iy due

tn non-specific conditions (Mandel, 1969; Johnson and Ordal,

1961:l),

This occurred even though Martin and Hoyer ( 1966)

had established that 'With decreasing incubation temperature,
the degree of duplex formation did increase, but "With a
decrease in therm1 l st abili ty indicating non-specific duplex
forma tion.

In fact, previous agar-gel work (reviewed by

-7Ho yer a nd Roberts, 1967) show e d that the formation of
specific duplexes depended on the s ame par a meters a s the free
solution reactions.

Ds t a from therma l elution or thermal

chromatography, for exa mple, provided a me a sure of the
stability of the DNA duplexes.

Well matched complexes

should display thermal elution profiles coincident with
those of na tive molecules of simila r sizes (Ma ndel, 1969).
The thermal stability of a reassociated duplex is char a cterized by its Tm,e (elution temperature a t which
DNA duplexes has been dissociated).

5ofo of the

The differences between

the Tm,e value of a n interspecific duplex and that of the
homologous reference reaction has been designated the A Tm, e
value.

There appears to be a direct correlation between

ATm,e and the percent of unpaired bases in an interspecific
duplex.

Laird et a l. (1969) reviewed studies with artificial

polymers a nd presented experimental data based upon natural
DNA polymers which suggested that a 1.5 C decrease in the rmD l
stability resulted from 1% unpaired bases within a DNA duplex.
It must be noted that the melting temper a ture (T m,e) obt a ined
by the release of DNA fragments due to complete str a nd
separation is not theoretically nor experiment a lly equiv a lent
to the Tm measured optically (Brenner et al., 1969a).

Prac-

tically, the Tm,e a nd optical Tm agree rather closely (Brenner
et al., 1969a; Kingsbury et al., 1969 a nd Johnson and Ordal,
1968).
Scientists using agar-gel pioneered reassociation at two
or three incubation temperatures followed by thermal elution
(Hoyer and Roberts, 1967).

This technique was aptly gpp lied

-8 to filters by Martin and Hoyer (1966).

In addition, Martin

and Hoyer (1966) showed that the ratio of binding at

40

C to

that obtained at 60 C could discern remote rel ationships not
detected by direct hybridization or thermal elution.

The

full impact of their work was not appreciated until it was
substantiated by Johnson Rnd Ordal (1968) using filters and
by Brenner and Cowie (1968) using hydroxyapatite and agar-gel.
As inferred by Msrtin and Hoyer (1966) and postulated by
McCarthy (1967), the studies of Johnson Pnd Ordal (1968) and
those of Brenner and Cowie (1968) confirmed the existence
of a class of nucleotide sequences which could reassociate
at more non-exacting incubation temperatures but could not
reassociate at more exacting incubation temperatures.
McCarthy (1967) suggested that the duplexes formed at nonspecific incubation temperatures were r e motely related and
could therefore be a me a sure of evolution a ry divergence.
This suggestion with its subsequent confirma tion raised the
status of DNA reassociation from a labor atory curiosity to a
powerful tool for discerning molecular rel a tionships.
The methods using filter-immobilized DNA have a number
of inherent disadvantages which limit their application.
Because the total reassociation of free DNA with DNA fixed
to filters rarely exceeds

50%,

Brenner et al. (1969b) inferred

that the observed binding may not be representative of the
entire genome.
also occur.

Le s ching of reassociated DNA from filters c an

This apparently was not a problem in the

origin Pl work of Gillespie and Spiegelman (1965), Denhardt
(1966) a nd Warnaar and Cohen (1966).

However, in some

-9instances, le schin£; from the DNA -filters serious l y limited
the assays (Oka nishi a nd Gre gory , 197 0 ).
To overcome t ~is undesir ab le elution of fixed DNA at
high temperat ure s, Mcc onaughy e t al. (1 969 ), using a method
devel op ed by Bonner et al . ( 1967), a dded for mami de to the
incuba ti on mixture .

The y found that l ;'s formam ide r educed

the op tical Tm 0f Bacillus subtilis DNA by 0.72 C.

By this

method, high s pe cificity a nd r ate s of react i on we re ach ieved
utilizing incubation tempe ratur e s of 37 Cor less.
therma l el uti ons i, ere complete at ~O to
fi xed DNA.

50

The

C with no los s of

Ilc Cona ughy a nd c o -w orkers c ompared the rates of

reaction in fre e solution with the reaction rates on filters
both with and without f orrr:am ide a nd c onc luded that t he
information obt a ined with b oth s y st ems was identical .

They

also showed that this system c ould be adapted for use with
hydroxya p atite provided t he reassociating solution c ont a ining for rr:am ide wa s diluted with 0 .12 M sodi um phosphate buffer
(pH 6 . 8 ) so that the f ormamide concentra ti on wa s below 1%
before app lic at ion to the hydroxyap a tite.

Lega ult-De'ma re

et a l. (1 967) sh ow ed that the te mp er a ture of renaturation of
DNA on membrane filters could be lowered if JO% ( v/v ) dimethyl
sulf oxi de (DMSO ) was inco rpo rated into t he incub a tion solution.

Rogul et a l. (1 970 ) used DMS O as a solvent f or the

Denhardt method.

Th e hi gh backg round obtained with the

original Denhardt procedure was co nsiderab ly reduced and
specific binding could be obtained at l ower incubation temperatures.

The me,dified system employing DMSO, however, gave

an unacceptably large experiment a l error.

-10Specificity of DNA Reasso ciati on.

The parameters

affecting DNA reassociation have been adeq ua tely summarized
by McCarthy and Churc h (197 0 ), Brenner (197 0 ), Ma ndel (19 69 )
and Brenner et al . (19 6 9 a ).

Their importance c a nnot be

overemphasized, and they a re the refore repeated here.

(1)

GC p a irs exhibit greater ther ma l stability t ha n AT base
pairs; thus, if a g iven DNA duplex contains more GC pairs,
its thermal stability will b e hi gher.

Moreover, the sites

for initi ation of re a ss o ci a ti on appear to inv o lve sequences
rich in G and C.

McCarthy and Church (197 0 ) po inted out

that initial reacti on p roducts were rich in GC pai rs.

(2)

The si z e of the DNA fragments af fects DN A re a ss oc i a ti on in
free s o l ution, l arger fra gments reassociating fa ster than the
smaller ones ( Britten a nd Koh ne, 1966 ).

Mor e over , below a

chain length of about 15 nucle otides ( in bacte ria ) there
-was n o s pecific duple x f ormRtion (r.IcConoughy a nd J:cC a rthy,
1967).

Ide a ll y , we i·Jant t o c ompa re spec if ic DNA sequence s

a t the exclusion of a ll others; h owe ver, mo st current methods
for producing DNA sequences ge nerate a random population of
fragments of di ffe rent size.

In f a ct, Brenner et a l. (197 0 )

noted that the DNA fra g ments used in their experiments sedimented as a broad b a nd in Cs2S04 and alkaline sucr ose density
gradient s.

Production of fr agments is usually accomplished

by mechanical shearing.

The most c ommon meth od involves pass-

ing DNA through a needle valve.

The si z e of the fr agments

produced is governed by the pressure drop p r od uced.

Brenner

et al. (197 0 ) reported pr od uc ti on of fr agme nts with the
average mo lecula r wei g ht of 1.25 x 1 05 daltons by the use of a

-11-

50,000 lb. inch- 2 pressure drop.

Unless modified, the

ordinary French press will withstand up to about 20,000 lb.
inch -2 and will generate fr a gments in the range of 3 to
105 daltons.

5

x

Because the rate of reassoci a tion is inversely

proportional to the viscosity of the solution (Wetmur and
Davidson, 1968), the reac t ion can be affected by chain
length.

This effect can be controlled by using uniformly

sheared DNA fragments.
undesirable effects.

Large fr a gments may produce other
If a particular fragment contained an

internal sequence capable of forming a duplex with the other
DNA species under the conditions employed, this reaction and
other reactions may be influenced by the effect of free
termin a l stretches of single-stranded DNA (W a lker, 1969).
(J) The most common procedure for producing a single-stranded

DNA is heating aqueous solutions to 4 C to

5

C a bove the Tm

followed by quick-cooling and incre a sing the salt concentration.

For organisms of GC content less than 50~, this

method is probably acceptable.

However, for DNA samples of

high GC content, high molecular weight and high concentration,
complete strand separation may not occur at 100 C even in
dilute buffers.

Mandel (1969) stated that if separation was

not complete and cross-links occurred, intrastrand and
interstr and reassociations would decrease the number of
available sites for interspecific duplex formation.

Brenner

et al. (1969 a) described e simple method for removing crosslinked and partially reassocieted DNA from the fragment
preparation.

A hydroxyapaptite column wa s equilibrated at a

suitable temper a ture (about JO C below the Tm) with 0.14 M

-12-

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8).

DNA fr agments dissolved

in this buffer were passed through the c olumn.

Single-

stranded DNA passed thr o ugh the column while cross-linked
DNA was bound.

Heating DNA during denaturation and during

reassociati on may also produce undesir a ble effects.

Greer

and Zamenhof (1965) showed that DNA can be depurin ated and
ultimately degraded by heating at high temperature s in
dilute buffers.

Shapiro end Klein (1966) observed that

cytidine and cytosine are deaminated at 95 Cina variety
of aqueous buffers.

Because most DNA studies sre done in

a saline-citrate buffer, Shapiro and Klein's observation that
the rate of de amination increased with increasing molarity
of citric acid-citrate buffers is disturbing.

A logical

alternative tc heat den a turati on is dena tur a tion by NaOH.
Another approach c ould be the use of dena t ur 2 nts such a s
formamide a nd dimethyl sulfoxide.

In a ny event, the choice

of methods for prod ucing and fragmenting single-stranded DNA
can drastically infl uence DNA re 9ssoci a tion.

(4) The rate

of reass oci ati on is highly dependent on s a lt concentration;
moreover, the thermal st a bility of re 9ssoci a ted DNA increases
as the ionic strength increases.

Brenner (1970) pointed out

that one can easily shift the mid-point temperature of
strand separation by 20 C or more by cha ng ing the s a lt concentr a t i on .

(5 ) The optimal temper a ture for re a ssoci a tion

is abo ut JO C below the Tm of a given DNA (Marmur et al.,

19 63).

( 6 ) To ob t a i n me a ningful re a ss oci a ti on da t a , t h e

c oncentra t i on of l a b e led and unl abele d DNA must be c a refull y
chosen.

For studies in which one DNA species vi e s immobilized

-13in agar or on a filter, a 50:l ratio of unlabeled to
labeled DNA was sufficient to provide an excess of available
sites for the labeled DNA to reassociate.

Most reported

experiments used incubation times varying between 15 to
20 hr.

In free solution reactions, the DNA concentrations

and incubation times were especially critical.

Because

duplexes composed of two labeled DNA strands cannot be distinguished from duplexes composed of a labeled and an
unlabeled DNA strand, a large excess of unlabeled DNA was
used (usually from 4,000 to 8,000 fold excess).

This reduces

the extent of reassociation between two labeled DNA strands.
The Cot concept.

Britten and Kohne (1967, 1968) showed

that specific hybrid formation was a function of the initial
concentration of each DNA species and the time of incubation.
They introduced the acronym Cot which was an abbreviation for
the product of initial concentration (c 0 ) and time (t).

The

units were given in moles of nucleotides per liter times
seconds.

Cot controled reassociation of DNA when the tempera-

ture, salt concentration and fragment size were defined.

If

we assume that l pg of DNA has an absorbance at 260 nm of
0.024, the Cot units are readily calculated, using the initial
A260 and incubation time (Britten and Kohne, 1966):
Cot= l/2(A260) (incubation time in hr)=
(moles of nucleotide) (seconds) (liter)-l
It is generally assumed that renaturation of DNA follows
second order reaction kinetics because the process involves
the collision of two complementary strands.

A graphic

-1~-

representation of the re l atio nsh ips between the extent of
reass ociati on and Cot a ll ow s an inv e s ti Ea t or to decide
whether the reaction rates de vi ate signific a nt ly fr om second
order k i netics .

For this p ur po se, the percent reassoci a tion

is shown on the ordinate in arithmetic units and the Cot on
the abscissa in logarit hmic units.

The curve generated by

an uncomplicated sec ond-order reaction is re a sonably symmetrical, sigmoid-shaped and makes a relatively straight transition from the complet e l y denatured state to the completely
reassociated state over a 100-fo ld range in Cot values
(Britten and Kohne, 1968).
Additiona l inf ormation about genome structure can be
inferred from the time course of DNA reassociation.

A

usefu l

point is the Cot value at which half of the initially denatured DNA has reassociated.

This poi nt has been designated by

Cot/! or Cot (Br itten and Kohne, 1968 ).
~

Some of the impli es -

tions of Cot / 2 can best be symbolized mathematically:
The rate of disappearance of denatured DNA shou ld be:
- de= kc 2

dt
where

c = concentration of denatured DNA
t = time of renaturation

By integrating and evaluating over t=O (c=c 0
=

1

1

+

k(c 0 t)

When the DNA is half-renatured
=

1

~

=

1

),

we obtain

-15By solving for (c 0 t) at half-ren a turati o n, we obta in c t=
0

1/k or,

Cot/2 = 1/k

DNA can be characterized by the value of Cot/2.

Be-

cause k has been found to be inversel y proportional to the
complexity of the DNA , Cot/2 is directl y proportional to the
genome size.

Cairn's mea sur eme nt of t he size of the Escheri-

chia coli g enome (4. 5 x 106 nucleotide pairs ) has been used
frequently as a reference value.

Thus if an organism's DNA

has a Cot/2 twice that of E. c o li DNA , the organism has a
genome size of 9 x 10

6

nucleotide pairs.

Britten a nd Kohne

(19 68) pointed ou t that the l inea r rel a tionship between the
Cot/2 and g en ome size was true onl y in the a bsence o f
repeated sequences.
Mandel (19 69 ) sugg ested that closely related organis ms
should cont ai n the same amount of g enetic inf ormational
capacity.

The estimation of genome size by rena tur a tion

kinetics has the a dv a nta ge of meas uring onl y the informational
length of a particular DNA s pe cies, not its physical lengt h
(Fal kow et al ., 1969).

Kingsbury (1969) studied some

selected bacterial DNA samples by optic a l re a ssoci a tion
kinetics in 0.15 ~ NaCl - 0.015 M sodium citrate (SSC) or in
0.12

~

sodium phosphate buffer.

By this method, Chlam:f:dia

trachomatis had a genome size of 6

X

105 nucleotide pairs

based on the size of the E. coli ge no me (4.5
pairs).

X

1 0 6 nucle otide

No correction was made for differences in GC content.

Moore and McCarthy (19 69 ) sh owe d that the genome siz e of
extreme halophiles was similar to that of E. coli and
contained no rapidly renaturing fraction.

The genome size of

-16B. subtilis was found to be close to that of E. coli
(Mcconaughy et al., 1969).

Ren a turation kinetics in SSC

at 60 C gsve a genome size of 9.2 x 10 9 daltons for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Bicknell and Dougl a ss, 1970).
authors found few, if a ny, repeated sequences.

The

The Cot/2

s.

for E. coli was found to be 4.86 compared to 16.0 for
cerevisiae.

Falkow et al. (1969) discussed how pure R-factor DNA
could be recovered using reassociation kinetics on hydroxyapatite.

The value of hydroxyapatite was the fact that

DNA sequences could be fractionated on a preparative scale.

Using this method, Kohne (1968) isolated ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) cistrons from~. coli and Proteus mirabilis.

Like-

wise, Brenner et al. (1970) isolated and characteri z ed
transfer RNA (tRNA) cistrons from~. coli.
Britten and Kohne (1968) emphasized that the Cot/2
measured by optical methods is different from the Cot/2
measured in hydroxyapatite.
gave a Cot/2 of about

50% of

In fact, the latter method
the Cot/2 determined optically.

This was to be expected because the fraction of fragments
reassociated is measured by hydroxyapatite while the fraction of total strand length reassociated is determined optically.

Nevertheless, by using standards of known genome

size to calibrate each system, excellent agreement between
the results obtained by the two methods wa s obtained.
Applications of DNA Reassociation to Actinomycete
Taxonomy.

The DNA from JO a ctinomycetes vrns tested in the

Bolton-McCarthy cg ar-gel system to determine the degree with

-17 which they could bind
(Yamaguchi, 1967).

32

P labeled Streptomyces griseµs DNA

A relatively high concentration (200

ml) of DNA was used during the
denature the DNA.
was

0.4

~ Na

+l

5

pg/

min he a ting in 0,1 x SSC to

The salt concentration during incubation

and the temperature was

65

C.

For these high

GC organisms, the c o nditions were quite non-exacting.

More-

over, there was a conspicuous absence of any high GC, nonhomologous DNA controls.

Not unexpected, therefore, was the

author's conclusion that the actinomycetes were genetically
a homogeneous group a nd that DNA homology studies were not
particularly useful in taxonomi c studies.
Tewfik and Bradley (1967) tested DNA samples from 12
streptomycetes to determine the extent of their re a ssociatio n
with labeled DNA from S. venezuelae ands. rimosus.
agar-gel system wa s used.

The

Although the stated incubation

temperature was 60 C, the low binding to appropriate controls suggested that, in fact, a more stringent temperature

was used.

With S. venezuelae as the reference

binding), the remaining streptomycetes showed
relative binding.
from

24

to

(40% absol u te
37

to BB%

In a separate test, three nocardiae showed

44 %homology

withs. venezuelae.

These comparisons

were generally corroborated by the studies of Enquist and
Bradley (1968) using the membrane filter technique of Wa rna a r
and Cohen (1966).

A range of 39 to 77% homology was obt a ined

by Tewfik and Bradley (1967) with these 12 strains when S.
rimosus DNA

(34% a bsolute

binding) was used as the reference.

In both instances, reciprocity was exhibited and trends
evident in one system were evident in the other.

-18Monson et al. (1969) used a modification of the filter
method of Wa rnaar 3nd Cohen (1966) to solves frustrating
taxonomic issue.

Most of the genetic studies on strepto-

mycetes have been done with cultures erroneously designated
as S. coelicolor.

To determine whether these cultures were

genetically homogeneous with the§. violaceoruber nominifer,
DNA hybridization was done and selected pairs of mutants
were crossed.

The reference DNA preparations were from type

cultures of -9. coelicolor Muller and..§. violaceoruber 14980.
An exacting incubation temper a ture of
panied by adequate controls.

75

C was used accom-

The results definitively estab-

lished that.§. coelicolor and -9. violaceoruber were different;
moreover, the cultures used by Bradley, Hopwood 8nd Sermonti
as well as Actinopycnidium caeruleum were closely related
to the -9. violaceoruber 14980 type culture and were distinct
from the type cultures for.§. coelicolor and..§. violaceus.
Farina and Bradley (1970) used similar methods in combination with thermal elution to analyze DNA from a group
of actinomycetes which form sporangia.
separated this group into two clusters:

Their results
the first contained

Actinoplanes, Dactylosporangium, and Ampullariella; the
second group contained Planomonospora, Spirillospora and
Streptosporangium.
study.

Again type cultures were used for the

Using..§. venezuelae as the reference, all of the

genera examined in the families Actinoplaneceae and Streptosporangiaceae showed little homology with this reference

(10 to 20% relative binding).

Only DNA from§. albus (type

culture for the genus Streptomyces), Streptoverticillium

-19baldaccii and Mic ro ell ob 0 spor i a fla vea apprec i ab l y b ou nd
the S. venezuelae reference.

Of int erest was t he signific a nt

binding of DNA samples fr om different families to the
reference.
about

5

The Tm,e of these intra-family duplexes was

to 6 C l ower than the homolo go us duplexes.

The

fact that the taxonomy of the s p orangia-forming actinomycetes
established by cell-wall analysis was c orroborated by F ~rina
and Bradley's

(1970) analysis confirmed the u sef u lness of

both methods for actinomycete systematics.
Evolution an d Nucleic Acids.

During their divergence

from a common ancest o r, tw o organisms each accumu l ate base
substitutions in their DNA.

These base s ubstituti ons are

reflected in experimental nucleic acid re e ssociati c n studies
by base mismatching.

The rel s tionshi p between decrease in

thermal st a bility and the fraction of mis matched bases has
emerged from several st udies (Laird et a l., 1969).

Although

DNA base compositi on is useful as a first app ro ximation o f
relatedness (DeLey, 1969), it cannot be used as a quantitative measure o f divergence.

However , nucleic acid hom o logy

measurements, bec au se they reflect the number of nucleotide
changes that have occurred since the species d iver ged , do
provide a quantitative measure of evoluti onary divergence
(Laird et al., 1969).

The me &surement of DNA species diver-

gence can be comp licated by the existence of repetitive DNA
sequences

(Britten and Kohne,

Conserved rRNH Loci.

196A).

The ev o l ution of bas e seq uences

takes plsce a t different rates at different sites in the

-2 0 genome ( McCarthy, 19 6 7).

Conserved genes could h ave great

significance a s to the possible common a ncestry of high l y
divergent organisms or groups.

For examp l e , it was found

that i n the genus Bacillus , wh ose vario u s members differ in
GC by as much a s 20% , there was little overa ll geneti c
h omo l ogy between a ny individual species, but that rRNA,
tRNA and antibiotic resistance loc i were highly conserved
in all species tested (Doi and I garashi , 1966; Dubnau et a l.,
1965 ).

It was of considerab l e interest that DNA base se-

quences of rRNA and tR NA were shown to be conserved relative
to the total DNA in enterob a cteri a , myxobacteria and yeast
( Schweizer et al ., 1969; Midge l y, 1968 and Moore and McCar thy,
1967).

Mo reover, there is evidence that mu lt iple sites on

the genome exist for both 16 and 23S rRNA synthesis and that
these mu lti ple sites are contiguous in bacteria ( Cut l er and
Evans, 1 967 ).

Midge l y (1 968 ) estimated that there were

cis tr ons responsible f or rRNA synthesis i n E. coli.

45

Interest-

in g ly, the author found an equal transcription rate for a ll
the cistrons in unit time.

Ave r y a nd Midgley (19 68 ) found

that the 1 6S and 2JS rRNA mu t ual ly and completely competed
for their respective sites of hybridization.

In Saccharomyces

cerevisiae, Schweizer et a l. (19 69 ) estimated that there
were 14 0 cistrons for rR1~A and 320 to 4 00 cistrons for tRNA.
Their results suggested th a t there were separate cistrons
for all three c l as ses of rRNA and tRNA.

Ritosse end

Spiegelma n ( 1965) fo und ev id e nc e f or severa l hu ndred r RNA
cistr ons in Dr osophil a melanogaster.

Wood and Luck (19 69 )

concluded that the 25S and 19S rRNA genes in mitochondri a l

-21-

DNA of Neurospora cr a ssa we re repeated at least four times.
Kohne (1968) is o l ated and characterized E.coli rRNA cistrons
by taking advantage of their hi gher relative concentration
and hence, more rapid renatur a tion rate .
Although r i bosomal cistrons appear to be rel att vel y
resistent t o e vo lutiona ry change c Gmp are d to other cistrons,
such changes are by no means prec l uded (Moore a nd McCarthy,

1967) .

Ar onson a nd Holowczyk ( 1965 ) concluded that the

riboso ma l RNA fraction of Pseud omo na s aeruginosa and~ . coli
were heter ogeneo us b ase d on an ana lysis of pancreat ic rib c nuclease di ge sts.

The au t hors suggested t ha t in each

organism ther e were sever a l r RNA cistrons differing sli ght ly
in base seq ue nce.

A c omp a rative study was madA of the

arra ngement of base seq ue nces in the rRNA cistr on s of rabbi t
DNA ( Moore a nd McC n rthy , 1968).

It was c oncluded that the

cl uster of rRNA cistr ons in a mamma li an DNA , which rep re sented an evo luti onsry or a n hist orical series of tandem
duplic a tions, exhibited intercistronic base sequence di vergence.

By e nz ymic di ge sti on a nd subsequent gel electrophorEBis

of rRNA from re presentative b a cterL:i nnd mammals, Pinder et
a l. (19 69 ) f ou nd that the structure of r RNA had dif fere ntiated
ap p reci a bly in t he c ourse of evolution.

Si g nificantly, the

authors show ed that the overall struct ure a s opp osed t o the
nucleotide seq ue nce tend e d t o be c onserved during evolution.
In contrast to p revi o us results, the se scientists concluded
that no evidence ex isted for heter oge neit y in a n rRNA popu l a tion fr om a g iven species.

However, recent work by Muto

(1970) s ugr;es t ed that 168 rRNA from

g;_ . coli sho,-rnd hetero -

-22geneity .

I f he ter og ene it y inde ed exi s ts , the n a number of

interesting q uestions are po sed:

does diversit y in rRNA

imply diversi ty in ri bo some popu l a ti ons ?

In higher

organisms, i s a cha nge in the popu l ation of rRNA inv o lved
in a re gu lat or y p r ocess during differenti a tion?
An inter e sting ana l y sis of apparent mark er evolution
rate versus ge neti c map position in B. subtilis was accomp lis hed by Chi l d on a nd McC arthy (19 69 ).

Because the genome

of B. subtilis has been shown to be rep lic ated in sequential
order fr om one end to t he other, Childon a nd McCarthy (196 9 )
tested the hypothesis that the res ulting g ene-d os age ef fect
mi ght influence t he rate of ev o l ution of ge nes near t h e
or i gin and termin us.

By the use of tw o assays , that is, t he

relative efficiency of he ter olo gous tr a nsf ormatio n and the
decrease in the thermal s tabi lit y of heteroduplex DNA formed
by two strands ori gi nating from different s pecies, the
author s c oncluded t ha t the ra te of marke r evol utio n was
directl y infl uenc ed b y i ts map position .

Signific antly , it

a lso appeared that gradie nts of c onservati on of base seq ue nce
occurred on b oth sides of t he l oc i for ribosoma l RNA .
Neu tr a l Mutat i on s .

DNA reass oci at ion studi e s revie\.Jed

by King and Juke s (19 69 ) sugge sted tha t there was cc nside ra ble
latit ude a t the molecular l evel for rando m genetic cha nges
that have n o effect upon the fitness of the organism .

It has

been propose d tha t most change s in amino acid sequence undergone by severa l proteins during e v ol uti on have been the r esu lt
of a n on-D a rwinian p r ocess:

the random fixa tion of neu tr a l

or near neutral am ino acid s nbst itut ions (IOng and Jukes ,

- 23 1969; Kimur a , 1969; Kimur a a nd Oht a , 1969; Kimura, 1968;
Wright, 1966 and Freese, 1962).

The following lines of

evidence have been cited by King and Jukes (1969) to support
this conclusion:

(1) dat a on structure of cy tochrome£,

insulin, alpha and beta chains of hemoglobin and serum
albumin from a wide variety of species indicated that these
proteins had undergone amino acid substitutions at
stant rate during evolution.

A

con-

This was not expected by a

mechanism involving the selection of advantageous mutations;
(2) neutral amino acid substitutions (in function) have been
found in several proteins; (3) the neutr a l allele-random
fixation model suggested by Kimura (1969) was consistent with
rates of amino acid substitution in several proteins; (4) the
Treffers mutator gene produced a trend toward DNA of GC content higher than the original parent and (5) a significant
correlation existed between the number of synonymous codons
for each amino acid and its respective occurrence frequency
in a l a rge number of proteins.

This would suggest that the

structure of the genetic code itself may exert an important
influence on the evolution of these proteins.

Arnheim and

Taylor (1969) tested the hypothesis that there was a relationship between the r a te of evolutionary ch ange and the degree
of neutr a l allelic variation in populations by using data on
hemoglobin variants of man.

Their conclusion was that such a

relationship existed; however, they stressed the need for
more data before a strong conclusion could be re a ched.
An interesting c a se for neutral or ne ar-neutral mutations
having altered electrophoretic mobility but not catalytic

-24activi ty was presented by Shaw ( 1965 ).
that

Sha w calculated

75% of a ll possible sing le base mutation s would n ot be

detected by a cha nGe in electrophoretic mobility.

From her

compiliation of data, it app e~red tha t enzymes differed widely
in the molecular alterations which they could tolerate.
Laird et al. (196 9 ) prese nted a thorough discussi on of
DNA reass ociati on data a nd the rate of fixati on of nucleotide
substit ut i ons in evolution.

Their c oncl usi ons s upp orted t he

ideas of Wa l ker (1969) in that the rate of evolution of DNA
from a number of hi gher 0rganisms was 2 to

5

times greater

than inferred fro m comparative amin o acid s equences of
sel e cted proteins.

Th is conclusion seems compatible only

with the ne ut r a l mu t ation-random fi xat i on hyp othesis.
Clarke (197 0 ) took issue with the neutral mutation
hypothesis reviewed by King and Jukes (1969).

He pointed out

several weaknesses in their arguments which, if true, may
cast doubt upo n the vn lidity of the hypothesis.

Unfortunately,

Clarke did not discuss the si gnificant discrepancy of DNA
sequence diver g ence as c ompa red to protein sequenc e di vergence.
Apparently Clarke did accept King and Jukes (1969) idea that
natural selection was the editor and n ot the c omposer of the
genetic message.
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Mate ri a ls a nd Me th ods
Stock Cultures.

Th~ or ga nisms used in this study were

primarily members of the g ene ra Strep tomyces and Nocardia
(Table 1).

The st ock streptomycete cult ures were propagated

on tomat o p a ste-oatmeal agar medium (TPO) of the following
c omposition:

20 g Contadina tomato paste; 20 g Heinz baby

oatmeal; 15 s Difeo agar and 1 liter dei nnized wa ter.
pH of the medium was adjusted to 6.8 with 1 N NaOH.

The
Members

of the genus N~c ardia were propagated on peptone-yeast
extract agar medium (PY) of the foll owing comp osition:

5

g

Difeo peptone; Jg Dife o yeast extract; 15 g Difeo agar and
1 liter deionized water.
for 15 min.

Both media were autoclaved at 121 C

The cooled, ~o lten media were dispensed into

petri dishes.

All the streptoMycete stoc k cultures were

incubated at JO C for

7 to 14 days, 9nd the nocardial stock

cultur es were incubat ed at 3 0 C for 3 to 7 days.
Mass Culture of Actincmycetes for Isolation of DNA.
streptomycetes, s po res were scraped from a

7 to 14 day o ld

culture grown on TPO aga r plates a nd were suspended in
of PY broth.

25

For nocardial cultures, growt h fr om a 3 to

day old culture on PY ogar plates was suspended in
PY broth.

For

25

ml

7

ml of

The in oc ul um wa s homogeni ze d wi t h~ P ot t er - =1 v~i1 j em

tissue g rind er .

Ab out 10 ml cf thi s suspension was add ed t o

1 liter of py broth .

The seede d med ium wa s incuba ted on a

rotary shaker at 27 to JO C f or 15 to 24 hr.

The resulting
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Principal C~ltures
Culture Desig na ti on

Scurce

Actinopycnidium caer ul eum

H. Lechevo lier, Ru tgers
University

Escherichi a coli B

Univ. Mi nnesot a c ollecti on

Mycobacterium rhod ochrou s
MJ70

R. Gordon, Rutgers University

~- smegmatis VAC 43.3

N. M. McClung , University of
South Pl orida

Mycobacterium ~- 17C2
III S'Wine

R. Ma nion, Minneapolis Veterans
Hospital

Myocobacterium ..;£•
scotochromogenic

R. Manion , Mi nneapolis Veterans
Hosp ital

Myc obacteri um ~ . CDC
avia n

R. Man ion, Minneapolis Veterans
Hospi.t a 1

M. stercoides A406

E. Mankiewicz

M. tuberculosis HJ7R V

R. Manion, Minne apo lis Veterans
Hc spi.t o l

Myxococcus xanthus FB

M. Dwor kin, University 0f
Minnesota

Nocardia canicruri 8

Nl574

E·

corallina N78

ATCC 1101~8
ATCC 427.3 ns Mycobacterium
r hod ochrou s

N. corallina NS5

J.B. Cl a rk, Univer3ity of

!.

ATCC 4276 as M. rhod ochrous

cora llina N76

Ok l ahoma

N. erythr opolis N2

J.N. Adams, University of

Streptomyces aureofnciens
Sl0762

ATCC 10762

]. cinnamomeus 31285

ATCC 11874

South Dak ota

- 27S. coelicolor Muller SJ52

S.A, Waksman, Rutgers University

S • c o e li co 1 or S 24 1 9

NRRL - B2419 as S. canescus

s.

Univ. Minnesota collection

erythreus S2JJ

S. fradiae SJ47

Univ. Minnesota collection

S. griseus S 104

E. McCoy, University of Wisconsin

S. griseus S1945

E. McCoy, University of Wisconsin

S. rimosus 310970

ATCC 10970

s.

venezuelae SlJ

Univ. Minnesota collection

S. venezuelae S86

Univ. Minnesot a collection

S. violaceoruber Sl

G, Sermonti

S. violaceoruber S16

NRRL-B-1257

s.

violaceoruber S199

Univ. Minnesota collection

S. violaceoruber SJ07

Univ. Minnesota collection

S. violaceoruber SJ443

R. Gordon, Ru t~ers University

s. violaceoruber SJ740

R. Gordon, Rutgers University

s. violaceoruber sl4980

ATCC-14980

-28mycelial growth we s harvested by centrifugation (2000 x
g for 15 min) and was subseq ue ntly washed three times with
saline-EDTA (0.15 ~ NaCl and 0 .1 M sodium ethylenediamine
tetraacetate, pH 8 . 0 ).

The EuTA and high pH retarded

deoxyribonuclease activity.

The washed mycelial growth

was frozen at - 20 C in plastic b1g s and stored until needed.
Lysis of Actinomycetes for DNA Isolation.

For strep-

tomycetes, 2 to Jg of washed, wet packed mycelia were suspended in

25

ml saline-EDTA solution in a

stoppered flask.

500

ml g l ass-

One ml of the enzyme lysozyme ( Ca lbi ochem ,

200 mg/ml) was a dded; the flas k ;.ias shaken at Lt2 C for one hr.

Next 2 ml of t h e enzyme pronase (Calbio chem, 10 mg/ml) ,ms
added and the f l ask shaker. 2t

42

C until lysis began as indi-

cated by an i ncre a se in viscosity accompanied by a ma rked
decrease in turbidity.
of

25% (;.i /v )

To bring l ysis to completion, 2 ml

sodi um dodecyl sulfate (0DS ) was added and the

flask was Bent l y s hake n by hand a t ca.

25

C for 1 or 2 min.

Next , the f l ask ;.ias heated in a 60 C water bath for 1 0 min
with occas i onal shaking followed by sl nw cooling to ca.

25

C.

Most of the nocardia a nd several streptomycetes were insensitive to lysozyme; howe ve r a pretreRtment of the washed
mycelia with acetcne and diethyl ether rendered most of these
organisms susceptible to the enzyme .

About 2 to J g of wash-

ed, wet-packed myceli a were shaken with JO ml acetone on a
wrist act i on shaker for JO min a t ca.

25 C.

The mycelia were

then collected b y centrifu gat ion at 2000 x g for 1 0 min and
the supernatant fluid wa s discarded .

The pe ll et was suspended

in JO ml diethy l ether , shake n on a wrist-act io n shPker for JO
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min at c a .

25

C, ond centrifuged 8t 2000 x g for 10 min.

The supernat a n t fraction wa s poured off 8nd the mycelia

were suspended in

25

ml s a line-EDTA and treated as pre-

viously describ e d for the streptomycetes.

After lysis,

the Marmur ( 1961) procedure fo r the isolation of DNA from
microorganisms wa s foll owed.
Extraction of DNA from Actln omycetes.

All volumes indi-

cated here 8re b a sed upon 2 t o J g of cells in

25

ml s s line-

EDTA; there fore , the va 1'.l.es ,Jere a d justed a ccording l y ,ihen
more or less materi a l was used.

Lysed cells ~e~e mixed with

7 mlaf 5 t sodium p erchl or a te solution to g ive a final concentration of 1 M sodium perchl orate.

The high salt concentra-

tion served to dis s oc i s te p1·oteins fr om nucleic a cids.

An

equal volume of Se vag 's mixture (c h l or of orm-iso amyl a lc oho l;
24:1 v/v) wos added a nd the mixt ur e sha ken for J O min at ca.

25

C on e wrist action sha ke r.

Centrifug a ti on at 8000 x g for

10 min separ ated the emulsion into J la yers; chloroform a t the

bottom, denat ured protein in the middle an d a top aqueous
layer containing the nucleic acids.

The chloroform denatured

proteins ,~hile the is oamyl alcoho l reduced f oc ming and ci ided
in separat ion and maintenance of the layers in the centrifuged
d eproteini zed sol uti on.

The a qu eous l a yer wa s carefully col-

l ec ted a nd about 2 vol ume s of

951a ethano l la ye~ed over it.

The precipitated nucleic acids which coll ec ted a t the interface of the two l ayers were spo c led ont o c g l a ss rod.
the precipitat e had dissolved ( a b out 15 min),

0.5

After

ml 10 x SSC

(1 x SSC buffer cont a ined 0 .15 M NaC l ond 0.015 M sodi um

-JOcitrate; 10 x SSC contained 10 times this concentration; 0.1
x SSC contained 1/1 0 this concentr a ti on; see Gillespie 2nd
Spiegelman ,

1965 )

tion to 1 x SSC.

wa s t t1en a dded t o brin 6 the salt concentr a Nuc l eic acids readily dissolve in soluti ons

of low ionic strength; howeve r, the high salt concentration
was necessary to st abilize the DNA a nd to decrease the shearing effects of therma l agitation .
valent ca tions .

The citrate chelated di-

To di ge st ribonucleic acid (RNA), ribonucle-

ase (Calbioc hem , bcvine pancreas) wa s added to a final concentration of
JO min.
with

15

50 p g/m l

and the mixture incubated at 37 C for

The Sevag 1 s deproteinization step was then repeated
ml of Sevag's mixture until little or no prote in col-

lected a t the interface.
2 volumes cf

95% etha nol

The DNA w2s aga in precipitated with
and dissolved in

4.5

ml 0.1 x SSC.

One ml of J M acetate solution was added to give a final concentr at i on of O.J M acetAte .

Next, 6 . 0 ml isoprop~nol was

added slowly with continuous shaking; isopropa no l selectively
precipitated the DNA i4hile RNA fragments remained in solution.
The DNA was collected on a g l ass rod and dissolved in
distilled water.

Next

solution of 1 x SSC .

0.5

4.5

ml

ml 10 x SSC wa s added to g ive a

The f ina l DNA solution was stored over

a few drops of chl oroform a t

5

C.

Determination of Buoyant Density of DNA.

A

concentr 2ted

st ock cesium chloride (CsCl) solution was prepared ea ch wee~
by dissolving

15

g CsCl (Matheson Colema n and Be ll,

99%

purity) in 7 ml 0.02 !i THAM buffer (tris-hydr oxymethyl a minomethane) pH 8 .5.
membrane filter

The final so l uti on was passed through a

(0.45 pm)

to remove any ins o luble materia l.

-31The absorbance at 260 nm of the filtered CsCl s o lution was
measured; if t he ab s orbance exceeded

0.05,

the CsCl was

repurified by filtrati on or recrystalization from hot eth a nol.
The techniq ue of Mesels on et n l. (195 7) 1,as followed.

The

density of the CsCl s o l utio n was brought to about 1.718 g
3
cm- by mi x ing 0 . 84 ml of the concentrated CsCl stock solution with 0 .2J ml of a 0.1 x SS C s oluti on c ontaining
2.0

pg

of the DN~ to be examined plus about

0.5 p g

0.5

to

of the

standard reference DNA (E. c o li DN~ or S. coelic o lor DNA in
0.1 x S~C).

It has been determined by Schildkraut et al.(196 1),

that the refractive index of the CsCl-DNA solution is linea rly
related to the density as follows:

~25 c

= l0.860l(nD25 C) - 13.4974

where

;i25

C = density at

25

nD 25 C = refractiv~ indAx a t

C

25

C

The refractive index was measured with a Bausch a nd Lomb,
Abbe-JL refr a ctometer.

The refractive index was adjusted to

1.4 01 which c orresponded to an average density of 1.718 g
cm-J.

When a final adjustment of density was required, it

was a cc omplished by adding either solid CsC l or 0 .1 x SSC.
Next

0.75

ml of the DNA-CsCl solution was c a refully injected

into a Spinco 12 mm analytical centrifuge cell equipped with
a 1° negative wed ge, quart z , upper window a nd a plane quartz
lower window.
resistant type.

The centerpi ece was r outinely the Kel-F, cesium
The loaded cell was placed in a n An-D two

place rotor with a 7,0 8 counterba l a nce,

Centrifuga tion was

done in a Spinco Model E a na lytical ultracentrifuge at 44,770

-3 2 rev min

-1

at

25

C.

10 hr running time.
achieved.

The C~Cl gradient ws s formed 2fter ca.
By 18 hr, equilibrium wa s very nearly

Using quartz optics and a n ultraviolet (UV) light

source, UV absorption photographs were taken on Kodak commercial film.

The resulting ultraviolet absorption films

were traced with either the Beckman model RB Analytrol film
densitometer or with the Gilf ord Model 2410 Linear Tr ansport scanning attachment and the Gilford Mode l 2400 spectr ephotometer (Gilford Instruments; Oberlin, Ohi o ).
of the scanning beam wa s maintained at 10 0

pm.

The width
The bu oyant

density of each unknown DNA v-Jas then calc u lated with respect
to the position of an internal st 0ndard of either E . coli B
DNA ( 1. 7100 g c m-J or S. coelicol or Mu ller DNA ( 1. 7313 g

cm-J).

The c a lc ulati ons were performed using the equati on

of Schildkraut et a l. (19 61):
2
/: = 0 . 0092(r 2 - r 0 ) + ~ ta
~

=densit y of stand ard reference DNA.

This wa s taken to

be 1.71 00 g cm-3 for~ - coli DNA and 1.7313 g c m-3
for~. coelic o l or Muller DNA
/: = density of samp le DNA in g cm-J
r0

= distance of the st andard DNA band from the central
axis of rotation.

r

= distance of the sample DNA band from the centra l
axis of rotati on.

Because the value of/J.•, ro a nd rare known, the value
be calc ulated.

of ji

can

When indic eted, DNA wa s denatured by dilu-

ting the stock DNA prepRrAtion t o 0.1 x SSC and b oiling for

5 min foll ow ed by quick c oo ling in an ice b a th.

-33Mensurement of Thermnl Denatura tion of DNA .

- --

Tr e mid -

point of the hyperchr orn ic shift 8t 26 0 nm (Tm) of DNA solutions heated in O.l x SSC was determined using the Gilford
Mode l 2000 or Nc,de l 2400 I~u ltiple Samp le Absorbance Recorder
equipped with a Beckma n monochr ome ter, a line ar temrerature
prog~amming unit, a ljnear thermosensor for mAasuring the
temperAture of the samp l es ,

AD

automatic cuvette posi-

tioner and an Haake thermoregulated circulat or .

Three DNA

samples could be rur. at one time enab ling one to use internal
standards.

All samples were prep8red in 0 .1 x SSC with 0 .1

x SSC as the b l a n 1: un less otherwise noted .

The A260 of each

sample was in the r a n8e of O.J t o 0 .4 which corresponded to
approximately 12 .5 t o 16.5

yg DNA/ml

1 y g of DNA has on A260 = o. 02~) .

respectively ( assuming

Af ter the recorder wa s

adjust e d t c proper zero and 100), a nd the heating system ca l i brated according t c the Gilford operation msnual , the samples
were p lac ed in the cuvette heating b l ock .

An au~ illiary off -

set contr o l was used to s pace t ha recorded absorbance plots
of t he three samples.

The temper~ture of the cuvette holder

was automatically rec c rded for each re a ding.
was linear from

50

The heating ra~

C to 90 C and ,;,ias complete in about 60 min .

Alternativel~a Zeiss PMQ II spectrophotometer equipped
with a fl cw -thr ou~h cuvette holder attached to a ther~ oregul ated circulat or was used.
at 1 to

5

A2 6n re adi ngs were ta ken ma nua ll y

min intervals and the temperature a t each re ading

was read from a thermometer in the circul a t or .

The heating

rate was controlled by a Neslab t emperAture programmer and
was routinely set to g ive a 1 degree rise in

5

min to allow

- 34equilibration of the s amp les a nd the circul ato r.
Preparation of 14c-l abe l e d DNA from St reptomycetes.
inoculum of 7 to

14

day old spores was prepa red in

sterile 0.15 ~ NaCl.

50

An

ml of

Af ter the inoc u lum was homo ge nized,

10 to 20 ml were ad ded to 1 liter of sterile, co o led medi um

of the following composition:

0.5

(soluti on A) 20.0 g g lucose;

• 7 H20; 2. 0 g NH No ; 1. 0 g asparagine; 5. 0 g
4
4 3
pept one and 800 ml dei oni ze d wa ter in a 1 liter flask;
g Mgsu

(s o l ut ion B)

500

ml fl a s k .

5.0

g K2 HP 0 and 200 ml dei oni ze d wat er in a
4

So l ut i ons A a nd B were au t ocl a ved s epara tely

and s ubsequentl y mixed ase pt ic a l l y .

Th e inocul a ted medi um

was shaken at J O C unti l the A26 0 re a ched O. J t o

C.5

(usua ll y 12 to 24 hr ).

At this ti me rap id g r ow th of the
organi sm was in procr ess. Nex t, 500 ye of 2- 14c- l a be l ed
uracil (Ne w England Nuclear) in

5

ml sterile deionized water

was added and the culture aga in sha ken at JO c.

Samples

were taken immedi a tel y afte r label add ition a nd a t 1 hr intervals afterwards to foll ow the incorporation of label int o
the mycelia.

When the uptake of the label began t o plateau,

the mycelia were harvest e d by centrifugati on, washed thre e
times with sal i ne-EDTA a nd the DNA is olated as described
previously.
Shearing a nd Denat urati on of 14c-labeled DNA.
concentrati on of a 14c-l abeled D~A was a d ju sted t o
1 mg DNA/ml in 2 x SS G.

Th e

0.5

to

The DNA was then sheared by twice

pass i ng the s oluti on thro ugh a Frenc h p ress ure cell (A merican
Instruments Co. Inc., AlHNCU, .::; ilver Sp rings , Md.) at 10, 000

-35lb in

-2

•

This produced fragments of DNA hav ing molecular

weights of approximate l y
and Bolt on, 1963).

5

x 105 daltons or less ( McCarthy

The sheared DNA -was dialysed overnight

against 0.1 x SSC and -was then denatured by heating in
boiling water f or
ice-water bath .

5 min follo~ed by quic k chi lli ng in an
The salt c oncentr ation trns brought to

2 x SSC by adding the appropriate c mount of 10 x SSC .

The

co ncentration of sing le-stranded, 14c-labeled DNA f ragments
was determined by comparinc the count min -l of the fragments

to the specific activity of the native labe l ed DNA prepar3 tion.
The Membrane Filter Technique for Asscy of DNA Reas s ociati on.

The pro cedure for DNA-DNA reassociation on membrane

fi lt ers vias derived from that of ''larnaar and Cohen (1 966) ,
in that buffers of l ow ionic strength and high pH were used
to elute the sing le-stranded, unhybridized DNA from the
membrane filter .

After investigating a number of variables,

the follot,Jine; proto col 1'Ja s deve l oped.

Dil utions from the

stock s o l utions of DNA i, ere made to give 2 0
0 .1 x SSC .

Next ,

2.5

pg DNA/ml

ml of this s a mple -was pipetted into a

smell scre-wcap tube, heated in bo ili n3 wa ter for
was then quickl y c oo l ed in ice-w a t er .
the DNA.

in

5 min and

This p r oce s s deriatu i·ecl

Dena tur a tion t·J as generally monitc,red by observing

the c hane;e in A260.

2.5 ml s Dmp l es had c oo l ed, 2.5
give 5 ml of approximate ly 6 x

Whe n the

ml of 12 x SSC was ad ded t o
SSC solution c ontaining 10

pg DNA /ml.

Schleicher a nd Schuell (Keene , N. H.) type B-6, size

- 3 6-

25 mm,
25

pure nitrocellulose membr anes and Millipore HAWP size

mm membr Bnes were used.

The filters were soaked for 1 to

2 min in 6 x SSC Bnd washed by suction with 10 ml of 6 x SSC.
The previously prepared denatured DNA solution
6 x SSC solution containing

50 pg

(5

ml of the

DNA tot a l) 1-1as passed

slowly through the filter using st andard Millipore apparatus.
Maximum retention of the input DNA occurred when gravity
filtration was used.

The efficiency of binding of the de-

natured DNA to the membr anes was monitored by comp a ring the
A260 of the filtrate to the A260 of the solution prior to
filtrBtion.

The filters were placed in scintillation vials

without caps and were a ir dried for at le a st
by 2 hr in a v a cuum oven at 80 C.

4

hr followed

By tightly capping these

vials containing the dried filters and sto r ing them in a dry
place, the filters could be kept for extended periods before
carrying out the subsequent reassociation process.
The dried filters were placed in clean scintill a tion
via ls and l._50 ml of 1. 25 x SSC buffered with O. 02 M THAM-HCl

was added.

The pH of this solution was 8.0.

Next,

0.05

ml

of a dilution of she8red, labeled, denatured DNA to give 1

yg

was carefully pipetted in each vial, mixed by gentle rotation,
and each vial wa s tightly capped.

Depending on the experiment,

the mixture wa s incub a ted at 60, 70 or
hr.

75

C for 15 hr to 20

The filters were then carefully removed and rinsed briefly

with O.OOJ M THAM-HCl, pH 9.4 (Warnaa r s nd Cohen, 1966).

After

this rinse, both sides of the filter were washed by suction
with 40 ml of the s a me buffer.
r ate not exceeding J ml/min.

The filters were wa shed a t e
The washed filters were removed

-37and dried by air or with 3n infra-red lamp and then counted
in a Packard Tri-Carb Scintillation counter.
expressed as count mi n

-1

pg -1

Binding was

DNA on the filter.

Filters

which had no DNA bound to them, yet had undergone the entire
procedure served as c o ntrols for non-specific binding of the
labeled DNA.

E. coli DNA served as one nonhomologous con-

trol while Myxococcus xanthus DNA served as a high GC yet
nonhomologous control.

Salmon sperm DNA (Calbiochem, grade

A) was often included as a nonhomologous control.
The final washing of the re annealed DNA on the filter
was a critical step.

The standard wash method previously

described was used for most of the subsequent experiments;
however, the method was tedious and limited the number of
assays which could be run.

Therefore, for some of the later

experiments, an alternative wash procedure was devised.
After incubation, the filters were removed from the reaction
mixture, rinsed briefly with 0.003 ~ THAM-HCl, pH

9.4

and

then immersed for 10 min in a vi a l cont a ining 10 ml 1 x SSC
at the incubation temperature.

After air drying, the filters

were assayed as described previously.
The thermal stability of the reassociated DNA duplexes
formed was also determined.

Filters were prepared, loaded

with DNA and incubated at various temperatures as before.
After reassociation was con~lete, the filters were removed,
rinsed briefly with 0.003 M THAM-HCl, p H

9.4

and immersed in

10 ml 1 x SSC at the incubation temperature for 10 min.

labeled DNA was then eluted by incubating the filters for
min in

2.5

The

15

ml 1 x SSC in scintillation vials a t temperature

- 38 increments of

5

C.

Ne xt 15 ml of Trit on X-100 , toluene
(66 6 ml toluene, 333 ml Trit on X-10 0

scintillation fl u id

5.5

g l,4-bis-2-(5-phenyloxazolyl) benzene and 125 mg

2,4-diphenyloxaz o l~ was added to the vials and the r adioactivity determined.

Up to

Jo%

aqueous s a lt solution can be

counted in this fluid with only a sma ll loss in efficiency
due t o quenching .

The results we r e expressed a s the rela-

tive amount of 14c-DNA released, that is, as the ratio:
-1

count min
o a

released a t a iven tem erature
omo ogo us coun m n-

x 100%

-3 9-

Resu lts

CsCl Density Gradient Ana lysis.

Purified DNA from

selected actinomycetes, mo st cf ,ihich had A26 0/A280 r a tios
in the range of 1.8 to 2.0, were individu a lly mixed with a
reference E. c oli DNA and centrifug ed in CsCl as described
previously ( p J O of t h is thesis).

Bec a use

o

line ar rela-

tionship exists beti-1een the buoyant density of DNA and its
b a se composition (Schild kr a ut et ol., 1962), the following
relationship was us ed t o ca lc ulate the mole fr a ction of
guanine plus cyt osine of the va rious DNA samples:

;° =

1.660 + 0 . 098 (GC)

where

j) = buo y ant

-1
densit y in g cm
~

GC = mole fraction gu anine pl us cytosine
At least three determina tions were ma de with most
streptomycete DNA samples while two determina tions were
gener a ll y made with other samples of a ctinomycete DNA.

The

buoyant densiti es of t he a ct i nomyc ete DNA s a mp le s st udied

_,

ranged from 1.7211.J t o 1.7312 g cm.., (T ab le 2).
parations showed onl y
gradient.

R

All DNA pre-

sing le, symmetric ~l band in the CsCl

The c a lc ulated %GC of the strept omycete DNA pre-

parations ranged betvieen 70 .1 a nd 72.6, those of nocardi ae
were between 62.6 and 70.7, and those of the mycob a cteri a
were between 61.J.J and 70.J.

Myxoc occus xa nthus FB was

determined to have a GC content of 68.5%.

-4 0Table 2
Buoyant Density and Base Composition of Selected
Actinomycete DNA Preparations
Source of DNA

Buoyant Den~ity
(e; cm-j)

GC

s. coelicolor Muller S353

1.7312°~0. 00 03

72.6

s.
s.
s.

griseus Sl945

1. 73 12±0. 0005

7 2. 6

aureofaciens S10762

1.7311

72.6

coelicolor s2419

1. 7 3 09!0. 0007

7 2 .3

s. cinnamomeus s 1285

1. 73 07

72.1

s.

1. 73 04

71.8

S. viol aceoruber Sl

1. 73 04 ±o. 0004

71.8

s. viol aceoruber SJ07

1. 7 3 03"± 0 . 0007

71. 7

s. violaceoruber SJ 74 0

1. 73 03±0. 0003

71. 7

s. viol aceoruber Sl99

1. 73 02±0. 0003

71.6

fradiae

Actinopycnidium caeruleum
vAC 342

1. 7J 00

(%)

71.4

s. griseus S 104

1. 7300

71.4

s. violaceoruber S14 980

1.7299! 0 . 0006

71.3

s. violaceor'.lber S3443

1.7299±0 .000 2

71.3

s. violaceoruber Sl6

1.7298±0.0006

71.2

N. coralline NS5

1. 7293

70. 7

S. venezuelae Sl3

1. 7287~0.0002

70.1

Mycobacterium sp. 17C 2
Ill swine

1. 7289

70 .3

Mycobacterium sp.
scotochromogenTc

1. 7278

69.2

~- opaca N76

1. 72 67

68.1

Mycobacterium sp.
CDC aviim (A) -

1. 7266

67,9

- 41-

M. sme e;ma tis VA ClJJJ

1. 7 264

67 . 7

M. fo rt uitum

1. 725 5

66 . 8

Noc ardi a op a c a Nl 09

1.7 252

66.5

M1cob acterium ste r coid e s
A406

1. 7242

65.5

1. 7231

64.4

1. 7230

64 .J

1. 7228

64. 2

lJ. er1thropolis N2

1. 7214

62.6

M1xococcus xanthus FB

1. 7271

68.5

,M.

rhodochrous

155c

11. tuberculosis H37R 8
.N.

8

Q ore llina

NJ 05

Standard deviations were c a lculated only on trials of
3 determinations or more.

-42DNA Reassociation:
on Membrane Fi 1 ters.

Immobilization of Denatured DNA

The amount of input unlabeled DNA

retained by both Millipore and Schleicher and Schuell (SS)
membrane filters was dependent on the ionic strength of
the solvent.

Solvent concentrations of 2x, 4x, 6x,

and lOx SSC were tested and 6x
DNA retention.

Bx

SSC proved the best for

The amount of input DNA retained by the

filter varied inversely with the speed of filtration.
Gravity filtration gave optimum retention of input DNA.
Millipore filters retained only

50%

of the input DNA, while

SS filters retained almost 100% of the input DNA at optimum
conditions.

Millipore membranes gave virtually the same

results in DNA reassociation experiments as did the SS
filters, but for ease of quantitation the majority of the
assays were conducted with SS membrane filters.
Quantitative Nucleic Acid Relationships.

14c-labeled,

sheared, denatured~· venezuelae S13 DNA (specific activity
between JOOO to 7000 count min

-1

pg-1

depending on the

preparation) was reassociated with a number of unlabeled,
denatured actinomycete DNA samples bound to nitrocellulose
membrane filters.

The fraction of the labeled

s.

venezuelae

S1J DNA bound to each membrane filter was calculated and
expressed as a per cent of the fraction bound to the filter
with unlabeled

s.

venezuelae S13 DNA attached to it (the homo-

logous reference system).

This fraction is presented as the

relative per cent bound DNA.
were included:

The following three controls

(1) Myxococcus xanthus FB DNA as an unrelated

DNA with a high (68%) GC content, (2) Escherichia coli B DNA

as an unrelated DNA with a moder Rte (501a ) GC content and
(J) a membrane filter with no DNA att a ched, to measure nonspecific binding of the l4C-l a beled DNA to the membr anes.
Many investigators have stressed the import ance of the
temperature of incub a tion on DNA r e association ( McCarthy and
Church, 1970).

McCarthy (1967) h a s pointed out that tempera-

tures significantly lower than the op timum permit dist antly
related nucleotide sequences to re a ssoci ate.

To examine the

effect of incub ation temper a ture on the rela tive a mounts of
hybrid duplexes f ormed, a series of experiments was done at
60 C and 70 C (Ta ble J).

When the te mper a ture of incub a tion

wa s raised from 60 C to 70 C, the re a ssociation of homolog ou s
S. venezuelae S13 DNA drop ped about

5%.

Furthermore, these

dat a emphasize the import a nce of the incubation temper a ture
on the extent of duplex fo r ma tion.

Examination of the control

filters suggested th a t the 70 C incuba tion wa s high enough to
exclude any non-related sequence re a ssoci ation, i.e., duplex
formation between e ll but well matched s e quences wa s precludoo.
The extent of reactions at 60 C wa s, in genera l, hi gher than
the corresponding 70 C reactions, but the difference seemed
variablefrom re a ction t o re a cti on.

It wa s assumed that these

differences were due to the re action of distantly related
sequences.
In the 70 C reaction, the biolog ic a lly recombineble p a ir
S. viol a ceoruber S l99 a nd S16, while h aving identic a l GC
composition, were seen to be quite different by ~- vene z uel ae
SlJ.

Also, DNA frun ~- venezuel a e S8 6 and from 2• griseus

S104, two organisms which a re morphologic a lly similar, re acted

-4 4 Table J
DNA Reassociation with Selected Actinomycete DNA Preparations

%Rel a tive Binding at an Incubation
Temperature of

Unlabeled DNA Source

60 C

s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.

venezuelae SlJ

l00(1168)b

Divergence
Index
(DI)

70 C
100(920)b

1.00

aureofaciens Sl0762

95c

32c

0.34

violaceoruber Sl99

70

52

0.74

venezuelae S86

98

88

0.90

rimosus S 1097 0

91

77

0.85

griseus Sl04

99

88

o.89

cinnamomeus S l285

87

66

0.76

erithreus S233

80

54

o .68

fr Bdi ae SJ47

70

26

0.37

72

38

o.53

75

37

0.49

N. opaca N76

50

37

0.74

N. corallina NS5

37

36

0.97

N. corallina N78

41

40

1. 00

N. erythropolis N2

25

21

0.92

griseus

s 1945

violaceoruber Sl6

Mycobacterium
rnoaocFirous M3 70

d

4

10

5
5

o.5o

Escherichia coli B

5

1

0 .20

Salmon sperm

2

2

1. 00

M. tuberculosis HJ7R 8

-

Myxococcus x anthus FB

Blank filter

2

1

a Streptomyces vene zuel a e SlJ is t he homologous reference
system.
b The actual binding in count min- 1
c The aver a ge of
than 5%
d

Not done

4

to 6 trials.

Stand a rd devi a tion ~ a s less

the same by~· venezuelae SlJ reference DNA.

DNA from

Nocardia, a different genus in another actinomycete family,
showed between 20 to 40% reaction with the reference DNA
indicating a significant degree of relatedness; however,
mycobacterial DNA (organisms in the same family as Nocardia}
showed no reaction withs. venezuelae SlJ DNA.

Fina lly,

some of the streptomycete DNA samples bo und less reference
DNA than did DNA from noc ardiae.
By comparing the reacti ons at 60 C and 70 C, another
important parameter was provided; that is, an esti~ate of
base sequence similarity to or divergence from the homologous
reference DNA.

I have chosen to call incubation temperatures

that allowed distantly related sequences to react non-exacting.

This is to contrast exacting incubation conditions that

allowed only closely related sequences to re 2ct.

By dividing

the am ount of rel at ive binding at ex a cting conditions by t hd
at non-exacting conditions, a usef ul ratio was obtained.
This ratio has been called the Divergence Index (DI).

~h is

ratio has been called the thermal binding index (TBI) by
Brenner et al. (1969a).

DI values are useful in gauging the

presence or absence of closely related genetic material.

A

value close to 1.00 indicates that a ll of the sequences that
bind the reference DNA are virtually identical to the reference,
whereas a value approaching o.oo indic a tes the test DNA shares
almost no regions of similarity with the reference DNA.
The streptomycetes used in this study seemed to show a
large spectrum of relatedness to the reference DNA with DI
values ranging from o.JJ to 1.00.

Interestingly, although

-47the nocardial DNA preparations bound less than 40% of the
streptomycete reference DNA, the DI v a lues suggested the
existence of small but significant amounts of conserved
nucleotide sequences with respect to the
reference DNA.

s.

venezuelae S13

These may be ancestral sequences indicative

of common origin or they may represent evidence for relatively
recent gene tr ansfer.
DI values were a lso determined for a number of closely
related streptomycetes (as determined by cl a ssical determinative methods) using~· viol aceoruber 14980 14c-labeled DNA
(specific activity 40 00 count min-l pg- 1 ). The exacting
incubation condition was

75

C to preclude 2 11 but closely

related sequences; the non-exacting condition was kept at
60 C.

Within this group, the DI values ranged from 0.66 to

1.00 (T able

4).

This suggested a significant amount of

sequence c o nservation a mong the ten org anisms examined.

S.

coelicolor Muller and~. violaceoruber 14980 were, however,
distinctly different by this method.

Interestingly, the

organisms fell in two groups, those clustering around the
reference DNA and type culture for the specific epithet S.
violaceoruber and those clustering around S. coelicolor Muller,
the type culture for the specific epithet S. coelicolor.
Thermal Stability of Intr a - and Interspecific DNA
Duplexes.

The thermal stability of reassociated DNA fragments

formed at v a rious incubation

temper a tures may be used as an

index of the extent a nd specificity of sequence pairing.

Pre-

viously reassociated DNA fragments were dissociated and eluted

-4 8Table 4
DNA Reasso ci at i on AmonG S trepto mycetesa

Unlabeled DNA Source

%Re l ati ve Binding a t an Inc ubat i on
Tempe r atu re of
60 C

s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.

violaceoruber

s 14 98 0

100 (6 6o )b

Di ve rgence
Inde x
(DI)

75 C
100 (5 20)b

1.00

violaceoruber SJ44J

100

96

0.96

violace oruber S l

l OC'

85

o.85

vi olace oruber SJ7!J O

100

97

0 .97

violsceoruber S199

100

95

0 .95

violace orub er 33 07

89

83

0 .93

100

88

o .8 8

s. ~riseus 1945

65

43

0.66

s. coelicolor Mu ller
-s352

57

JS

0.67

s.

48

37

o. 77

Mzxococcus xanthus FB

18

10

o.55

Escherichia coli B

16

9

0 .56

5

4

s. violace orub e r S 16

coelic o lor S2419

Blank filter

a

b
C

Streptomyces vi olec eo r uber S14980 is the h omologous
reference system
. -1

The actual binding in count min
The average of 4 tri a ls.

5%

d

d

Not done

St s ndard devi s tion

~~ s

less th~n

-4 9from the filters by increasing te mp er a ture stepwise, Bnd
a ssaying the eluted fractions by me a surement of r adio activity.
The thermal midpoint of elution (Tm,e) is defined as that
temper a ture a t which

50% of

the re a ssociated fr agments have

become dissociated by str and sep aration and eluted.
Thermal el ution studies were done to determine the
degree of incomp let e ma tc hing in the duplexes formed with
~· vene zuelae Sl.3 reference DNA under ex Bcting and non-exacting conditions.

N. op a c a N76 a nd S. viol a ceoruber Sl6 were

chosen bec ause both had

8

simila r extent of re a ssoci a tion of

70 C, yet were members of different t axonomic f ~milies.
Moreover, s a mples of DNA from these two organisms have different GC contents.

Myxo coccus xe nthus FB DNA wa s included

as a non-rel a ted, high GC control.
At t he very non-ex a cting incub a tion temper a ture of

50

C

(Fig. 1), the ma jority of the re a ssociated duplexes was
either non-specific or ver y loosely matched.

The homologous

reassociation s h owed a sm a ll degree of s pecific duplex formation, however, most homologous dup lexes were of ver y low
stability.

The Tm,e for the homologous re action wa s 5 7 C,

for S. viol a ceorube r Sl6 the Tm,e was
N76 the Tm,e was a lso

54

C.

54

C a nd for N, oca c a

Ver y little discrimin a tion

occurred at t h is temper a ture a s demonstr a ted by the Tm,e of

54 C fur the non- r el a ted DNA of Myxococcus xan thus FB.
At the inc ubation t empe r a ture of 60 C ( Fig. 2), the
re actions bec ame more specific.
re action wa s

85 c,

fo r

s.

The Tm,e for the homo log ous

violaceorube r S l 6 the Tm,e wa s 77 C

and for N, op a c a N7 6 the Trn , e

W[ S

7] 8 .

The cr nd i tion~ we r e

Fie;. 1

Thermal stability of DNA d up lexes fo r med between
~. venezuelae Sl] DNA and D~A of selected a ctinomycet8s .

The t op gr aph is the integral form of

e l uti 0n or cumulative perce nt released versu s the
temperature c f e l ution .

The T m,e is re 8d directly

from this p l ot by determinins the temperature at
vJhi c h

50;;

of the D1~A dup le xes are dissociated.

The incubation temperature vJ a s

50

C.

The specific

a cti vity of the inpu t l abe led D~A vJ e s 700 0 count
min

-1

-1

pg .

The a bs o l ute homc l o~ous b ind i n g was

10.97L

0--0

S . ve nezue l ae S lJ

• •

S . violaceoruber S 16

()--()

N.

(l abe led)

opa c a N76

Myxococ c us xa nt hus FB
The bottom gr aph is the different ia l form of eluti on
or r el a tive perce nt re le ased versus tempe rat ure of
e luti on .

The conditions a re the same as st ? ted

above .

D
l:J
.

s.
s.

venezuelBe S 1J (labeled)
violaceoruber S16

CT]

N. opaca N7 6

dJ

Myxoco ccus xanthus FH
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Fig. 2

Thermal stability of DNA duplexes formed between
S. venezuelae SlJ DNA end DNA of selected ectinomycetes.

The top graph is the integral form of

elution or cumulative percent released versus the
temperature of elution.

The Tm,e is read directly

from this plot by determining the temperature et
which

50% of

the DNA duplexes are dissociated.

incubation temperature was 60 C.

The

The specific

activity of the input labeled DNA was 7000 count
min-lyg- 1 .

The obsolute homologous binding was

3 6'}&.

0--0

S. vene z uel ae S lJ (l abeled)

• •

S. violeceoruber S16
N. opec a N76
Myxococcus Xanthus FB

The bottom graph is the differential form of elution or the relative percent released versus temperature of elution.

The conditions ere the s a me es

stated above.

D
b

s. vene z uelae SlJ (labeled)
s. violeceoruber S16
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-52such that the extremely low st ability duplexes formed during
the

50

C incub a tion were lost.

The extent of binding of

Myxococcus X9nthus (151" ) still suggested th a t the 60 C incubation was non-ex a cting.
At an incubation temper 8ture of 70 C (Fig. J), most
of the low st abilit y duplexes formed a t 60 C were lost.
Tm,e of the homologous reference DNA remained

85

C.

The

The

majority of the reference DNA bound by~- violaceoruber S16
formed duplexes having a Tm,e about 7 C lower than the
homogous DNA.

Interestingly ,~- opaca N76 formed duplexes

with S. venezuelae SlJ DNA tha t were
stability.

5

C lower in thermal

The extent of re action of N. opaca N76 and S.

violaceoruber S16 a t this exact ing incubation temperature
was virtually the s ame, yet the therma l st ab i lity of the
duplexes were distinctly different.

Furthermore, a s can

be seen by the elution profile,!· op aca N76 formed a
significant number of dupl exes with st abilities approaching
those of S. venezuelae SlJ duplexes.

These d a ta correlate

well with the predictions obt a ined from DI v a lues.
The thermAl stability profiles of DNA duplexes formed
between S,. venezuel ae SlJ reference DNA and representatives
of two import s nt streptomycete species a re presented in Fig. 4,
The difference between~. coelicolor SJ52 a nd~. violaceoruber
S199 and Sl4980 was quite striking.

The obvious biphasic

elution profile for SJ52 is in c 0ntrast to the integral
nG a ussian-like" dissoci a tion curves for the~. violaceoruber
strains.

The DI for~- viol aceoruber S199 (0.74) suggested

the existence of closely related sequences compared to~-

Fig. J

Thermal stability of DNA duplexes formed between
~. vene zue lae S13 DNA Bnd DNA of selected actinomycetes.

The top graph is the integral form of

elution of cumul ative percent released versus the
temperature of elution.

The Tm,e is read directly

from this plot by determining t he temperature at
'1-b.ich

50% of

the DNA duplexes are dissociated.

incubation temper a ture wa s 70 C.

The

The specific

activity of the input labeled DNA was 7000 count
min - 1pg- 1 • The obsolute homologous binding was

25%.
~ : s.
s.

• •=

()

...

venezuelae SlJ (l abeled)
violaceoruber Sl6

() : N. 012aca N76

.t.: M;yxococcus xanthus FB

The bottom graph is the differential form of elution or the relative percent released versus
temperature of elution.

The conditions are the

same a s stated above .
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-54venezuelae SlJ. This prediction ag ain w8 s b orne out b y the
thermal st ab ility profi les.

The Tm, e of 3 199 wos only 1 C

lovJer than the h ,_,:-,1o l og ous Tm , e .

On the other hand , ~-

vio l aceoruber 3 1498 0 h a d a Tm , e of 79 C, about 6 C l ower
than the Tm,e of~ - venezuelae S l J .

There seemed to be

little d nubt that~- coelic o l or SJ52 was distinct fro m

s.

vio l eceoruber S199 and S l49 80 .
Yamaguchi (1 965) concluded fro m cell we ll ana l y ses
that the ge nus Actinopycnidium
genus Streptomyces .

WAS

not sepa rn b l e from the

Mon son et el . (1969) ccnfirmed this

conclusicn using direct DNA reass ocistion .

It vias of

interest t o determine t he stability of the d up lexe s formeo
bet1-1een the DNA of S. viol aceoruber S ll1 98 0 2nd Ac tino pycnidium DNA.

It is interesting that a t 6n C (Fig .

5)

extensive l ow st ability duplexes we re formed with the
reference DNA S . v i c l s ce oruber S ll-19 80 .
striking l y simi l ar to the

50

The re s ults are

C incu ba ti o n viit :,

quel ae S lJ DNA a s the reference .

S . vene-

A si 8nific 8nt number of

high st ability complexes were for med by the DNA from the
c l ose l y re l ated~ - vi o l a ceoruber S199 and DNA from Actino pycnidium stra ins.

At 70 C (Fi g . 6 ), a l most all the low stability duplexes
were re mo ved and , as demonstrated by the very tenacious binding, only high st a bility comp lexes remained .
DNA s amp l es was almost identic a 1 c t 96 C.

The Tm , e of a ll

The sequences of

Actinopycnidium DNA 1-1hich re s eted vlith th e reference S . violace oruber S 1)-J 980 DNA 1,ere close l y r elated a s seen by dup l ex
st ab ilit y and by position of elu t ion .

This subst nntiates

- 55a -

Fig.

4

Thermal st ability of DNA du p lexes formed bet-ween
S. venezuel a e SlJ DNA and DNA of selected a ctinomycetes.

The top ~raph is the integral form of

elution or cumulative pe rcent rele a sed versus
the temperature of elution.

The Tm,e is read

directly from this plot b y determining the temperature a t i~hich 50% of the DNA duplexes are dissociated.

The incub a tion temperature -w a s 70 C.

The specific activity of the input labeled DNA
-was ;000 count min- 1pg- 1 • The a bsolute homologous
binding

'WBS

12.5%.

0--0

• •

~

• •

s.
s.
s.
s.

vene ::: vel ae

s 1.3

(l a beled)

violaceoruber S l99
violaceor uber S 11.j 98 0
coelicolor Muller SJ52

The bottom gr aph is the differenti a l form of
eluti on or the relative percent rele a sed versus
temperature of elution.

The conditions a re the

same as st a ted a bove.
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Fig.

5

Thermal stability of DNA duplexes formed between

s..

yj olaceor>uber 314980 DNA and DNA o f selected

streptomycetes.

The top graph is the integral form

of elution or cumulative percent rele a sed versus
the temperature of elution.

The Tm,e is read

directly from this plot by determining the temperature at which
sociated.

50% of

the DNA duplexes are dis-

The incubation temper8ture was 60 C.

The specific activity of the input l a beled DNA was

4000 count min- 1pg-l.

The absolute homologous bind-

ing was 18%.

0-----0

S. violaceoruber Sl4980 (labeled)

e

3. viol aceoruber 3199

e

~

Actinopycnicium caeruleum VAC 342

a.6.-------,~.: ~- caeruleum VAC 449
The bottom gr aph is the differenti a l form of elution
or the relative percent released versus temperature
of elution.

The conditions are the same as stated

above.
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Fig. 6

Thermal stability of DNA duplexes formed between
~. violaceoruber 314980 DNA and DNA of selected
streptomycetes.

The top g raph is the i ntegral form

of elution or c umulative percent released versus
the temperature of elution.

The Tm,e is read

directly from this plot by determining the temperature at which

50% of

the DNA duplexes ere dissociated .

The incubati on temperature was 70

c.

The specific

activity of the input labeled DNA was 4000 count
. -1

min

yg-1 .

The absol ute h omo logou s binding was

9 . 1%.

0--0

• •

s.
s.

vi o laoe o ruber S14 980 (labeled)
violaceoruber S199

6.

6.

Actinoricnidium caeruleum VAC 342

A:

A

A. caer ul eum VAG 449

The b ot t om graph is the differenti a l f orm of elution
or the r el ntive pe rcent rele Rs e d versus temperature
of e l ution .

The c onditi o ns a re the s ame as stated

abo ve .
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-58the observations of Monson et al (1969).
~

Graphical Appr oa ch

Actinomycetes.

1£

Nucleotide Divergence in

If one a ssumes tha t the reduced thermal

stability of the "distantly related" sequences reflects the
proportion of unpaired b a ses within the interspecific duplex,
then it is possible to a ssess the relative degree of base
sequence divergence within a group of org anisms.
When surveying the DNA from e large group of microorganisms, it was time consuming to determine the thermal
st ability of each re a ction at a number of incubation temper a tures.

A graphic a l app roach W8s derived which indicated

rel a tionships between test organisms 8nd provided information
regarding the degree of b Rse sequence divergence without
resorting to time consuming thermal elution exp eriments.
The data were obt a ined using two incub a ti on temper a tures,
ex acting and non-ex acting.

DI values were calculated as

described earlier (Table; and

4).

Previous therma l elution

experiments suggested that there wa s a direct correlation
betweendI'm,e (the difference between Tm,e values of an
interspecific duplex a nd that of the homologous reference
reaction) and the DI; the lower the DI, the greater the
ATm, e.

DI values can be interpreted at the molecular level in
terms of the distribution of nucleotide divergence (Fig. 7),
Nucleotide divergence occurring more or less r P. ndomly throughout the genome wa s design a ted dispersed divergence.

This wa s

in contrast to loc a lized divergence or l oc a lized conserv a tion
where changes occur in specific regions only.

- 59a -

Fig. 7

Distribution of mutations and the e f fects of
different patterns of nucleotide divergence on
reassociation assays.
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-6 0The duplexes formed during non-exacting conditions
were most easily thought of as bein~ composed of both
incomplet e ly matchAd and closely matched sequences.

Und er

the more exacting incubati on conditions, the dup lexes fcrmed
were those of closel y matched sequences.
Symbolicall y , let:
a = percent of incompletely matched duplexes
b = percent of closely matched duplex e s
c = percent of unr eact ing DNA seq ue nc es
Then the non-exacting incub8ti on giv es ( a + b) ,,1hi le
the exacting incubRtio n g ives (b).
The Divergence Index (DI) = b

a+o

The values of (e+b) end (b) are subject to the foll owing
limitations:
1 009'. ~ ( e +b) ~ 0

b

6

(a+b)

The t ot al number of seq ue nces available to react is defined
by:
a+ b +

C

= 100%

When binding et exacting conditi ons (b) wa s p lotted
against binding a t non-exacting conditions (a+b), a gra phicn l
presentation of the data relative t o the refere nce DNA
obtained (F ig . 8) •

The diagona l (L15° ) se parates t he graph l n

tw o parts, the upper porti on c c nt a ined va l ues c f
rel ated DNA ) .

vJ8S

C

( 0 <"1 n -

These sequences have dive rged t o the po int that

even at non-exacting conditi ons the y did not react.

The DI

for a given test DNA with respect to the reference DNA was

-6la-

Fig . 8

Determi nat i on of divergence patterns.

e = p ercent

of incompletel y mat ched dup le x es; b = percent of
well matched d up l exes; c = perce nt of unr e a cting
DNA seq uences .

The Di ver gence I ndex (DI) is

defined as b/ ( a+b).

All points on a l i ne dr aw n

throuGh the ori g in have the s aMe DI.

The l ine for

DI= 1. 00 divides the Graph into a n upper half
containing va lu es of ' c" end a l owe r half containing va h ie s of "a" a nd "b" .

P oints near the line

of Maximum d i ve r ge nce indicate that t he respective
DNA prepar a tions have undergone extensive dis persed
div er ce nc e .
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-62given by the slope of the line dr awn fro m its characteristic
point through the origin.
same DI.

Any point on a given line had the

The vertical distance fr om a point to the

450

diagonal g ave the percent of d istantly related sequences
while the vertical distance from the diagonal to 100% above
the point gave the percent of unrelated sequences.

Insi ght

into the mechanism of evolutionary divergence can be ga ined
by c o nsidering the nature of nucle ot i de reassociation
between DwA preparations cont a ining di fferent de grees of
partially matched pairing but essenti a lly no totally unmatched
seq uences, i.e., a s c ~ o , (a+b)-,1 005&.

Graphically maximum

divergence wa s indicated by the vertical line from the 100%
point on the abscissa, that is, the upward p r oject ion from
the point of 100% binding under non-exacting conditions.

Any point on or near this line of maximum divergence indicated
that sequences in the test DNA had diver ged from the reference
DNA to the p oint that any more changes in these nucleotide

sequences would result in loss of their ability to r eassociate
to a detectable extent .

Thus, organisms whose DNA had under-

gone essentiall y all dis per sed divergence oJ ith respect to the
reference Dwa fell on or ne a r the line of maximum diver ge nc e .
DNA samples exhib iti ng lo ca l ized diver ge nce or seq 1.1 ence conservation were f o und near the

45°

line.

It is imper a ti ve t ha t the limit a ti ons p l aced up on (a+b)
and (b) be observed .

Mi sleading d ata and err oneous interpre-

tations arise when inapp ropriate
conditions are s e lected.

11

• Tl an d ''n on-exac ti ng 11
e xac t ing

In t h is stud y , the choice of con-

ditions wa s appropriate as indic a ted by t herma l el ution

-63studies (Fig. 1 - 6).
Base Sequence Divergence in Actinomycete DNA.

The de-

gree of divergence from the reference S. venezuel8e S13 DNA
was quite v a ried (Fig. 9).

Orga nisms like~- griseus S104

and S. venezuel ae S86 exhibited only a small number of
unreacting sequences, while the nocardial DNA s amples
showed between

50

to 801o tot a lly unrelated sequences.

It

was of interest tha t in the Nocardia those sequences tha t
did react were closely related to the reference as indicated
by their high DI value and position on the graph.

S. a ureo-

faciens S10762 appeared to have undergone almost all dispersed
divergence with respect to the reference DNA ; furthermore it
showed virtually no totally unrel a ted DNA.

Interestingly, it

exhibited only JO% closely related sequences.

The rema ining

streptomycete DNA samples showed a marke d diversit y with
respect to the reference, but all showed a significant amount
of relatedness.

Of the sequences that reacted, the noc ardiae

N76, N2, NS5, and N78 along with streptomycetes S104 and S86
showed less than lo1o distantly related sequences.
Using more exacting conditions (75 C) and~- violaceoruber Sl.4980 as the reference, it was possible to show this
marked divergence between S. coelicolor cultures and S. violaceoruber cultures (Fig. 10).

Of the S. violaceoruber DNA

samples studied, only S307 appeared to have diverged to any
extent; it exhibited less than lOfo dist antly related sequences
and about 10% totally unreactive sequences.

The S. coelicolor

DNA samples were found to have about 40% closely rel a ted
sequences and a lmost

50% totally

unreacting sequences.
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F ig

Determination of divergence patterns with respect
to

s.

venezuelae S lJ.

The DNA reassociation data

was obtained from Table J.

The diagonal line

(Divergence Ind ex= 1.00) divides the gr a ph in two
parts, the •.1ppP,r half representing unreacting D!~A
seq uences and the lo,Jer half representing reacting
DNA sequences.

All p o;nts on a line drawn through

the oric;in have t he same Divergence Index (Di).
Points near the di ag onal (Di= 1.00 ) indicate that
the respective DNA preparations exhibit sequence
co nservati on with respect to

f•

venezuelae S1J.

Points near the line 0f maximum d iver genc e (see
previ ous fi gu re) indicate th8t the respective
DNA prP,p a r a tions have under g one exte nsive dispersed
diver ge nce.
ln Table 1.

The orc;anism designations are given
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- 65 Interestingly S1945 showed a bout the same divergence from

s.

violaceoruber 14980 a s from S. venezuelae SlJ.

Fig. 10

Determination of divergence patterns with respect

m s. violaceoruber S14980.

The DNA reassociation

data was obt e ined from Table

4,

The diagonal line

(Divergence Index= 1.00) divides the graph in two
parts, the upper half representing unre acting DNA
sequences a nd the lower half representing reacting DNA sequences.

All points on e line drawn

through the origin have the same Divergence Index
(DI).

Points near the diagonal (DI= 1.00)

indicate that the respective DNA preparations
exhibit sequence conserv a tion with respect to
S. violaceor uber S14980.

Points ne a r the line

a: maximum divergence indic a te that the respective
DNA prepar a tions have undergone extensive dispersed
divergence.
in Table 1.

The org anism designations are given
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to ex s mine the relationships of selected actinomycetes on a molecular level.

Rather

than deal with phenetic relationships which are based on the
overt characteristics of organisms as they are presently
observed, I chose to examine phylogenetic or evolutionary
relationships.

The ultimate goal was to probe the evolu-

tionary pathways that gave rise to the actinomycetes as we
observe them today.

The major premise underlying this work

was that the evolutionary history of an organism is retained,
inscribed in the sequence of nucleotide bases in DNA.

It

seemed logical to begin the analysis by comparing total, gross
nucleotide composition of the organisms.
CsCl Density Gradient Analysis of Actinomycete DNA.
Marmur et al. (1963) concluded that a necessary, but not
sufficient condition for substanti a l genetic relatedness
between pairs of organisms was overall similarity in the D~A
base composition.

In practice, however, the princip a l value

of the %Ge content is its use as an exclusionary determinant
in the formulation of t&xonomic groups.

Because similiarity

in %Ge does not necessarily indicate genomic similarity, only
differences in %Ge are meaningful.

For example, the Ge ratios

of DNA from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Bacillus subtilis and
Homo sapiens are a ll about the same.

In the final ana lysis,

DNA base composition is useful as a first approximation of

- 68relatedness, but it c anno t be use d as a quantitative measure
of evolutionary diver gence,
The calculated mo l e percent gua nine plus cytosine (%Ge)
of the streptomycete DNA samp l es used in this st udy fell bet-ween 7 0 .1 end 72. 6 .

This is in rel a tivel y good a greement

-with previous determinations based o n therm a l dena tur a tion
and buoya nt densit y va lue s (Mon s on et al ., 1969; Te wfik end
Bradley, 1967 and Br adley, 1966).
The values f or noc s rdial and mycobacter i a l DNA pre p arations ranged between 62.6 a nd 70.7 ~Ge.

These va l ues

correlate well wit h t he st udi es of Wayn e and Gross (1968 ),
Tewfik and Bradley (19 67) a nd Jones a nd Bred ley (1964),
Whereas the st r epto myc ete DNA prep erations were rathe r homo geneous in %Ge, significant diversit y was found i n both
nocardial and mycob a cteri a l DNA s amp les.

A bi mo d a l cl ust er -

ing effect wa s observed for values of %Ge in these DNA preparations:

the noca~dia g eve tw o distinct c l usters, the 62 to

64 %Ge gro up and the 68 to 7 0 %Ge group.
directly betwe e n these clusters.

fl. opeca Nl09 fell

In ogreement with 1:!ayne

and Gros s (19 68 ), the mycob ac t e ri o l DNA p reparations exhibited
a low %Ge gr oup in the 64 to 66 ~Ge r ange and a ~igh
group with values in the 67 t o 7 0 %Ge r a nge .

i ae

Acc ord i ng l y , my

limited s tudy co rrob c ra t es t he 0bse rva tions of J ones s ud
Sneath ( 1970) who suggested that the cenus Streptomyces

1-,, as

a rather homo geneo us grc up , while the genera Nocardia and
Mycobacterium were quite heterogeneou s.
It shou ld be re s l ize d t hat of the r out ine methods used,
only h ydrolysis and chromato g raphy and pos 8ib l y the depurina-

-69tion method give direct estimates of base ccmposition.

The

calculation of n ucle otide composition from measurements of
buoyant density in esel or Tm is predicated on an empirically
established relationshj p with chemical data.

The correspond-

ence of v a lues derived by the different tec hnique s may differ
because of the uncertainty of the formulae used in the
interconversion of therma l transition and bu oya nt densit y
data to chemical compo sition (Gasser and Mandel, 1968).

The

Ge c ontent of DNA can be useful for dia g n ostic and t axonomic
purposes only when the determinations are truly comparative.
It must be emphasized that the techniques, chemical supplies
and equip me nt u sed in different laborato ries and even in a
given lab or atory can differ enough t o produce minor discrepancies in observed %Ge results.

Investi ga t ors must refrain

from placing undue wei ght on differences in Ge content
determined in various labor a tories by diverse me thods ( Mandel
et al., 1970).

Nevertheless, Jones and Sneath (197 0 ) sug-

gested that a difference in %Ge of

5%

i mp lies a specie3 di f -

ference, whereas a dif fe r e nce o f less than 2% is not of
taxonomic signific ance .
DNA Reassociation in Acti n omycet es .

If we ass11me that

the evo l utionary devel op ment of an orga nis m is reflected in
the sequence of bases in its DNA, then comparis on of Dm-1.
seq uen ces of

or g a nisms should give a complete phyletic eval-

uatio n of their pre s ent relatedness .

Altho ugh this propo s a 1

is extremely provocative , the complete, direct sequence
analysis of a DNA molecule is not currently possib le.

Fo~tu-

nately, the comp lementary nature of the DNA double helix itself

- 7 0can be used t o circumvent these technic n l difficulties.

By

determining the extent of inter-specific DNA reassociation,
the relative number of sequences held in common can be calculated.

By measuring the therma l st a bility of these inter-

specific DNA duplexes, the exactness of fit can be estimated.
Using these two parameters, it is possible to a ssess quantitative relatedness (extent of reaction), and also to estimate
the degree of evolution a ry divergence (sequence mismatching).
At first, it seemed th at "one number" would define the
absolute relatedness of one organism to another.

However,

since the recognition that DNA samples from rel a ted org anisms
often cont a in identic a l sequences, a spectrum of partially
matched seque nc es , and t otally dissimil a r sequences, the
inadequacy of the " one number " concept bec ame obvious
(Brenner, 1970).

Although somewha t of a dilemma at first,

the analysis of this spectrum of sequence matching provided a
basis for deducing relationships among actinomycetes.
The streptomycetes, a h omogeneous group by total b a se
composition, shNied diversity in DNA reassoci ation studies.
Significantly, all streptomycete DNA examined re a ssoci a ted
measur a bly with~- venezuel a e SlJ DNA.

This underscores the

total evolutionary relatedness of the streptomycetes.

S.

griseus S104 and~. vene zuelae S86 h ave diverged only slightly
compared to the reference

2·

vene zuel ee SlJ.

S. fr a diae SJ47,

on the other hand, h a s diverged to the point where over JO%
of its DNA does not re ac t with the reference DNA.
Most of the genetic studies on streptomycetes have been
done with cultures designa ted as S. coelicolor.

The results

-71in this study confirm the observ a tions of Monson et a l.
(1969) in that the cultures historically called~. coelicolor
are virtually identical with the S. violaceoruber nominifer
and are clearly distinct from the S. coelicolor nominifer.
These studies also indicate th a t considerable divergence c a n
occur within groups of closely related org a nisms.
One of the most significant f a cts to emerge from this
study was that nocardial DNA exhibited significant reassoci a tion with~. venezuelae SlJ DNA; furthermore, therma l st a bility
experiments suggested these inter-f a milial DNA duplexes were
closely ma tched.

It is tempting to suggest that these

sequences represent ancestral remnants unchang ed through the
evolution from a common ancestor.

An equally intriguing

interpretation is that these sequences have been recently
transferred in some type of genetic excha nge.

In a ny event,

the noc a rdi a examined in this study now contain DNA sequences
very similar to sequences found in S. venezuelae SlJ.

In

contrast, the mycob a cterial DNA samp les studied showed no
reaction with S. venezuelae SlJ.
that mycobacteria

The c o nclusion re a ched was

have diverged to such an extent that the y

are not presently related to S. venezuelae SlJ.
The graphical determination of divergence p a tterns was
extremely useful.

It not only visu a lized the relationships

of the test DNA samples to the r e ference DNA, but it a lso
provided this data without resorting to time consuming thermal
elution experiments.

It is imperative, however, that the

limitations placed upon (a+b) a nd (b} be observed in using
this graphical approach.

Misleading data and erroneous

-72interpretations arise -when inappropriate "exacting" and
"non-exacting" conditions are selected.

Moreover, it must

be emphasized that the "evolutionary divergence" measured
is divergence from the reference DNA.

For a survey to have

evolutionary significance, many reference cultures must be
studied including the type cultures of the species and genera
involved.
Although it is experimentally possible to estimate the
degree of divergence of DNA sequences -with respect to a
given reference DNA, t-wo major factors are missing from the
analysis.

First, the genome size of organisms in question

should be knovJn for truly comparable studies.

Second, a

fixed reference point in evolutionary time for the divergence
of a particular organism should be established.

It is novJ

possible to estimate genome size by renaturation kinetics.
HovJever, for the organisms used in this study no such data
are available, although preliminary experiments -with~·
venezuelae SlJ DNA suggest that the DNA contains no rapidly
reassociating portions and follovJs second-order reassociation
kinetics (p 113of this thesis).

At present, no reference

point in evolutionary time for microbial divergence is available.

In fact, it is not readily possible to distinguish

recent gene transfer from conserved ancestral sequences.
Jones and Sneath ( 1970) suggested that bacterial evolution
could follo-w reticulate modes of change "With numerous partial
fusions of phyletic lines.

This concept presents severe con-

ceptual and practical problems for analysis of DNA reassociation data.

On the other hand, Mandel (1969) suggested that

-73such reticulation of diverging lines was

R

minor pro blem

due to the rel a tive r a rit y of genetic inter a ction in n a ture.
This issue still rem a ins to be resolved.

The influence or

importance of the so-c a lled neutr 8 l mut s tion theory of
evolution on DNA re a ssociation dat a h a s not been thoroughly
examined.

If this concept is valid, then it is conceiv a ble

that phenetically simil a r org anisms might possess substanti a l
amounts of genomic diversity.

In such instances, there ~ ou ld

be a si g nificant de g ree of base sequence mispairing durine
DNA reassociation.

In pr a ctice, there is little specific

reassociation of DNA between organisms of p henetic simil a rities below

5ofo .

This could very well indic a te th a t the

neutr a l mut Btion conce p t

is v a lid.

From a deterministic point of view, no formal guidelines
exist with which to correl a te re a ssoci a tion d a t a to t axonomic
groupings.

It does seem cle o r th Gt when DNA from two organisms

c a nnot re a ssoci a te, these org a nisms a re not presently rel a ted.
Brenner (197 0 ) su g g e sts that when the ext e nt of interspecific
DNA re a ssociation is virtually 100~ and the thermal st a bility
of the duplexes is identical to th a t of the reference re a ction,
the org anisms in question a re in the s a me species.

In this

regard, a unit of cl a ssific a tion applic a ble to DNA re a ssoci a tion data is the "genospecies" (Ravin, 1963).

This concept

involves a group of str o ins potenti a lly able to contribute to
or share in a common gene pool.

Phen o typically, this results

in a cluster of s a tellite str a ins a round a centr a l core.
Probably even more useful in the present fr a mework of t axonomy
would be the recognition of the type culture concept in the

-71.Jarbitrary definition of species.

If this were done, then

reassociation data using the type cultures as reference DNA
preparations would establish meaningful and comparable relationships (Monson et al., 1969).
Ideally, microbi a l t axo nomy should be b a sed on phylogenetic rel a tionships (Brenne r et al., 1969B).

Ve ry little is

presently known of the evolutionary rel a tions among bacteria.
However, the technical tools developed and presented in this
thesis may make the approach to a natural classification
feasible.

Mandel (1969) predicted that the next few years

will see the emergence of a new s p eci a lty, "Qusntitative
Syst ema tics".

Hopefully, the time is f as t app roaching when

the rel a tionships of microorganisms will be integrated with
the main lines of orga nic evolution.

II. Cha racteriz a tion of DNA from Spores of Streptomyces
venezue lae S lJ

-75-

Introduction
Searches for industrially useful fermentation products
synthesized by streptomycetes and developmental studies on
these fermentation processes have generally been focused on
the vegatative sta ge of growt h .

Consequently , little is

known about potentially useful substances made by , or pre sent
in, streptomycet e sp ores .

Bec a use s po rul at ion can oft en be

correl a ted with the ga in or l os s of a bi li ty t o make n ove l
substances (Schae ff e r, 1969 ), the search for useful fermentation products should be extended t o i nc l ude streptomycete
spores.

Furthermo re , an a nal ysi s of sec ondary metabolism and

sporulation may provide insi ght into the biochemical mechanisms regulating this seemingly simple differentiation process
(Kornberg et al., 1968).
I based my search for novel spore products upon the
observations of Tewfik and Bradley (1967) who noted that the
DNA from Streptomyces venezuelae SlJ spores possessed unique
properties.

Somewhat similar discrepancies between D~A

preparations from spores and vegatative cells have been
described for Bacillus subtilis (Halvorson et al., 1967),
Evidence is presented in this section that a substance
unique to spores of
the spore DNA.

s.

venezuelae is strong l y complexed with

A partial purification and characterization

of the suspected substance is also described.

-76-

Review of the Literature
Endospore formation in eubacteria, conidiation in
actinomycetes and l ower fun g i And ascospor ogenesis in ye a st
are commonly designated sporulation.

In spite of the con-

spicuous differences existing 8mong them, they are all intracellular differenti a tion proce sses subdividing the cell by
new membrRne for ma tion and they remain unexpressed as long
a s rapid growth is possible (Schaeffer , 1969 ).
This intracellular differenti c ti on c on often be correlated with gain or l oss of the ability t o produce novel
subst ances such a s a nti bi ot ics, ex oenzyme s , tox ins and l cw
molecular weight c omp 0unds.

In 1945, Sc hatz ~nd Waksma n

discovered tha t sp ont a ne ous l y ar isi ng a spar oge nous va r i ants
of~ . griseus also lost the abilit y to produce streptomycin.
This same phenomena was also found ins. l ave nd u l 2. e ,ihe n

streptothrycin production was studied (Waksman and Schatz,

1945).

Schaeffer (1 969 ) pointed out that these observations

may not be due to the ability of the strains to conidiate,
but may be due t o a change in the branching habits of the
grow ing mycelium.
Other metab olic cha nges often coincident with the onset
of sporulation include changes in respiratory r ate, appearance of tyrosine se and forma tion of carotenoids (C ochr a ne, 1963) .
Cochrane (1963) suggested that in Aspereillus flavus, the appeara nce of conidi a was coincident with a marked fall in myceli o l

-77nitrogen; more ov e r, during spore formation, myceli a l
ph osphorus declined es mu ch a s 80% .

Cantino and Horenstein

(1955) reported that dur i ng morphoge nesis in Blastocl adiell a
emersonii 2 the f or ma ti on of the resi sta nt sporangium wa s
acc omp a nied by synthesis of chitin, me l anin and /3 -c arc t e ne.
Melanins - or o cl a ss of ins ol ub le bl ack p i gme nts - are
usu a lly a ssumed t o be pro ducts cf tyrosinsse a cti on (Cochr a ne,

(1963),

The p i g ment of§ . sc a bies is prob ably of this cl a ss,

although the correl a tion of p i gment pr oduc t i on wit h
tion was tenuo us (Cochr a ne , 1963),

sp oru l a-

A similar melanin-like

pigment was described by Me ncher and He i m (1 962 ) in&.
la vendulae.

In this re gsrd , it is interesting that Gre gor y

a nd Huang ( 1964) p:i,:;tu. l e ted that the gene for tyr osi na se
producti on in~. scabi e s was borne by a sma ll plasmid.
The pept o li de s, sporidesmin a nd sp or idesmolides, though
not endowed with antibi otic BGtiv ity, a re extreme l y c ytotox ic
in very low c onc e ntr a ti on (Wr i ght , 1968 ).

Th ese mycotoxins

a re produced by is o l ate s of Pithomvc es ch a r t arum (D one et a l.,

1961).

Sporides mo li des were not isol a ted from cultures which

did not sporula te (Ding le y et a l., 1961); furthermore, the se
pept o lides were loc a te d a t the s ur f ace l ayers o f the funga l
spores (Bertaud et a l., 1963).

Lower fungi procuce a number

of toxins whos e possible re l a ti on to sporulation has not
been examined to da te (Wr igh t, 1968 ).
Bradle y and Ritzi (1968) using e lectron mi crosc opy,
showed that th e wall of s por e s fr om _§_. vene z uelae wa s inlaid
with many tiny rods extract ab le with xy l ene a nd a lcohol.
rods were not pre s ent in vegetative myceli a l wa lls.

The

-7 8Protease a nd nucle a se production in Rctinomycetes
was discussed by Coc h r ane (1961) a nd Wak sman (1959) but no
insight wa s given whether sporul ation was involved or not.
The extr a cellul a r wall-lytic en zymes (L- a l anine amid a ses)
of~- a lbus seem to be produced exclusively by the aeri a l
mycelium when sporul ation is initi a ted (Ghuysen et a l., 196 2 ).
Novel cytological a nd biochemic a l features of sporulation
of bacilli and clostridia have been reviewed by Schaeffer
(1969).

In Ba cillus species besides the well known dipico-

linic acid and N-succinyl glutamic acid, other new low
molecular weight comp ounds found only in s po rul a ting cells
have been described (Srinivasan, 1965).
Bensen et al. (1969) found J-L sulfol actic acid to be
a major constituent of spores of _!3. subtilis.

The comp ound

was completely absent from veget~tive cells during growt h ,
but large amounts accumulated just b efore the development of
refractile spores.

The 3-L sulfol Bctic acid accounted for

5~ of the dry spore weight.

The compound was completely a n~

rapidly rele a sed into the medium upon germin a tion.

It wa s

not found in.Ji.. megaterium, ~. cereus or B. thuringiensis.
Teichoic acids were found to be absent from the spores
of

a.

licheniformis and B. subtilis (Chin et a l., 1968).

Apparently the spores of B. licheniformis l a cked the enzymes
responsible for teichoic acid synthesis.

However, in~-

subtilis,portions of t h e teichoic ac id syn th esizing ma chinery
were present, yet in the spore no product was made.
Warth and Stroming er (1969) wor king with the peptidoglycan of veget a tive cells and spores of B. subtilis, showed

- 79that the l a ctam of mur amic acid, a sugar not previously
found in n s ture, was a unique spore constituent.

Moreover,

the cross-linking was found to be 19% in s po re peptidoglyc a n
comp a red to 41% in vegetative peptidoglyc a n; D-alanine was
the carboxy terminus of peptide substituents in spores while
~ - d i a minopimelic acid residues were found in vegetative
cells; the ~ - d i a minop imelic acid residues in the vegetative cells were a mid at ed but were not amidated in the spore.
The a uthors proposed that t he synthesis of the spore peptidoglycan is carried out by a n entirely different set of
enzymes than those used for synthesis of the peptidoglycan
in vegetative cell wslls.
Dipicolinic acid has not been found to date in a ny
actinomycete spore with t he exception of the unusu a l and
atypical heat resist a nt "endospores" of two thermophilic
actinomycetes described by Cross et a l. (1968).

These

spo~es contained J.6% dipicolinic a cid on a p ercent dry
weight basis.
DNA having a buoy a nt density in CsCl heavier than that
from vegetative cells has been isol a ted from spores of B.
cereus (Douthit and Ha lv or son, 1966) e nd B. subtilis
(Halvorson et al., 1967),
higher melting point.

The heavy DNA a lso exhibited a

The he a vy DNA wa s double-stranded,

contained no abnorma l sug a rs or b a ses and h ad the s a me b a se
composition e s t he vegetative DNA.

It wa s unable to bring

about genetic tr a nsforma tion and did not comp ete with
vegetative DNA in genetic tr a nsforma tion.

The he a vy DNA

formed during sporulation a nd dis appe a red upon germination

- 80 (Halvorson et al., 1967).
In en effort to explain this phenomenon, Szulmajster
et al.,

(1969) studied the B. subtilis culture used by

Halvorson.

The authors found that a mutant (Clb-1) occur-

red spontaneously during the normal growth of the wild type
culture.

The mutant apparently excreted a substance which

killed the wild type cells and allowed the slower growing
Clb-1 mutant cells to overtake the culture.

The DNA of

Clb-1 had a buoyant density in CsCl of 1.714 g cm-3 compared to normal B. subtilis DNA of 1.703 g cm -3 •

Both DNA

preparations had an identical base composition of 42% by
chemical analysis.

To date, no explanation of the increased

buoyant density of the mutant has been proposed, although

w.

Steinberg (personal communication) suggested that teichoic

acids may be bound to the DNA.
Evans and Spizizen (1970) partially characterized spore
DNA from B. subtilis 168, PR97 and BR43.

They discovered

two density classes of spores, one with an average density cf
1.340 g cm-3 and one having a density of 1.280 g cm-3.

The

spore fractions were physiologically distinct populations
that differed from each other with respect to heat resistance
and rate of germination.

Interestingly, DNA from both spore

populations had novel properties that readily distinguished
them from vegetative cell DNA.

The spore DNA samples from

both spore populations had low affinities for methylated
albumin kieselguhr (MAK) columns and exhibited an unusually
high hyperchromicity upon denaturation.

More important, how-

ever, the spore DNA samples had certain other characteristics

-81vihich set them apart from e 8ch othe r.

DNA from heavy spores

vies active in transformati on, h ad the same buoy 8 nt density

in CsCl end ha d the s a me Tm a s veget a tive DNA.

DNA from

light spores was biolo g ically in s ctive and had an increased
bu oya nt density in CsCl 8nd a n incre a sed Tm compa red to
vegetative DNA.

No expl Pnation wa s giv en fo r the aberrant

DNA pr ope rt ie s •
Prelimin ary investi ga tions by Tewfik and Brad le y (1967)
have e stablished thBt ~. venezuelae SlJ spo re DNA displayed
a buoyant density appreciably less than th a t of the myceli a l

DNA.

Bednar and Fre a (19 67) sought, but did not find, any

differences in the bu oya nt densit y of DNA from spores and
vegetative mycelie of S. fradiae.
Interaction of Subst ances wi th DNA .

A substance ma y

have many modes of inter a ction with DNA involving a number
of b onds.

The reason for t h ese va ried interactions is the

complex nature of solv a ted DNA.

DNA in s o luti on can manife st

a ) po lya nionic cha racter; b) hydr ogen

bo nding cap a cities;

c) hydrophobic bond c apab ilities; d) reson a nce and pi -inte ractions and e ) dipole i nte r a cti on s (Fe lsenf e ld a nd Miles,

1967; Ts'o, 1969).

Moreo ver, DNA in soluti on c a n exist in

many conformations.

Thus in an a l yzing inte raction of sub-

stances with DNA , the multi-faceted na ture of DNA in solution
must be remembered.
At physi ol ogical pH , DNA c a rries a hi gh density of
negative charge .

For this reason DNA c an a ssociate wit h

various species of c ations , especially the a l ka line e a rth

- 82 cations such as Mg+

2

(Fishman et al., 1967).

The most

rigorous analysis of cation binding to DNA has been done by
Shapiro et al. (1969).

These authors used a novel method

of competitive eq uilibrium dialysis to quantitate the binding.

They concluded that ca+~ spermine +~, basic amino acids
1

and their derivatives, Na+ 1 , Li+ , Cs+l and K+l were bound
with equal affinity to DNA preparations of all base compositions.

Pclylysine, however, reacted preferentially with

DNA richer in adenine an d thymine (AT) pair s.

This reaction

was reversible and cooperative with one lysine binding per
nucleotide.

In 2 M tetramethy l ammonium chloride, this

effect was reversed so that polylysine reacted selectively
with DNA rich in guanine and cytosine (GC) pairs.

Tetra-

methyl and tetraethylammoniu~ ions were bound more tightly
to AT rich DNA than to GC rich DNA.

When the binding of t he

series mono-lysine to tetra-lysine was e xam ined, all were
bound equally tightly to a ll D1~A samples regardless of base
canposi tion.
Fishman et al.

(19 67 ), Eichhorn et o l. (19 66 ) and Kit

u g+2, Ba+2, Mn+2,
(1963) showed that the divalent cations l'l
co+ 2 , Ni+ 2 and zn+ 2 increased the Tm of DNA whereas c u+ 2 ,
Cd+2 and Pb+2 decreased the Tm.

All of these cations

affected the buoyant density of DNA in CsCl but usually were
displaced by cs+l.

The cations Hg+l and Ac +l didn't affect

Tm but did increase the bu oya nt densit y in CsCl.
The concept o f intercalation was introduced by Ler man

(1961) to explain certain observations on the interaction of
acridine dyes with DNA.

He su gges ted that plana r molecules

-83possessing fused ring systems might insert (intercalate)
between adjacent base-p3irs of the DNA double helix.

As a

result, the base-pairs above and below the molecule become
separated by over twice their normal distance; an event
that requires partial uncoiling of the helix.

Lerman (1961)

proposed that the energy for this process came from charge
interactions.

Ts'o (1969) suggested from entropic considera-

tions, that hydrophobic

bonding may play a role in the inter-

calation process.
Waring (1966) has reviewed the characteristic lines of
evidence which indicate the intercalation phenomenon:
a) viscosity showed a dramatic increase (3 to

4

times

greater than normal DNA) due to physical lengthening and
stiffening of the molecule; b) sedimentation coefficient (S)
was lowered compared to free DNA d ue to a reduction in the
mass per unit length of the DNA molecule; c) x-ray diffraction
patterns showed a complete disappearance of the layer-line
array indicative of double-helical DNA with retention only
of the meridional spot corresponding to the

J.4 R

separation

between base pairs; d) small angle x-ray scattering showed
a diminished mass per unit length; f) fluorescence depolarization and flovJ dichroism studies shoi-Jed that the DNA basepairs relative to the helical axis remained unaffected by the
presence of the intercalated molecules and that these
molecules were in a plane perpendicular to the helical axis;
g) the amino groups of the intercalated molecules were
shielded from electrophilic attack by nitrous acid and h)
the Tm showed an increase indicative of helix stabilization.

-84 The original intercalation model proposed b y Lerman
(1961) suggested overlap of the acridine dye with both members of a base pair with the subsequent prediction th a t
denatured DNA will bind little if a ny acridine.

However,

Blake and Peacocke (1968) have shown th a t there were a s ma ny
binding sites for acridine in den a tured DNA a s for n a tive

DNA a nd th a t the binding const a nts were simil a r to those for
the native duplex.
The compounds for which a n interc a lation mech anism has
been proposed are ma ny (Wa ring, 1968).

Usu a lly, the mecha nism

is chosen on the basis of one or, at most, a few of the major
characteristics of interc a lation.

The following list is not

inclusive, but it serves to show the variet y of agents
implicated in intercalation.

Wagner (1969) suggested from

circular dichroism data that lysergic acid diethyl amide intercalated with c a lf thymus DNA.

Wright (1968) reviewed the

literature on mycotoxins and concluded th a t a fl a toxins bind
to DNA.

Moreover, there appeared to be a differenti a l

affinity for DNA with the four classes of aflatoxin.

Complex

formation was observed between the rosaniline dye, cryst a l
violet, and DNA or RNA purified from Escherichia coli (Ad a ms,
1968).

The evidence wa s based upon spectr a l shifts of the

dye when DNA wa s added.

The 5-methyl phenazinium c a tion wa s

found to have two types of interaction with DNA (Ishizu et a l.,
1969).

The inter a ction involving a smRll number of lig a nds

with strong binding was characterized as intercal a tion, while
the other interaction involving ma ny li ga nds wi th we a k binding was characterized as charge complexing .
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derivatives were tested to determine the nature of the
complex formed with DNA (Hirschbere et al., 1968).

The

authors concluded that the proximal nitrogen on the Miracil
D side chain interacts with a phosphate residue on the DNA
backbone and the heterocyclic ring system interc~lates with
base residues in the DNA.

Kersten and Kersten (1969)

reviewed the inhibitors acting on DNA synthesis and reported
that the following classes of antibiotics bound to DNA:
acridines, anthracyclines, quinacrines, ethidium bromide,
actinomycins, chromomycin, mithramycin and luteoskyrin.
Stewart (1968) examined in detail the effect of intercalated
acridine orange on the Tm of DNA.

He noted that acridine

orange broadened the thermal transition of DNA.

The con-

clusion was that the dye dissociates from DNA when the DNA
denatures; the broadening was the result of the transfer of
acridine orange molecules from denatured to native DNA.

The

nogalamycin family of antibiotics wa s studie d by Reusser a nd
Bhuyan (1967), Bhuyan (1967) and Bhuyan a nd Smith (1965).
The results were that nogalamycin bound to A, Tor both in
DNA; however, the intercalation mechanism was not ruled out.
Kersten et al. (1966) studied the properties of complexes
between DNA and antibiotics which affect RNA synthesis.

They

concluded that anthracyclines like cinerubin, daunomycin and
nogalamycin behave like acridine dyes giving the typical
intercalation symptoms.

However, unlike acridines they were

persistently bound at high ionic strength.

The authors

observed binding to DNA but without such intercalation

- 86 characteristics for actinomycins C and D and for the
chromomycin-like antibiotics (chromomycin A , olivomycin and

3

mithramycin).

These compo unds all caused a decrease in

buoyant density (CsCl) but, with the exception of the
actinomycins, had n o effect on the Tm.

Mu ller and Cr o thers

(1968) provided extensive data showing that the actinomycin
chromophore ~as intercalated between the base pairs in the
DNA complex.

Moreover, binding was shown to occur adjacent

to any GC pair.

However, binding at a g iven site produced

a distortion of the helix that greatly disfavored binding of
another actinomycin closer than six pairs away.

The authors

pointed out that several forms of the complex existed at
equilibrium due to conformational changes within the cyclic
peptide rings of actinomycin.

It was suggested that each

peptide ring interacted with one strand of the double helix.
Wells (1969) concluded that the presence of guanine moieties
in a DNA was not, in itself, a sufficient requisite to cause
binding of actinomycin D.

He suggested tha t the DNA structural

considerations may be of paramount importance.

The presence

of guanine ma y induce a suit ab le confi gu ration t o permit the
binding of actinomycin, hence explaining the observed dependence of actinomycin binding on 8uanine.
Yielding (1967), O'Brien et al. (1966) and Kurnick a nd
Radcliffe (1962) examined th e r ea ction between DNA and the
antimalarial dru g s quinacrine (Atabrine ), chloroquine
(Aralen), quinine and 4-aminoquinoline.

The conclusions

reached were that these compounds all h a ve properties sug gesting intercalat ion with DNA.

Charge-complexing was a lso

-87strongly implicated a s an equa lly important parameter in the
ability of this g ro up of dru g s to bind to DNA .

Interestingly,

of the antimalari a ls tested, t he p resence of the diaminobutane side chain g r ea tl y increas e d the tena city of binding .
Steroidal di am ines (p r i marily of the irehdia mine A g roup)
were also s us p ected of interc a lating wit h DNA ( Mahler et al.,
1966).

The authors s ugg ested that a phospha te bridging ,

charg e-neutrali z ing interaction was the pri mary event, but
that intercal a ti on c ou ld be a second a ry process.

Diqu a ternary

amines were most effective a s stabili z ing a g ents while monoamines were ineffective.
Interesting ly, ne utral hydrocarbons including pyrene,
J,4-benzpyrene, dibenzanthracene, c o r onene, tetracene,
pentacene and 20-methylcholanthrene have been shown to bind
to DNA (Isenber g and Ba ird, 1969; Les k o et al., 196 ~ ).
Pyrene, J,4 benzpyrene and dibenzathracene bound to DNA by an
intercalation mecha nism whereas the other s bound by an
unknown process.

Ts'o (1969) pointed out tha t in view of the

hydrophobic stacking properties of bases in DNA, it is not
surprising that many hydroph obic compounds of great biological
importance, such as steroids and the polycyclic carcinog ens,
interact strong ly with nucleic acids.
Antibiotics which bind covalently to DNA constitute an
interesting class of compounds.

Most of these substances have

been classified as a l kylating a gents.

Mit omycin is g ener a lly

taken as the represent a tive and most studied example
(Kersten and Kersten, 1969).

Contra ry to the review of

Waring (1966), Kersten a nd Kersten, (1969) presented evidence
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not caused b y cross-lin k ing of the DNA .

They suggested tha t

the quinone ring of mitomycin pl a ys a n import a nt role in the
inhibitory effect on DNA s y nt h esis.

These a utho r s did not

discard, however, the evidenc e tha t mitomycin do e s produce
cross-links.

Their point wa s that deriv a tives of mitomycin,

l a cking the aziridine (t he a lkyl e ting portion) ring, were
still active inhibitors of DNA s y nthesis.

Other antibiotics

implicated a s a lkyl a ting agents include phleomycin, carcinophylin, streptoni g rin, hydroxyurea a nd n a lidixic acid (Kersten
and Kersten, 1969).
It is f ai r to sa y th a t DNA h a s not y et been isol a ted entirely free of a mino a cids despite r ig orous efforts a t their
remov a l

(Bendich a nd Ro z enkranz , 1963).

To date, it is not

clear whether t h ese a mino a cid residues a re present a s such
in cov a lent lin kag e or as cov a lentl y a tt a ched peptides or
small proteins.

Be ndich a nd Rosenk r an z (1963) reported that

some eleven a mino acids we re obt a ined upon hot 6N HCl
hydrolysis of bull sperm DNA.

These amounted to a bout 0 .1%

of the mass of DNA with one-third of the a mino acids being
serine and threonine.

It wa s interesting to note th a t

these

authors found th a t serine could be obt a ined as 0-phosphoserine.

In this regard, Massie and Zimm (1965) suggested

that the genophore of B. subtilis may consist of subunits
having a molecular weight of 250 x 1 0 6 held together by
serine, threonine or sma ll peptide linkers.

S2lser and Balis

(1969) found that amino a cids were e x tremely tightly bound to
E. coli Band K-12 DNA.

Moreover, the a mount wa s a function

-89of growth conditions; it varied with changes in the composition of the media and with phases of the growth cycle.

Inter-

estingly, under conditionsof protein l abeling and inhibition

of DNA synthesis, the cell protein was highly labeled but
the DNA associated amino acids were not.

Attempts to remove

the amino acids with CsCl banding, gel filtration in
urea, 2

!

HCl or

0.5

~

HCl04 were not successful.

cantly, serine was obtained as 0-phosphoserine.

5

~

SignifiThe authors

pointed out that no abnormal amounts of basic amino acids
were found.

As reviewed by Yarus (1969) a surprising number of proteins could bind specifically to DNA thus apparently recognizing nucle otide sequences.
were:

Am ong the most studied pr oteins

DNA polymerase, re s t ricti on :e nd mo dification enzymes ,

repair enzymes, liga ses, r ep ress ors, :WA po l ymer a se,
initi a t or s, membrane at tac h ment sites, and a nt i bod ies.

Bhaga-

van s nd Atc h l ey ( 19 65) is c l &te d a DNA - pro tei n comp lex fr om
~. subtilis by precipitati on ..iith 0.01 ~ NgCl2.

The comp lex

was more soluble at higher and lower }:gcl 2 concentrations.

Butler and Godson (1963) working with B. megaterium also used
a medium containing 0. 01 ~ MgC 12 in preparine; the Dl~.ti-pr otein

complex.

Alberts et al. (1968) isolated a n umber of DNA-

binding proteins from!· coli.

Unexpectedly, the vast

majority of these proteins were negativAly charged indicating
a binding mechanism more complex than charge interaction.
Jacob, Brenner and Cuzin (1953) proposed that the contact of DNA with the cell membrane wa s important in the
replication of bacterial DNA.

Goldstein a nd Brown (1961)

-9 0fo und evidence for t he preferenti ~l loc at ion of re p licating
DNA in cont a ct with l arge aggregates of material in lysed
cells of]. coli.

Ganes a n and Lederberg ( 1965) l a ter sh o1t1ed

that a large amount of the replicating DNA of~. subtilis was
linked to cell membranes, a n a ssoci a tion whic h could be
reduced by pr on a se tr e atment.

Davern (196 6 ) has shown th a t

prona se released DNA fro m li ghter fractions dur ing CsCl
densit y gradient sediment ation of~- coli s pherop l asts l ysed
b y detergent.

By the action of sonic a tion, pr on a se and

ribonuclease treatment of detergent lysed cells, Porter and
Fr a ser (1968) concluded th a t protein wa s active in the binding of membrane components to DNA.

Tre mbl a y et a l. (19 69 )

have devised e simp le method for isol a tion of a cell membrane-DNA complex from b a ct e ri a .

The method exploited t h e

ability of portions of the cell membrane to wh ich DNA

~~ 2 s

att a ched to adhere to the hydrophobic surf a ces of cryst a ls.
The cryst a ls were formed using Mg+ 2 and the detergent
sarkosyl.

Separation was a ccomplished by slo1tJ speed sucrose

gra dient centrifuga tion.
Young and Jackson (1966) exa mined the extent and
significance of cont amination of DNA by teichoic acid in
B. subtilis.

The authors discovered that teichoic acids

were solubilized b y lyso zyme.

The dat a suggested th;:1 t

teichoic acids were not completely remo ved from DNA b y precipitation with eth an ol, phenol extr ac tion or by density
gr adient centrifug a tion.

Signific antly, teichoic acids did

not affect buoyant density of the DNA.
could be separated from DNA by

The teichoic a cids

4% ag a rose

or methyl a ted

- 91 a lbumin kiesel g uhr c o lumns.

Mo reo ver , unli ke DNA , teichoic

acids were s o luble in a nd re move d b y cold p erchloric s cid.
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Materials and Methods
Isolation of Streptomycete Spores.

Streptomycete cul-

tures were propagated on tomato paste oatmeal agar.
cultures were incubated at JO C for

4

to 12 days.

The
The aerial

mycelia were scraped from well sporulating growth, suspended
in distilled water and immediately lyophilized.

Lyophilized

spores were stored in sterile plastic bags at -20

c.

Some

spore preparations were not lyophilized but were stored at

4

C in

to

4

95%

ethanol for varying periods of time (overnight

weeks).

The usual procedure was to harvest these

alcohol soaked spores by filtration or centrifugation and to
wash them in

4

volumes of anhydrous acetone.

The acetone was

removed by air drying.
Rupture of Streptomycete Spores.

Streptomycete spores

were quite resistant to lysis by lysozyme, pronase and sodium
dodecyl sulfate.

Consequently, an alternative form of rup-

ture was developed.
acid-washed 20

Equal amounts of lyophilized spores a nd

ymglass

beads

(J

M Co., Minneapolis, Minn.)

were mixed in a pre-cooled mortar and ground manually (generally from

5

to 10 min).

Pulverized dry ice was added dur-

ing grinding to keep the mixture dry and cold.

The grinding

process was quite critical to the extraction of DNA; too much
grinding sheared the DNA while not enough grinding did not
rupture the spores.

The ground spores were suspAnded in

-9310 ml saline-EDTA and the suspension was treated with
2 mg pronase followed by incubation a t 42 C for 1 to 2 hr.
The spore suspension was then transferred to a gro und-glass
stoppered flask and 4 ml

25% SDS

was added followed by

incubation at 60 C for 15 min with occasional shaking.

After

the incubation period, the flask was co o led slowly to ca.

25

C and DNA was isolated as described earlier.
Broth cultures of the streptomycetes were also grown

and the mycelia harvested and washed as previously described
for mass culture of streptomycetes.

This material was lyo-

philized and lysed in the same manner as the spores; DNA was
then isolated as described earlier.

This DNA was used as a

control when analyzing the corresponding spore DNA.
Buoyant Density Determinations.

The procedure for

determination of buoyant density in CsCl has been described
earlier {p J O of this thesis).

For some experiments spore

DNA was denatured in 0.1 x SSC by boiling for
by quick-cooling in an ice-water b a th.

5

min followed

The sample was then

immediately prepared for centrifugation.
Preparative Density Gradient Centrifugation of DNA in
Cesium Chloride.

The procedure was carried out in the SW50L

rotor of the Spinco L2-65B preparative ultr a centrifuge.

A

4 ml amount of CsCl stock solution of density 1.799 g cm-J
(pH 8.5) was added to cellulose nitrate tubes containing
0.2 ml oft~ test DNA solution.
solution was 1

pg

for a reference.

of 1 4c-labeled

Included with the test DNA

s.

coelicolor Muller DNA

The CsCl solution was then overlaid with

-94mineral oil to wit hin 1/8 inch of the top of the

5

ml tube.

The samples we r e centri fuge d for 4 0 hr a t 4 0 , 000 rev min-1
at

25

C.

The rotor was brought to an unbr a ked stop and the

tubes carefu lly removed.

The bottom of t h e tubes was

punctured and 10 dro p fractions were collected in 1. 0 ml
water.

Each fraction ~G s a ss ayed for radio a ctivity e nd fo r

absorb a nce at 260 nm.
Therma l Dena t~ration of DNA.

This p rocedure ha s been

described previously. (p 33 of this thesis).
Determina tion of DNA Ba se Compo sition b y Depurin ation .
The nucleotide composition of selected DNA ssmp les was
determined b y s pectrophotome tricall y a ss aying for free purines
released by a cid-ind uce d depurin8ti on s ccording to the me thod
of Huang and Rosenberg (1966).

DNA soluti ons were precipit a ted

with 95% et~anol a nd collected by s poo ling on a glass rod.
Enough precipit8ted DNA wa s dissolved in 2 ml of 1 x SSC to
give a concen tration of 2 00 to J OO

pg

DNA /m l.

Visking

dialysis tubin g ( ~ in.by 10 inJ wa s boiled twice for 10 min
in s a line-EDTA, rinsed and boiled e third time for 10 mi n in
deioni z ed water a n d so ak ed in 1 x SSC overnight to remove a ny
ultraviolet a bs orbi ng subst ances.

One-h0 lf ml of the DNA

dissolved in 1 x SS C was csrefully pl r ce o in the p re- washed
di a lysis tubing.

Sp eci a l c 8re was t aken not to a llow a ny DNA

to cont amina te the outs ide of t he tubing .

The tubings were

then looped into individua l a cid-w s s hed test tubes (13 x 100
mm) cont a ining
with HCl.

5. 0

ml 1 x SS C with the pH adjusted to 1. 51:l

The ends of the tubing were secured with a ru bb er

- 95 band and the test t ubes were cov ered with e lumi n um c ap s.
After ge ntle r olling ac ti on for 211 hr at 37 C, the absorbance
of the dialysa tes was determined a t 265 nm Rnd 280 nm in a
Ze iss PMQII s pect r ophotome t e r.

A s 0mp l e containi ng 1 x SSC

but no DNA at pt.I l.5 C w0s used es the bl onl'.: .
The mo l e fraction of G+C can be expressed a s
of the a bs orba nc e rati o et tw o given ~avelengths.

function

a

Hua ng

and Rosenberg (1966 ) provided the follcwing for mula:
( 1)

R

=

(1-Xa)a + Xac
(1- XG ) b + XGd

where

R =

A265/A280

Xa= mol e fraction gua nine

a = molar absorptivity of adenine at 265 nm
b = mo lar absorptivity of ade nine a t 280 nm
C

= molRr absorptivity of guanine a t

265 nm

d = mo l ar a bsorptivit y of gua nine a t 280 nm
Solving for XG fr om equation ( 1)
(2 )

XG=

a - ( bR )
( a - c ) + (d-b)R

The values assigned to o , b , c 8nd data pH of 1. 58 were
deter mined by Huong a nd Rosenbe r g (1 966 ). Equation ( 2 )
then becomes:
=

lJ.l - ( 5.0R )
5. 8 + 1. 9R

It is a simple matter t hen to solve for the mo le fr a ction
guanine , whic h is t ake n to be equal t othe mole fract ion
cytosine.

-9 6 Reassoci a tion Between Spore and Myceli a l DNA Prep a rations.

Reassociation ws s a ssessed by measuring the extent

of in vitro duplex f o rm a tion.

~. venezuel ae SlJ myceli a l

DNA was labeled with ur a cil- 2 -14c a s described previously on
p J4 of this thesis, The specific a cti vity wa s between
JO OO count min- 1pg-l a nd 70 00 count min-lpg- 1 de pending on
the preparation.

The memb ra ne filter technique of Warnae r

and Cohen (1966) as modified by Monson et a l. (1969) wa s
used.

Thermal elution of s p ore-myceli 3l DNA duplexes wa s

done as described e 8rli e r on p 37 of this thesis.
Kinetics of Reassoci a tion of Spore and Mycelial DNA
Duplexes in Free Solution.

DNA samples at a concentr a tion

of 40 to 70 yg/ ml were denatured in

5

~ Nac1 0

in quartz
4
cuvettes pl aced in a Bec kma n DU spectrophotometer equipped
with a Gilford multis ample absorb &nce recorder, linear
thermosensor and a He a l( e circul a ting wa ter bath.

Dem:.tur a -

tion was accomplis:,ed by increasing the temper a ture of the
cuvette chamber until no change in A260 wa s observed,

After

d enaturation t-Jas judged to be comp lete, the temperature wa s
r apidly lowered to
by circulating
chamber,

-5

52

C

(25

5

C lower than the Tm in

~

NaCl04)

C ethylene glycol through the cuvette

The tempera ture dropped to 60 C within

Ethylene glycol-w a ter (70:JO) a t

52

min.

C was a dded to the cir-

culator a nd the temperature quickly st a bilized at
10 min after denaturPtion,

5

52

C by

During the cooling procedure a nd

for the next hour, nbsorbance re adings a t 260 nm were automatically taken ot 2 min intervals.

Reassoci a tion wa s subse-

quently monitored by A260 readings every 40 min.

The pro-

-97portion of the DNA which had renatured at any given Cot
(concentration of nucleotides in moles per liter, times
duration of incubation time in seconds ) value was determined
by relating the decrease in absorbance at 260 nm to the
maximal decrease possible (Wetmur and Davidson, 1968):

%Reassociation= Ar -

A

Ar - Ai

where

Ai= A26 0 of native DNA at

X 100%

25

C

Ar= A260 of denatured DNA
A

= A260 of reassociating DNA at a given time

Cot values viere determined by the following formula:
Cot = A260/2
The value of

X

time of incubation in hr

o. 024 for the A260 of 1 pg of D1~./\ ,1as used to

calculate relative concentrations (Br enner, 1970)
Spectra 1 Analysis of DNA.

The spectra of certain

unusual DNA samples were analyzed in the ultraviolet (UV)
and visible region using a Beckman D~-2A ratio recording
spectrophotometer or a Beckman DB spectrophotometer equipped
with a Sargent recorder.

For analysis in the UV region, the

DNA samples were diluted to 20 pg/ml, whereas in the visible
region DNA samples were not diluted (5 00

pg DNA/rr:l

or greater).

Ma tched quartz cuvettes were used for al l measurements.

The

blank consisted of an SSC solution of the same concentration
as the DNA samples.

If the samples to be analyzed were in

SSC of a pH different from the blank,

then the blank was

adjusted to that pH by addi ng an equal amount of acid or base
(1 N HCl or l N NaOH ).

David Peterson (De p t. Microbio l.,

Univ. Minnesota, Minneapolis ) assisted in calibrating the

-98DK-2A and in interpretDtion of the sp ectra.
Sephadex Column Chromatography.

Certain DNA samples

were analyzed by Se phadex G-100 chroma to g raphy.

G-100

Sephadex (Pha~macia, Piscataway, N.J.) was nydr a ted in 1 x
SSC, packed in a

1.5

x ; O cm column that was then equili-

brated for JO hr with

5 x SSC.

DNA in 1 x SSG was heated in

a boiling water bath for 10 min 2nd

0.5

column.

5 x SSC at ro om tempera-

The column was washed with

ture (ca.

25

C).

ml was applied to the

Fractions of 1.0 ml were collected at a

flow rate of 10 ml/hr.

The absorbance at 260 nm was monitored

using an ISCO flow cell and U2-A recorder (Instrumentation
Specialties Co., Lincoln, Nebr.).
column was determined for

o.5

The void volume of the

ml of 0.2% Blue Dextran

(Pharmacia, Piscataway, N.J.) which was used as an excluded
reference.
For analysis of certain streptomycete spore products,
Sephadex G-75 and G-25 were each hydrated in distilled water
and packed in

1.5

x JO cm columns.

The void volume was

determined using 0.2% Blue Dextran as an excluded reference.
Distilled water was routinely used as the elutant.

Columns

were monitored using the ISCO flow cell and U2-A recorder
as previously described.
maintained at

25

The flow rate for G-75 colums was

to JO ml/hr by a 20 cm column of water; for

G-25 columns the flow rate was

50

ml/hr maintained by a 20

cm column of water.
Column Adsorption Chromatography.

Column adsorption

chromatography was used to isolate pigmented products from

-99streptomycete spores.

The adsorbent used was silicic acid

(SiliCar, 100-200 mesh; Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St.
Louis, Mo.).

A 2 x 40 cm class column with a fritted glass

disc to hold the adsorbent wa$ used.

The column was wet-

packed using a slurry of hexane end the adsorbent.
column height was generally 10 to

15

cm.

column was covered with a 1 cm layer of 20

The

The top of the

pm

glass beads

to prevent disruption of the adsorbent surface.

The spore

pigments in 10 ml butanol were layered on the column.

When

the sample entered the column bed, 25 ml hexane was added.
Elution with hexane continued until the hexane eluate was
clear and dried leaving no residue.

Next, the column was

eluted with bu tanol until the eluate was cle a r,

Finally,

the majorit y of p i gment was r e co vere d whe n the col umn wa s
eluted with a O.lfo solution of HCl in methanol (acidified
methanol).
Paper a nd Inst nnt Th in Layer Chromatography.

One

dimensional (descending ) paper chromatography was done on
Whatman No. l pa p er.

The solvent system used was n-butenol,

acetic acid, water (4:J:l).

Samples were dried onto the

paper under a stream of warm air from a hair dryer.

The paper

was placed in a chamber equilibrated with the proper solvent
system.

Most runs were complete by 10 hr with a solvent ad-

vance of about JO cm.
in a fume hood to dry.

Completed chromatograms were placed
When dry, the chromatogram was first

examined under lon g wave 1N (320 nm) and short wave UV

(253 nm) using respectively the Blacklight and Mineralight
(Ultraviolet Pr oducts, Inc., San Gabriel, Calif.).

The

-1 00 following reagents were subseq ue ntly used to locate and
characterize the substances separated:

ninhydrin spray

(Gelman Pr oducts, Ann Arbor, Mich.), Gelman aniline phthalate
spray, and an alkaline silver nitrate dip.
Instant Thin Layer Chroma tography (ITLC) was done using
a Gelman ITLC chamber and Gelman ITLC pap er (either silica
gel SG or silicic acid SA).
chloroform, methanol,

Solvent systems employed were

58% ammo ni a

(2:2:1); n-butanol, acetic

acid, water (4:J:l); hexane, methano l (1:1); ethyl acet a te,
0.1% HCl in methanol (1:1).

S mples were applied with a 10

fliter capillary pipette a nd dried under a stream of wa rm

air.

The chamber was pre pared and equilibrated as described

in the Gelman !TLC manual.

Runs were us ua lly complete ~ithin

90 min with a solvent a dv a nce of

15

t o 20 c m.

Completed

chromatograms were re move d and dr jed in a f ume hood.

The

chromatogra ms were an a lyzed in the s a me manner as the paper
chromat ograms with the e x ce ption that no alkaline silver
nitrate dip was used in ITLC experiments.
Standard solutions of authentic ami no acids were prepared
by dissolving 2 mg of each of the 21 common a mino acids in
2 ml of

50%

is opropa nol pH

2.5

with HCl.

The pu rified amino

acids were purchased as a complete kit from Calbioche m.
Ethanolic solutions (1 mg/ml) of g lucose, glycerol, arabinos~
D-galactose, D-mannose, N-acetyl-D- ga lactosamine, D-galactosamine, D-glucosamine, ribose, ribitol, DL -oc, E- dia_m inopimelic
acid and ethidium bromide were also prep ared.

Solutions of

5-methyl cytosine, ur a c i 1, thymine, adenine, adenosine,
cytosine, guanine and thymidine were prepared by mixing 2 mg

-1 01of the desired compound in 2 ml 10% isoprop anol cont a ining
1% concentrated HCl.

The polyamines spermi ne, sp ermidine

and putrescine were p rep 8red a s 1 mg/ml solu t ions in 50'%
ethanol cont a ining 1% concentr a ted HCl.
Mr. Miles Sharpley (De pt . Biolo gy , Virginia Commonwe a lth
Univ., Richmond) provided a mixture of the four mycotoxins
produced by Aspergillus fl a vus grown on a utocla ved rice grain~
The mycotoxins were dissolved in chlorofo rm and stored at
Pap er Electrophoresis.

4

C.

S ix strip s of Wha tman J MM , 2 cm

x 20 cm filter p aper wa s secure d to the r a ck of a n electrophoretic cell (Buc h ler Instruments) and wetted with about

4

ml of b a rbital-sodium b 8rbit a l buffer, pH 8.6 (ionic

strength= 0.075; commerci a l buffer, Buchler Instruments).
Next 1 liter of t h e buffer was ad ded to fill e a ch well to
the proper level.

After e q uilibr a ting for 2 hr with the cur-

rent on and cover closed, the strips were spotted wit h 10
-2
a t a potential of
pliter s amples. A current of< ma cm
100 volts was applied for 3 hr.

The strips were ai r dried a nd

examined unae r s hor t a nd long wave UV l ight as described for
p aper chromnt ogr aph y .
Chemic a l Assays.

Colorimetric determinations of protein

content were performed with the Folin phenol reagent a s
described by Lowry et s l. (1951) with bovine serum a lbumin
as the st a ndard.

DNA wa s a ss a yed colorimetric a lly with the

diphenyl amine re agent a ccording to the method of Burton
(1956).

Total phosphate was determined by the method of

Bartlett (1959) using KH 2 Po as the st and a rd.
4

-1 02 Enzyme Assays.

Sens iti vity to de oxyribo nucle a se I

(DN a se I; Calbi ochem) of selected DNA prep nr a tions was
monitored with
dissolved in

9

0.5

Zeiss PMQ II s p ectrophotome ter. DNA was
~ sodium a cet a te,

(acetate-Mg buffer) pH 6 .0.

0.01 ~ Mgs o

buffer
4
DN a se I (bovine p a ncrease)

wa s ma de up to 1 mg/ ml in a cet a te-Mg buffer.

pg

Fi nally, 100

of enzyme wa s added t o 2.0 ml DNA solution and the

increase in A26 0 with time wa s me a sured.

The temperature

was mointained 3 t JO C.
Crude Pigment Isol a tion From S treptomycete Spores.

Pig-

mented products were is o l a t ed from whole cell preparations
of spores or myceli a by extr ac ting them first with 100 ml
of

95% ethanol

a nd then with 100 ml acet one .

The solveuts

were c o llected b y filtr a tion a nd subse que ntly eva p orated to
dryness.

Alternatively, the yellow chloroform la yer from

the Ma rmur DNA ex tr a ction procedure was used a s a source of
crude pigments.

A third isol a tion method which proved most

successful involved wa s h ing t h e whole spores with 0 .1

!

KOH

or NH40H with subsequent extraction of t he KOH ,rn sh ,~it h
n-but a nol.

The but a nol l a yer cont nined the p igmented products.

-103-

Result s
Aberrant Suore DNA s nd Sporo13enesis.

Tewfik and

Bradley (1967) rep orted that DNA extr a cted from the spores
of §_. venezue lae S 13 exhibited a sigr:ificant ly li ghter
buoyant densit y in CsCl t ha n the DNA extracted from the
myce lia.

In early et temp ts tc verify this observ e tion, DNA

was isolated from a number of spore prep ara tions.

The yields

of DNA f or these e 8rly studies ,,ere quite low (often less
than 200

pg

DNA/m l) bec a use not enough spores were available

for efficient extr a cti on .

Seve r o l pre-tre at ments of spores

including lyophilization, wa shing with ethanol or wa shing
with ethanol a nd a cetone were used in an s ttempt to increase
tre efficiency of spore rupture.

Significantly, depending on

the pre-treatment of the spores, buoyant density va lues were
obtained r a nging between 1.7209 g cm-J t o l.7JOO g cm-J.

More-

over, there seemed to be a decre s se in bu oyant density with
tre age of the s p ore.

To test this hypothesis, DNA isolated

from spores of varying chronolog ic a l a g e 1,w s compared to DNA
obtained from myceli a using the following pa r a meters: bu oya nt
density in CsCl, direct re a ssociation of spore DNA with
mycelial DNA a nd thermal denat11.r a tion in 0.1 x SSC :.md
Nac10

4.

5

M

Interesting ly, the DNA of the 6, 8 a nd 10 day old

spore samples r,.rns distinctly yellow in col or.

The DNA from

J day old spores and from 10 d ay solvent extracted spores wa s
colorless as wa s myceliol DNA.

Mic r oscopic examin ation of

spore s a mp les st a ined by cryst a l violet before DNA extraction

-1 04 -

Table

5

Effect of Sp ore Age on the Physical Properties
of Is ol a ted DNA

Sample

Myce lia 1 DNA

CsCl

(g cm-3)

1. 7275

0.l

Tm

ssc 5

X

85 C

~ NaC1o4

Binding to
Myce lia 1
DNA

89 C

lOO{o

Spore DNA

a

a

100%

J days

1. 727 5

6 days

1. 7215

87 C

89 C

72%

8 days

1. 7072

88 C

89 C

J O%

10 days

1.7082

88 C

89 C

60%

10 daysb
(s olvent)

1. 7272

85 C

89 C

100%

8 daysc
(denatured)

1. 7222

not done

b

10 day old spores were wa shed with ethanol and acetone
prior to DNA extra ction

C

The 8 day old s po re DNA preparation wa s dena t ured in
0.1 X SSC

-1 05 e xt r a ction s howed th a t the J d a y o ld aeria l mycelium consisted ma inly of a eri P. l hyp ha e with n o v isi b le spores.
However, a t 6, 8 a nd 10 days few, i f any , a erial hyphaP,
were seen; the prep a ration wa s a lmost entirely free spores.
As the spores aged, t he ir DNA became progressively less

dense (Table

5 )•

Significantly, DNA from sp ores wa shed

with et ha nol a nd a cetone prior to DNA extr acti on be ha ved
li ke myceli a l DNA .

When the 8 -d a y s po re DNA wa s heat

den ot ured, it f ormed a symmet r ic a l b and in the CsCl gr Bd ie nt
a nd gave a 15 mg cm-3 incre a se in buoy a nt densit y indic a ting
tha t the DNA wa s d ouble-str a nded.

In 0 .1 x SSC, the Tm of

spore DNA increased a s t he sp ores a ged.

It should be n ote d

t hat for the 8 a nd 10 d ay old s pore s amp le, the Tm of the
DNA wa s pr obab ly h i gher th a n 88 C bec au se t h e spore DNA had
not completely den at ured e t 100 C.

The Tm of DNA from 10-

d ay old spores t ha t had been wa s hed in eth a nol a nd a cetone
prior to DNA extraction wa s virtually identic a l to the Tm of
mycelial DNA.

5

When the Tm determins tions were done in

sodium perchlor a te, a different result wa s cbt a ined.

~

Both

spore and myceli a l DNA s amples ~1 ve the s ame Tm v a lues.

This

wa s a possible indic a tion th at something wa s removed or
a ltered by the sodium perchlor a te and he a t.
The cap a cit y of myceli a l DNA to reassoci a te with myceli a l
or spore DNA on membr a ne filters was me a sured by direct
reassoci a tion a ss a ys.

These results established th a t the

myceli a l reference DNA bound less effectively to spore DNA
than to the homologous myceli a l DNA.

Moreover, this reduced

binding capacity continued to decline with a ge of the spore.

-1 06 It should be noted that the 10-day old spore sample washed
with ethanol and acetone pri or to DNA extraction showed
100% binding to mycelial DNA.
Chemical Determination of Base Composition of Spore DNA.
To examine the possi bility that the overall nucleotide composition of the spore D1~A harl changed, the base composition
of spore DNA was determined by acid-induced depurination
(Table 6 ) •

The values for E. c o li and B. cereus DNA were

consistent with literature values.

The most obvious result

was that there was no discernible difference between mycelial
DNA and the aberrant spore DNA samples.

The aberrant nature

of spore DNA was apparently not due to a change in its
nucleotide composition.

Moreover, n o novel material was

detected in the dialysate during the prolonged dialysis of
the spore DNA against 1 x SSC (pH 1.58).
Therms 1 Stability of Rea ssoc iated Spore-Myce lia 1 DNA
Duplexes.

Previous experiments suggested that labeled

mycelial DNA reassociat e d less effectively with spore DNA
than with the h omologous mycelial DNA.

The thermal stability

of the duplexes formed between spore and mycelial DNA was
also examined.

Spores grown for 13 days (240 plates) were

harvested and lyophilized as described previously (p 9 2
of this thesis).

The spores were divided in two portions and

DNA was extracted from each portion.

The spore DNA so

obtained was labeled lJ day #l and 13 daJ #2.
was obtained in a similar manner.

Myceli a l DNA

The chemical and physical

characterization of these DNA samples will be described in the

-1 07-

'l'ab le 6
Chem ic a l Ana l y sis of the nuc l eo tid e Compos iti on
of S . venezue l ae SlJ Spore DNA

A2 65 8

Mo le Fraction
Guanine Plus
Cytosine

Escherichia c o li

1. 7 07
1. 69 1

0 .51
0.51

Bacillus cereu s

1. 908
1.9;1

O.J8
O.J6

Myce lia l DNA

1.411
1.401
1.415
1.426

0 .71
0.72
o. 71
0.70

8-day spore
DNA

1.409
1.411
1.421
1.4 09

o. 71
o. 705

1.410
1.425

0 .71
0.7 0

DNA
Sample

10 -da y spore
DNA

8

A280

O. 71

0.71

Absorbance of di a lys a te a t 265 nm divided by dialysate
absorb Ance at 280 nm

-1 08 -

following secti ons.

Suffi ce it to sa y that both spore DNA

preparations were yellow in color and clearly ab errant.

The

results shown in Fig. 11 indic a ted that of the duplexes formed

65%

between both spore DNA sa mp les s nd mycelial DNA (about

relative reassociati on for b oth ) the major it y were of lower
stability.
formed.

In fact, few high st a bilit y complexes were

The results shown are the average of two trials.

Although the ge ner a l trend of duplex stability was the sa me ,
the t hermal stability seemed t o var y unp redictably with
duplicate samples of spore DNA.
spore DNA samples 1-1as
standard error was

8;;

The standard error for

while for mycelial DNA samples, the

J%.

Renaturation Kinetics of Spore and Mycelial DNA .

The

renatur a tion of denatured DNA can be c on s idered to be a
second-order re action -with
ca.

25

8

maximum rate at a temperatctre

C below the Tm cf the DNA.

Because s por e DNA gave not

only low total reassociation with mycelial DNA but also
f ormed duplexes of l ow stability, it was of interest t o
examine the kinetics of reassociation.

Exper iments of this

sort reported in the lite rature are usu a lly done in a solv ent
of 1 x SSC or 0 .12 M sodium phosphate buffer.

Unfort unatel y ,

the high Tm of myce li a 1 DNA anci even hie;her T r:, of sp ore DNA
in these buffers presented s serious p robl e@.

Even if t ota l

strand separati on c ou l d have been effected, the incub a tion
temperature would have had to be between

75

reach the opti mum r a te of renaturation.

I nitia l experiffients

C nnd

85

C to

were attempted in 1 x SSC a nd 0.1 x SSC ; ho,J ever, these
experiments were not successful.

Evapo r at i on , degradation

-1 09a -

Fig. 11

Thermal stability of DNA duplexes formed between~·
venezuelae SlJ mycelial DNA and spore D~A.
duplexes were formed at 70 C.

The

DNA

The specific activity

of the input labeled DNA was JOOO count min -1yg -1 •
The absolute homologous binding was 12%.

The top

graph is the integral for m of elution or cumulative
percent released versus the temperature of elution.
The Tm,e is read directly fr om this p l ot by determining t he t empe r a ture at ~hic h

50~

of the DJA d up l exes

0--0

3 . v1::n<::z·,: c l ae 31_; r:~· ce lLl n ;;A ( l coe l ed )

• •

,J .

~ : ,,

ven0z1.' 1c, l :::,e S l: SJ.

~

V8l1i:7:\l8L C

~·1:

I

) )~!

s: ,, l',",

1 _; ll 8 ~- ff l
]

.,

-

d :1 :

,'J.'>
.. • C.

o r the rsl at. i ve per cent rel ea sed vers us temperature of
e luti on .

CJ

b

[1J

The conditions are the same as stated above.

s.
s.
s.

venezuelae

s 13

mycelia 1 DNA (labeled)

vene zue lae SlJ sp ore 13 day # 1
venezue lae SlJ spore 13 da y #2
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of DNA a nd spec trophotometer sensitivity to high temper a tures
were some of t he prob l ems encounte r ed.
system

(5

~ NaCl 04) proved usefu 1.

Ano t her sol vent

Tho perch l ora te a nion

was known to be a den c tur a nt of DNA (Kit, 1963 ); moreover
the rate of DNA reassoci a tion was practic a lly independent of
s a lt concentr a tion over 1 M in Na +l (Wetm ur a nd Davidson,
1968).

Furthermore, both spore and myceli a l DNA melted at

the s a me te mperature in

5

~

s odi um perchlor a te.

ing the concentr a tion of SSC to 0 . 05 x SSC in

5

By lower~

Na Cl 04, a

Tm of a bout 77 C wa s reached for b oth spore and myceli a l

DNA.

This mea nt th 8t comp lete stra nd sep 8r a tion of both

DNA pre pa r a tions wa s po ssible a nd more i mportant , ren a tur a tion c ould be car ri ed cu t a t the rel a tivel y l ow te mp e rature
of

52

C (Tm -

25

C).

Wit h this system it wa s po ssible to

examine the rate of ren2tur e tion of s p ore a nd myceli a l DNA.
The raw denatur a ti on a nd re ~ssoci a tion dat s for s pore

lJ day # 1 a nd myceli r l DNA a re shown in Fig. 12,

The d a t a

for spore 13 d a y #2 a nd myceli a l DNA a r e shown in Fig. 13
The average of both reassociation experiments is plotted
semilog ar ithmically

(% reassociation

ve rsus log Cot) in Fig. 14

The Tm of spore 13 day # 1 a nd spore 13 day #2 was 77 C;
the s a me Tm was observed for myceli a l DNA.

Unli ke den a tura-

tion in O.l x SSC, spore DNA and mycelial DNA melted sharp ly
with the s a me width of tr a nsition in

5

~ NaC l 04.

The sigm o:ld s h ep e of the Cot pl ot (Fi g . l)~ ) and the
slope of the line a r portio n suggested tha t the r a te of
renatur a tion of myce li s l DNA followed second-order k inetics.
On the other h a nd, the Cot plot est ablished tha t spore DNA

-llla-

Fig. 12

Denaturation and renaturation of~. venezuelae SlJ
mycelial and spore DNA in
tion temperature of

52

C.

5

~

Nac10

4

at an incuba-

Note change of scale from

temperature to time and back to temperature on
abscissa.

All measurements taken at a wavelength

of 260 nm.

• •
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Fig. lJ

Denaturation and renaturation of
mycelial and spore DNA in
temper8ture of

52

C.

5

~

s.

Nac10

venezuelae SlJ

4

at an incubation

Note change of scale from

temperature to time and back to temperature on
abscissa.
of

All measurements taken at a wavelength

260 nm.
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Fig.]4

Rena t urati on Ki netics of denat ured DNA from S.
vene zuelae SlJ spore and mycelial DNA.

De natured

DNA from both so urces was allowed to renature at

52

C in

5

~

4.

NaCl 0

These data are avera g ed from

tw o trials (see Fi g ,1 2 a nd Fi g .lJ )

e

e

0----()

S . vene z uel a e S l J my celi a l DNA
S . ve ne z uelae S13 s po re D~A
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Fig.

15

Renaturation of S, venezuelae SlJ mycelial DNA
and spore DNA in

5

~ NaC10
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-115!'enatured sl m,er and to s l ess er extent than did myce li al
DNA.

Tn establish mo re rig or ou sly the kine t ic rrde r nf

renssc ,ciation, the dAtn were p l otted in suc h

11

w8 y n 9

t()

yield a line n~ relationship betw een the cnn~entration o f'
denatured DNA And the time of reassociatlon.

S •wh a rel 3 -

tionship was f o•.md ,,,hen the reciprocal of c1.enge in
absorbance at 260 nm was plotted egainst time of incu bation
in hours (Fig.15 ) •

Beca'..lse the change in 8b sort on ce is

directly proportional t o the concentration of denet'..lred D~A
(Wet~~r and Davidson, 1968 ). the linear relationship f cund
strone;ly suggests that the reassociation of mycelisl DNA was
indeed a bimolecular reaction,

Spcrs DNA cefinitely r e nat ured

more: slowly than mycelial DNA; hovicver, the dat a sue;gest th at
tr.e

spore D.NA reaction was Also second-order.
Even after

exceed

40

hr incubation, the spore DNA did n ot

55% reAssociatton

compared to the 9c.;S reassociat:lon

observed for rnycelinl DNA.
renatured spore
DNA preparation.

DNA . 1°1s

5

Significsntly, the Tm of the
to 7 C lower than the native sp ore

Renatured mycelial DNA g9ve essentially

the same Tm as nBtive mycelial DHA.
Spectral A:ialysis of Spore and Mycelial DNA.

The s v ectral

analysis of spore and mycelial DNA in the ultraviolet (UV)
region (220 nm to 320 nm) showed few, if any significant difffr ences (Fig.

16 ) •

The spore DNA used in this study vias t he

8-day spore DNA characterized in the experiment on the effect
of spore age and DNA (Table

5 )•

T ne D.~A 1r•as definitely

yellow in color a nd clearly aberrant compared tc mycel1Rl DHA.

-116a-

Fig.16

Ultraviolet spectra of spore and mycelial DNA fro~

s.

venezuelae S lJ.

The solvent was 1 x SSC, pH 7.0

S . venezuelae SlJ mycelial DNA

s.

venezuelae S lJ 8 -day spore DftA
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Fig.17

Visible abso~ption spectr um 0 f ~. venezuelae Sl;
spore DNA in 1 x SS C at pH J ( ·••••••••••• ) or pH 13
)

.
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-ll8In the UV region, there seemed to be a mi· nor shift of the
major peak fr om around 257 nm for mycelia 1 DNA t
for 8-day spore DNA.

O

260 nm

The A260/A280 ratio for spore DNA was

1.81 for mycelial DNA, the ratio was l. 8J .
of both samples advanced to 264 nm at
A260/A280 for both be c om ing 1.71.

g

The major peak

pH of

14

with the

At a n acid pH of 2.0,

dep urination occurred with the major peak for spore DNA
shifting to 277 nm and t h e corresponding mycelial DNA peak
shifting to 278 nm.

Spcre DNA ro utinely gave A260/A280

ratios between 1.8 and 1.9.
The visible spectrum of concentrated sp ore DNA was
noteworthy ( Fig . 17).

At a pH near ne utrality and below,

the spore DNA wa s distinctly ye llow and transparent.

Th e

spectrum showed a weak , bro nd absorbance in the 40 0 to 45 0
nm range.

In basic solutions ( pH 12.5), the DlJA cha nged to

a light pink co l o r with a we 8k abso r ba nc e near 54 0 nm.
Si g nificantly , the c o l or cha nce wa s reversib l e , a nd remained

reversible even after h eati ng the DNA in l N KOH at 100 C for
JO min.

At DNA concentrations less than 10 0 y g/ml, n o color

could be detected even with the most aberrant DNA .

Nyce lia 1

DNA gave no absorbance in the visible region at a ny pH.
Sensitivity of Spore DNA~ Ribonuclease, Pr onase and
Deoxyribonuclease.

The evide nce thus f a r indicated that

something may be b ou nd t o or associ at ed 1~ith the spore DNA.
It was suggested that DNA could be associated with the spore
DNA; therefore, an experiment wa s devised in t-hich the spore
DNA was treated with pa ncre at ic ribonucle a se and Tl ribo-

-119nuclease.

S. venezuelae Sl3 mycelial DNA, yeast RNA (grade

A, Calbiochem) and 13 da y # 2 spore DNA were used.

The RNA

and DNA samples in 1 x SSC were denatured by boiling at
105 C in a glycer o l-~ater bath for 7 min followed by quick
cooling.

Next, 0.1 ml of a 1 mg/ml solution of pancreatic

RNase (Calbiochem) was added to each sample in a screw cap
tube and the contents were quickly and thoroughly mixed.
Then 1 ml from each tube wa s placed in a separate dialysis
bag prepared exactly as in the depurination assay (p 94 of
this thesis).

The tubing was looped into a 13 by 80 mm test

tube with 2 ml 1 x SSC.
at 37 C.

Incubation wa s carried out for 2 hr

The A260 and A280 of the dialys a te was then read

(Table 7 ).

A similar experiment was c onducted with Tl

ribonuclease.

The results with ribonucle a se show that n o UV

absorbing material wa s detectable in dialys a tes from either
spore or mycelial DNA during the dialysis with p Rncreatic or
Tl ribonuclease (Table

7 ).

The dialysis a ssay was sensitive

enough to detect the hydrolysis of yeast RNA by both enzymes.
The lJ day # 1 spore DNA wa s digested 1~ith pronase
· (Calbiochem) at 37 C for 1 hr.

The buoya nt density of 11 day

3
#1 spore DNA before pronase digestion was 1.6997 g cm- ;
after pronase digestion, the buoyant density was calculated
to be 1.7002 g cm-3.

The difference of 0.0005 g cm-3 was

hardly significant because experimental error for previous
buoyant density e xp eriments ranged between ±0.0 002 and
±0.0007 g cm-3.
lation of DNA.

Mo re over, pronase is used during the isoThis proteolytic enzyme did not seem to

affect the aberr ant bu oya nt density of spore DNA.

-12 0-

T '1 ble 7
Sensitivity of Spore DNA to Ribonuclease

Nucleic Acid Sample

Pancreatic RNase
Dialysate
Absorbance at
A260
A280

Ti RNase
Dialysate
Absorbance at
A280
A260

SlJ mycelial DNA
(initial A260=0.84)

0.068 8

0.069

0.068

0.065

13 day tt2 spore D.NA
(initial A260=0. 97)

O. 039

o. 040

o. 037

o. 037

Yeast RNA
(initial A260=1. 2)

O.37 2

0.292

o .564

0.320

1 x SSC blankb

0.026

O. 030

0 . 028

O. 030

a

Average of two determinations

b

Dialysis tubing with 100 ~ of each respective RNase in
l ;,: SSC

-121Mycelial DNA /'l nd spore DNA responded differently to

6.

pancreatic DNas e 1 (Calbi ochem) in a cet a te-Mg buffer, pH

The rate a nd extent of hydrolysis of spore DNA de p end ed on
the time that the DNA wa s in the 8 cet c1 te-Hg buffer prior t o
the addition of 0 .1 ml (1 00 p g ) c f DNa se to a 2. 0 ml solution
of DNA.

Even after 1~ hr in a cet a te- Me; buffer pri c,r to

a dditi on of DN ase , the r a te of hydrolysis of spore DNA was
clearl y different from that f or my celial DNA.

My celial DNA

was consistentl y sensitive to DN a s e re ga rdless of prior
exposure to the buffer.
Paper Electrophoresis of Spore and }'i ycelial DNA.
8-dey spore DNA ( buoya nt density 1.7197 g

The

cm-3) a nd mycelial

DNA ..iere spotted on st r i ps of Wha t ma n 3 MM p aper a nd subjected
to J ma cm-2 at 10 0 volts f or J h r.
sodium b a rbital, pH 8 . 6 .

T h e buffer wa s b arbital-

S everal tri a l r uns we r e made with

a sample of s p ore DNA sha ke n overni ght with 2 _!1 LiCl.

The

untreated 8-da y sp ore DNA remained 0 t the origin; moreover,
n o comp o unds were removed fro m t he DITA t hat were detect ab le
viith UV li ght or ninhydri n.

S i g nific s ntly , the spo r e DNA

appeared red or mBroon under long wr' ve UV li ght .

r:iyce li a l

DNA , li ke spore DNA rer.w ined a t the ori g in: li kewise , n o
compounds were de tec t e d "With UV or ninhydrin .
appeared dar k pur p le unde r l one i-wve UV li ght.

Myceli a l DNA
Int erest ingly ,

the 8-day sp ore DNA trea ted with Li Cl show e d a yelluw b 0nd
migrating toward th e c o thode wt t h sho rt ,J a ,:e TJV l icht .

The

dar k red abso r b a nce cha racte ri stic of s~ore DNA remained a t
the origin.

To deter min e the n a ture of the c ath ode-mi g r a ting

yello'W bend, the strips we re s p r ayed "With 2% H2 SO~.

The

-122 a -

Fig. 18

Susceptibility of~ · venezuelae S 13 mycelial D~A

(e

e)

and spore DNA to hydrolysis by deoxyribo-

nucelase I.
buffer for

llJ

Spor e DNA was incubated in acetate-Mg

0.5

hr( ~ ) , 1.5 hr (0---0) or

hr( ()--()) prior to the addition of 100 pg

(0.1 ml) of enzyme t o 2.0 ml DNA so luti on.
concentration of DNA u sed ,Jas 2 0 y g/ml.
ture ~as ma intained at 30 C.

The

The tempera-
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-12 .3 vellow b end did not che r, indic e ting t ha t it wa s not

.;

organic.

Experjments with 2 M LiC l a l one produced the same

yello~ band.

App a rently the band wa s the Li+ ion front or

a comp le x p roduced by LiCl inter a ction with the barbital
buffer.

I t is 2ls o possible th a t the LiCl cont a ined this

materi a l a s a c ont amin e nt.
Spore DNA routinely g a ve no color with ninhydrin even
a fter heating a t 111 5 C for 10 min.

The red absorbance obser-

ved with long \, a ve UV light was quite striking when compared
to the dar k purple absorb e nce of mycelie l DNA.

Significantl~

when the spore DNA re a cted with ninhydrin a t room temperature
(c a.25 C), t~e red absorb a nce under longw ave UV was lost .
Chemica l Ana lyses of Spore DNA.

Colorimetric determin a -

tions of protein content were performed with the Falin phenol
reagent

8 S

described b y Lowry et a l. (1951) using bovine

serum a lbumin a s a st a nd a rd.

DNA was a ss ayed colorimetrically

with t he dipheny l emine reagent according to the method of
Burton (1956) using s a lmon sperm DNA (C e lbiochem, grade A) e s
a st a ndard.

Tot e l phosphate wa s determined by the method of

Ba rtlett (1959).

KH 2 P04 was used a s a st a ndard for the

phospha te a ssay.
When the concentration of DNA was c a lcul ated on the b a sis
of the extinction coefficient a t 260 nm and on the b s sis of
the diphenylemino test, both spore a nd myceli a l DNA s amples
gave essentislly the s ame v a lues (Trible G ).

Appare ntly,

wh a tever wa s bnund to or E,sirnci e ted with the spore DNA did
not interf ere with the di phen y l 2mine test nor with the
2bsorb ance at 26 0 nm.

The amount of Po lin posi tive ma teri a l

-1 24 -

Table 8
Chemical Analyses of Spore DNA Samp les

DNA Concentration By:
A26oa
Diphenylamine
(pg/m l)
(pg/ml)

DNA Sample

% Folin

'.J&p Byb

Reacting
Ma teria 1

Chemical
Assay

lJ day #1 spore
DNA

380

365

12.0

14 .5

13 day #2 sp ore
DN.l:l.

370

370

11.0

14. 0

8-day spore DNA

180

175

12.5

15. 0

Myce lia 1 DNA

567

570

1.3

10.5

Salmon s perm
D.NA

720

720

1.1

10.0

a

A260/0.024 = concentration of DNA in y g/ml

b

'.J&P = pg p

X 10 o%; ~here P in pg/ml± pmoles P04
ml

pg DNA

95 pg

POJi

1 pmole

X

o.3Jµe; P
1 pg P04

X

-125 was distinctly different for spo r e a nd mycelial DNA.

Spore

DNA samples showed about 12% more Po lin rear.ting material
than did mycelial DNA,

Furthermore, tot a l phosphorus

analysis based on Bartlett's method for total phosphate
indicated that sp ore DNA contained about 4 % more phosphorus
(in absolute terms) or about 40 to

50~

more phosphorus in

relative terms than did mycelial DNA.
Acid Hydrolysis and Chromatography o f ~ Aberrant Snore
DNA.

DNA extracted from 7-day old spore WAS used in the

follo~ing experiments.

This DNA gave a buoyant density of

1.7074 g cm-3, a Tm 3 C higher than mycelial DNA, 2% more
phosphorus (absolute value) than mycelial DNA and about 11%
more Folin positive material.

Spore DN A and mycelial DNA

were diluted t o g ive a n A26 0 of 15 which corresponded to
625

yg

DNA/ml in 1 x SSv,

Next, 1 ml of e a ch DNA solution

was placed in a 13 x 100 mm soft glass test tube and 1 ml of
concentrated HCl .-Jas added to give ca. 6 .!'i_ HCl.

Immediately

after the addition of acid, the tubes were sealed and placed
in an oven at 105
flash evaporation,

c.

Af ter 12 hr the acid was removed by
Then

0.5

ml dis ti lled wa ter was added and

the hydrolyzed samples were frozen (-20 C) until needed.
Descending chr oma t ography wes done using butanol, acetic acid,
water

(4 :J: 1)

as previously described (p 99 of this thesis).

All the ninhydrin positive spots for both spore and
mycelial DNA were visu a li z ed only a fter heating at 10 0 C.
The one exception to this was a faint blue-brown spot at
Rf= 0.23 which appeared at room temperature (Fig. 19).

This

was probably glycine as the standard glycine solution reacted

Fig. 19

Descending peper chromstogrephy of DNA 8ci d hydrol y s 2 tes.

The s c lvent syste m used was b utan o l,

::i cetic s cid, 1, 2ter (4: J :l).
~

: Spot not he l d i n common
N

Ninhy d r in pos i t ive

AP

Aniline phth 2 l a te p csitive

SW

Short wave u ltr av iolet li gh t

Co l ors: (in p3renthese3)
p i - pink
g - e;re en
1·J - i,;hi te
gr - {!,rc y
p - purp l e
c - oran t;c
0p - d3 rv. purp l e
v - violet
bp - brownish purp l e
b fl - blue fluorescence
fb - faint bl ue
f g - faint g reen
fpi - fa int p ink
ob - ,r ange brown
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-127in a similar ma nner.

¥ ith th e excep ti on of methionine, a ll
1

the st a ndard a mino a cids developed c o lor at Gbout
ninhydrin.

25 c

wit h

Both ribose and deoxyribose migr 2. ted to Rf= 0.48

and showed a white spot with ninhydrin a nd a da rk grey spot
with aniline phth a l a te.

Thus, the a niline phthalste positive

spot for bot h DNA samples was most likely deoxyribose or
rib ose .

Spots absorbing shortw ave UV light corresponding to

standard solutions of adenine ( 0 .61), guanine ( 0.22) were
seen in myceli a l DNA but not in spore DNA.

Spots correspond-

ing to uracil (0.46) were seen in both DNA preparation
(cytosine is r ap idl y converted to ur a cil in strong mineral
acids).

Thymine g a ve a blue absorb a nce with shorn,i a ve UV

light and had an Rf va lue of

0.55.

Both DNA preparF.tions

showed a light green spot with short vi a ve UV at this Rf.
Spore DNA showed at le Fst five distinctly different spots
from those obt a ined with myce l i a l DNA.

On the other hand,

myce li a l DNA sho-w ed four spots not seen -with spore DNA.

Of

the st a ndard solutions tested, the follo-wing were not detected
in the DNA s a mples: g l ucose, glycerol, a rabinose, D-g a l actose,
D-ma nnose, D- ga l a ctos a mine, D-glucosamine, ethidium bromide,
5-methyl cytosine, cytosine and none of the st a ndard amino
acids except glycine.

No reducing sug a rs (with the exception

of the spot a t Rf= 0.48) were seen in either DNA sample with
the a niline phthal a te spr ay.

Alkaline silver nitrate treat-

ment showed one spot with spore and mycelial DNA which corresponded to ribose and deoxyribose.
When native spore and mycelial DNA were run -with this
solvent, n othing was seen with ninhydrin, a niline phtha l ate,

-128silver nitrate or UV.

When observed with longwave

uv light,

the spore DNA appeared a deep maroon or dark red at the
origin while mycelial DNA appeared a dark purple.

Under

short wave UV, both showed a dark purple absorbnnce.
Chromatog raphy W8s done usinc Ins tant Thin Layer Chromatography paper and equipment manufactured by Gelman P r oducts
(Ann Arb or , Mich.).

The res u lts with this system were not

very reprod uc ibl e , but as in paper chromatography, both spore
DNA and myceli8l DNA exhibited a variety of spots.

Interest-

ingly, with silicic acid support and a solvent composed of

CHC1 3 , CH 0H, 58% NH 0H (2:2:1), very few ninhydrin positive

4

3

spots were seen.

Hydrolyzed spore D~A gave two UV absorbing

spots which were q u ite distinct and different from the hydrolyzed mycelial DNA.

A spot with Rf= 0.86 which appeared

red under longwa ve UV was very obvious while a faint blue
spot (Rf= 0.18) appeared with ninhydrin.

No ninhydrin

reacting material was visible until the chromatogram was
heated at 100 C.

No aniline phthalste reacting material

was seen.
When the solvent system

1'8S

butanol, acetic acid, water

(J:1:1), two spots unique to spore DNA appeared: with
ninhydrin, an oran~e spot (Rf= 0.40) and with longwave UV,
a red spot (Rf= 0.44).

Again, no aniline phthalate reacting

material was seen.
The native spore and mycelial DNA showed no movement
with both solvents.

Significantly, after reaction with

ninhydrin at room temperature, the red absorbance of spore
D~A under longwave UV disappeared.

The red spots under

-12 9 -

longwave UV found in spore hydrolysates were also lost
when sprayed with ninhydrin.
Solvent Extraction of Spore and Mycelial DNA.

No

chromatogra phically identifi ab le compounds nor characteristic
color were extracted from sp ore DNA by a number of solvents
and conditions including acetone, eth,1no l, ethanol-ether

(1:1), ethyl s cetGte, butanol , 8 ~ urea, 5%, cold trichloroacetic acid or 1

!

KOH at 100 C for JO min.

spore DNA overni ght with

0.5

~

HCl at ca.

25

Treatment of
C followed by

descending paper chromatography with butqnol, acetic acid,
water (4:J:l) as the solvent produced some interesting
results.

Both spore and mycelial DNA showed characteristic

spots on shortwave UV co~respondin 6 t o adenine a nd guanine.
Mycelial DNA showed no spots upon ninhydrin or silver nitrate
treatment.

Spore DNA, on the other hand, showed two definite

silver nitrate pos itive bands (Rf=

0.25,

O.J4) and one faint

silver nitrate reactin8 spot at Rf= 0.4 8 .

A faint, pink

ninhydrin spot appeared after 10 min a t 100 Cat Rf= 0.20.
No reducin g s ugar s were detectable using aniline phthalate
spray.
Binding of Spora Products !2_ Added DNA.

Exp eriments

were carried out to determine whether the aberrant properties
of spore DNA were due to a spore product which could bl:3 n onspecifically bound t o a ny DNA or whether it w11s specific for
spore DNA.

In these st ud ies, l' day o ld spores were lyop hiliz-

ed, the dry spores and fro z en myceli 8

were mixed, gr c und

manually together a nd the DNA extracted (T ab l e 9).

The
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Toble 9
Alteration of Norma l !t:ycelial DNA by Disrup te d Spo res

l\1yc eli 2l
DNA

DNA
T1i xt ure

Spore
DNA

A260/A2 80

1. 83

1. 84

1.85

Buoyant Density
in Cs'j 1
( g cm- )

1. 728 7

l.71L1J

1.6997

Ana l ysis

Tm (0.1

X

SSC)

%Folin

P ositive
Ma terial

DNA Concentr a ti on Ey :
Diphenylamine
A260

%Phosphorus

86 . 0 C
l.J

87 . 0 C
9.2

89.5 C
12.0

990 pg/m l

580 pz/m l

365 p g/m l

100 0 p g/ml

600 p g/ml

385 p g/m l

10.J

12.J

14 .1

-131resulting DNA gave onl y one symmetric Pl b a nd in the CsCl
gradient.

Moreover , t he buoyant density of this mixtur e

wa s in termedi a te between thRt of the unmixed 13 day s po re

DNA a nd th a t of the unmi xed myce l:i a l DNA,

The Tm of the DNA

from the mixt ure in 0 .1 x SSC was intermedi a te bet ween the
Tm v a l ues of e e. ch DNA a lone.

The 2moun t of Fo lin positive

materia l a nd the tot a l phospho ru s concentration was inte r medi a te between the values for pure spore DNA a nd pure
myceli a l DNA .

DNA reassoci a tion between the mixture a nd

mycelial DNA followed by the rma l elution revea l e d a bimod a l
elution profile; one port i on having a Tm,e corresponding to
myceli 8 l DNA a nd the other with :-: Tm,e l::l Clower t ha n myceli a l
DNA.

Whe n the l a be le d , purif ied DNA from an other strept omycet e
(S. coe lic o l or Muller ) wa s added to l yophi li zed , manu e ll y
disrupted spores a nd the extr acted DNA fr a cti on a ted on a CsC l
gr a dient, si mil8 r resu lts were obtained ( Fi g . 20 ).

The a dded

l abe l ed DNA had the s a me buoyant density a s the spore DNA
(t he buoya nt densi t ;; of~· coe li color DNA is norma ll y 1.7313
g cm - 3; the buoya nt den si t y of U d8y # 1 s pore DNA
g cm-J),

.-JF. S

1.6997

The UV r b s or b ance of the l 8 be lerl m~A was less t hEm

0 , 0 5 s o the spo re DNA s l or..e contrib ut ed to the A260 peak .

It

app eared t hat wha tever wa s bound t o t he spore ~NA co u ld be
partitioned to a dded DNA.

Signi f ic a ntly, ad ded DNA wa s

a ltered onl y if it wa s mixed with fre shly disrupted dehydrated
s po res, bu t was not a l tered if it wa s mixed wi t h ma nu a lly
disr up ted s pores that h od bee n stored fo r 12 hr at
grinding .

4

C a fter

Fig. 20

Alteration of the bu oyant density of l4C-l3beled
DNA from

s.

coelicolor Mu ller by ruptured S.

venezuelae SlJ sp ores .
untreated

14 C-lRbeled

marked by an arro~ .

The position of the
S . coelicolor Muller DNA is

The position of the treated

labeled DNA is marked by closed circles.

The

absorbance at 260 nm of the spore DNA is denoted
by open circles.

The A260 of t he input labeled

DNA ,ias less than 0 . 05 so that the spore Df'jA alone
accounts for the absorbance at 260 nm.
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-133Yeast RNA (C 2lbiochem, grade A) and s a lmon sperm DNA
(Calbioche m, gra de A) we re added to ground 13 day o ld s p ores.
The DNA wa s extr s cted in the usu a l manne r.

Comp ared to the

yields of DNA fr c,m spores a l one, the yie ld s c.f DNA obt a ined
from spores were excellent when additiona l nucleic acid was
provided; moreover, the isolated DNA was quite yellow.

Prep-

arative CsCl centrifugation of the spore DNA, RNA, spore DNA
plus RNA, spore DNA plus RNA subsequently treated with pancreatic RNase and spore DNA plus salmon sperm DNA provided the
following informa tion.

Yeast RNA a l one lJ a s q uite heterogene-

ous and gave a number e,f pea ks nea r the bott om of the centrifu ge tube.

No change wa s seen in the gener a l appearance of

the gradient profile when spore DNA plus RNA was run i.e.,
the sp ore DNA did n ot chs nge its position in the gradient when
the RNA was added .

Ribonuc le ase di gestion of spore DNA plus

RNA yielded a g r a dient profile indisting uisha ble from th at
of spore DNA alone , aga in indicating that addi ng RNA to
ground sp ores did not a l ter t he a l)or rant spore DNA.

When

salmon sperm DNA was mixed with .:. pores , the resultini:; DNA
was very yellow :rnd a yield of over 2 mg/ml ,m s obt ,:i ined.
This suggests tha t adding carrier DNA to s po res could be a
good method for isol at i on of the binding materia l.

The

buoyant density profile in CsCl reve a led a broad b a nd from
the t op to the bott om of the tube.

Tm ana l ysis in 0 .1 x SSC

showed that a lthouc;h the native s a lmon sperm DNA and the
spore p lus salm on s perm DNA mixture gave the s ame Tm, the
spore plus salmon sperm DNA mixture be ga n melting e a rlier and
gave a bro ad melting transition.

A very sli ght transition

was seen in the ., rea where spore DNA would be expected to
melt.
Sephadex G-1 00 Col umn Chrom2 togr P. phy of Spore DNA.
Previous results indicat ed t hs t he Qt Bnd incr ea sed salt concentration mi ght remove whatever w:, s bound to the DNA, therefore an at tempt wa s ma de to isol a te this me teriAl by Seph adex
G-10 0 column chroma to g raphy.

Spore DNA in 1 x SSC wa s heated

in a boiling water b e th for 10 min end then pe ssed through
a Sephadex G-1 00 column equilibrated with

5

x SSC.

Two

ma 2or peaks of UV-absorbin g m2terial pr,s sed quickly through
the column a nd a minor pe ak was ret a rded b y the G-10 0 Sephad ex
(Fig. 21

).

Wh en myceli a l DNA we s simiLrly treated, only

one pea k emerged a nd t h is coincided wit h the first pe 8 k (the
void vo lume).

Chemical c nRlyses s ho,,1 ed that the first two

peaks were pr0dom inantly DNA but that the re was some Polin
positive materi a l in the sec ond peak.

Th e sma ll third peak

gave a neg a tive diphenylamine test a nd cont a ined most of
the input Polin positive material.

UV a nalysis of this peak

geve a nucleotide-like spectrum with a br oa d maximum a t

255

nm.

250-

The first two peaks could be elimin ~t ed by treatment

with DNase but the third pe a k was not affected.

Pron a se did

not alter the behavior of the DNA s amp les durin g G-10 0
Sephadex column chromatography.

Na tive spore a nd mycelial

DNA p a ssed through the column as a single pe e k spp roxim8tely
coincident with the second peak shown in Fig. 21,

This

indicated that the first pe ak was prob qbly denatured DNA wherees the second pe a k was parti a ll y den a tured ma teri a l.

This

-1J5a -

Fig. 21

Separation of co mpo nents from denat ured spore DNA
by Se p hadex G-100 ge l

was

5

x S~c .

chroma tography.

The elutant

T he arrow indicates the vc id volume.
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-136impression was strencthened by slow-cooling of the denatured DNA prior to applying to the column.

The same

general profile was se nerated but the first pe ok was considerably red uced in size while the second peak was corresponding ly larger.

Characterization of the small third

peak has been unsuccessful to date.

Initial attempts to

alter mycelial DNA by adding fractions of the third peek to
it have been unsuccessful.
Anomalous Spore DNA Preparations.

An interesting

anomaly was discover ed when DNA ~as extracted from 7-day old
spores that had been lyo phi li ze d and stored at -20 C for 6
months (Table 10 ).

Initial isclBtion of DNA ~rom the freshly

lyophilized 7-da y spores yielded the expected aberrant DNA;
however, the DNA obtained from stored sp ores was not yellow
and did not exhibit an aberrant Tm or buoyant density.
Unexpectedly, the DNA from the stored spores had more Polin
positive material than did the original aberrant DNA.

The

thermal denaturation profile, although giving the same Tm
as mycelial DNA, had a slightly broader transition width with
a shallower slope.
DNA added to spores.

This was not unlike the Tm of salmon sperm
These same alterations were observed

with a substantial number of spore samples,

25%

Moreover, almost

of the spore samples that were stored in the cold failed

to yield hi gh molecul a r weight DNfi upon extraction.
By storing the lyophilized spores over a desiccant in a
sealed container at -20 C, the loss of the aberrant character
was delayed.

In this regard, it was found that the DNA

-137-

T 2b le 10

Anomolous Spore DNA Preparations

Spore Samplea

Buoyant
Dens;r)
( g cm

Tm in
0.1 x SSC
(C)

% Folin

Fresh 7-day s pore s

1. 7094

88.5

12. 1

7-day spores stored
6 months

1. 7291

87

17

7-day spores partially
hydrated

1. 7297

87

8-day spores

1. 7291

86.5

12-day spores

1. 7285

87

8-day spores

1. 7282

87

9-day spores

1. 7285

87

10-day spores

87

11-day spores

87

a

b

1.8
...

20

23
b

Each entry re pre sents a different spore preparation with
the exception of the first three 7-day old sp ores which
are represent ati ve of three functi ons of the same initi a l
population of spo~es. The ase of the s por e g iven is the
time from inoculati on t o ti me of ha rvesting . With the
exception of the first three entries, al l s po re samp le9
were stored for 6 to 12 months Rt -2 0 C prior to DNA is olation.
not done

-138extr a cted from fr esh l y l yoph ili zed spor es tha t ha d been
par ti a ll y re hydrated, ws s not ab erra nt with respect to
buo ya nt densit y , Tm, chemical a n a l ysi s a nd DNA reassoci a tion.
It is p rob a ble th 8 t the storage effect was due, in p a rt,
to rehydr a tio n .

This effect may have signific a nce in

germin at ion of the spores.
Analysis o f Se lec ted Streptomy c e te Spore DNA Samples.
DNA was extracted from l yoph ilize d s por es of selected

streptomycete s i n s prelimins ry search f or other novel spore
DNA speci mens.

Interestingl y , the DNA from 13 d ay old s po res

of S . vio l aceoruber 14980 ,

199 a nd S l 6 was distinctly blue

in color, whil e the spore DNA of S . vi o l a c eorube r SJ07 W8 S
a red- vio let color.

The Tm in 0.1 x SSC for a ll t h e myce li a l

DNA prepsr8tions was

85

DNA s a mples were

5

to 8 7 C while the Tm's for s pore

to 10 C lower t h 8 t the corresponding

myceli n l DNA p r eparat ions.

Buoya nt densit y determinations

with S l99 spore DNA s how e d a 2 mg c m- 3 incre a se in buoy a nt
de ns i t y over myce li a l DNA; mor eo ver , when S l99 spores wer e
washed in etha nol and a cetone, t he buoya nt density r ema ined
2 mg cm-3 heavier th a n the Sl99 myceli a l DNA.

These results

indicate that s pore DNA in several S , viol a ceoruber strai ns
had properties directly opposite t o oberrant s p o r e DNA in S .
ve ne zu elae S lJ.

Most si g nificant, however , is the f a ct th a t

t h e spore DNA wa s a berr a nt.
Characterization of

s.

vene zue lae S lJ Spores .

2

Poss ible DNA -b ind ing P i gme nt from
Until it was discovered th2 t

spore

DNA h a d distinct pH ind ic 2 tor a ctivit y, little prog ress wa s

-13 9made in is olating a n y s uspected DNA-binding pigments fr om
spores.

Addition o f acetc ne or chloro form extracts of wh o le

spores to myce lial DNA had fa iled to alter the DNA by the
criteria of buoyant density and Tm.

However, ex tracts from

the chlorof orm la ye r durin g DNA is o la tion were bri ght yellow
in color and thus were first examined f er the yellow-pink
pH indicator pigment.

Upon add ing chloroform to the air

dried Sevag's extract foll owed by O.l N KOH, two layers
formed; the t op a q ueou s l aye r was pink, the bottom chl o roform
layer was yellow-brown and opa que.
the pink layer t o become ye llow.

Ad djtion of 1 N HCl caused
The yellow-brown chl o r oform

layer bec ame yellowish and transparent.

A number of solvents

were tested f o r ability t o extract the sus p ecte d DNA-binding
pigment fro m the aqueous l ayer .

Butanol was found to be

efficien t in extracti on, volatile enough for ease in s o lvent
removal and on ly slightly s o luble in wa ter.
The crude pigment extracted wit h b utano l wa s s o luble in
chloroform, ethyl acetate, distilled W3 ter, water made pH

J with l

~

HCl, water made pH 1 0 , 12 and 13 with 1 N KOH

and 1% s odi um c a rbona te.

Wh en butanol was added to the

aqueous or chlor ofo rm solutions, the p i gme nt was extracted
into the butano l layer.

The visible spectra for the crude

butanol pigment diss o lved in water a t va ri ou s pH's are sh own
in Fig.22.

The c or respondence of these spectral peaks t o

those o f spore DNA is striking (see ~ig. 17 of this thesis,
p 117).

In dil ute sol utions no ma rked lN a bsorption peak s

were seen.

A sli ght

sho u lder was see n in the rapidly r i sing

absorbance profile at the 260 nm t o 280 nm r 9nge .

After

-l~ On -

Fig . 22 Absorption spectr um of a crude butanol extract from
~ . v&nezue l ae S l J spores.

The extract was air-dried

and dissolved in disti ll ed water at the indicated

pn .
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250

nm the absorbance rose rapidly off scale.
A pigment with the same spectral characteristics could

be isolated from whole spores by homogenizing the spores in
0.1 ~ KOH followed by extraction of the pigment with butanol.
Examination of this crude butanol extract using instant Thin
Layer Chromatog raphy (Gellma n Products; Ann Ar bor, Mich.)
with a chlorof or m, methano l (1 00 :J) s olv e nt revealed a n
extraordinary numb e r of c omp ounds in this extr a ct.

Ma ny

exhibited brigh t ye ll ow , b lue or ora nge fl uo rescence under
UV, while others gave no UV absorbancesor fluorescence but
had strong ninhydrin reactions.

No reducing sugars were

detected using aniline phthalate spray.

A pigment having

yellow-pink color transition was found at the origin and one
with orange-red transition was found at Rf=

0.35.

Mr. Miles Sharpley (Biology Dept., Virginia Commonwealth
University, Academic Division, Richmond) provided a mixture
of Aspergillus flavus toxins which was run in the same system.
Four distinct spots were seen using longwave UV light:

a blue

fluorescing s p ot a t Rf= 0 .40, a bl ue- g reen spot Rf= 0.4J,
a green spot at Rf= 0.51 and a similar colored spot at
Rf= 0.60.

No compounds g iving these app earance under UV

light nor having these Rf values were found in the butanol
extract of spores.

When the standard amino acids were run in

a solvent composed of butanol, acetic acid, .~ater (J:1:1) two
distinct clusters of ninhydrin reacting spots were found in
the regions Rf= o.22 to 0.40 and Rf=

o.50

to 0 .80.

T~

butanol extract gave str ong ninhydrin reactions in both these
regions suggesting presence of most amino acids.

Spots

-14 2having the appearance under shortwave uv light and W:i th R
.
f
values corresponding t o ade nine and guanine were q uite prominent.

With this solvent the sus pected pH indicator pig-

rre nt remained at the ori g in.
An attempt was made to purify the crude butanol extract
using Sephadex G-75 c o lumn chromatography.
c o lumn was used and distilled water , pH
e luant.

5.5

A 1.5 by

50

cm

was used as the

The butanol extract ,Jas air dried and dissolved in

water, pH

5.5.

A solution containing 0 .2% blue dextran plus

0.002 M cyt o sine was used to calibrat e the vo id and bed
volumes of the column.

Blue dext ran emerge d in obout 12 ml

while cytosine emerged in a b out

50

ml.

When 2 ml of the

aqueous pigment sol ut ion was chromatographed, two peaks were
obtained (Fi g . 23 ).

The first peak cont ain ing very strong

pH indicator a ctivity emerged in the void volume while a
smaller c o lorless peak with no detect ab le pH indicator
activity emerged in the bed volume.

When the void vol ume

pigment was concentrated by f l ash evapo r at ion a nd run again,
the same tw o peaks were observed.

The small bed volume peak

incre a sed in size when the crude pig ment was adjusted to pH
J with 1 N HCl or the pH 13 with KOH .

When the sma ller bed

volume peak s we r e pooled and concentrated by flash e vaporati on,
pH indicator activity with the same s pe ctr a l cha racteristics
as the crude extract was found.

Pass age of this material

through the G-75 column gave one peak c oincident with the
bed v o lume, i.e., n o hi gh mo l ecular weight material was found.
When air dried, concentrated crude b uta n o l extract was
made t o pH lJ with 1 N KOH a

floccu l e nt precipitate formed.

-14 Ja -

Fig. 2 ] Elution pr ofile of crude butanol extract of S.
venezuel8e S lJ spores.

The bu t a nol extr a ct was

air -dried and diss o lved in wate r, pH

5.5.

Sephadex

G-75 was us ed ; the el uant was distilled water, pH 5.5.
The excluded reference , 2% blue dextran, emerged in
12 ml while c yto sine emerged in

50

ml.
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Removal of this pr ecip it a te b y Mi lli pore f il tratio n and subsequent passage 0f t he pH indic a t or filtrate through a G-75
column reve a le d o nl y the l ow mo l ecular we i ght component.
The pre ci pi t ste wQ s not s o l ub l e in wst er or ethy l a cet 9te
but ,:es re ad i ly so l ub l e i n butano l, benze ne a nd hexane .

The

prec i pitate did n ot have signific 2 nt pH indica tor activity .
The l ow mc l e c u l ar weight pigment did n ot pass through dial ysis
t ubing d uring overni ght di a l ysi s acal nst distilled wa ter a t
either Li C or 25 C.

The l ow me, lee ul ar weicht p i gme nt wa s

concentr ate d by flash evaporation i:md its vi sible and UV
spectr3 , iere de termi ned (Fir,s . 2L1 a nd 25 ). A S8mple of this
p i gment WPS dissolv ed in w2te r pH
po rti ons .

5.5

and divided in three

One porti on w, s mad e to pH 3 with HC l, one ~Fs mE de

t o pH 13 b;/ c1 dditi r n of l': OH :rnd the rem cd ning po rti on w, s kept
nt pH

5.5.

Pa ss 2ge of these s 2m~ l es through Sepha dex G-75

showed u sinc l e sha r p p e a k c t t he bed volume (5 r ml) f or the
pH 5 .5 s 2mp l e ,

8

br o;;d p enk beginninc ,. t

~ (I

ml for the pH J

tube nnd tv: o p e al:s f or the pH U po rti on - one sha rp, l Brge
peak a t

50

ml ~nd a srn 2 ll peak exc l ud ed in the vo id vo l ume.

These res u lts are s 11~ges t ive of nn a;::;crec'.l t:i on phen ome n on at
extreme s of pH .
An initi a l a t te mpt

W8s

made to deter mi ne the molec ul ar

,ieie;ht of t he G-7 5 bed vol ume picme nt us in g Sephadex G-25 .
A sing le pesh:: emer ged a fter the void volume a nd befo re the
cytosine reference peak .

Ini tial ex ti mates p l ace the mo lec-

ul a r Weicht in the l , OOr to 5 , 000 r a nge .
When TPO medi um 1,1r s scr npe d free of spores nnd the used
medium extracted ,Jith buton ol, n pH inclicstor p i gme nt similar

-145 a -

Fig .

24

Ultr a v i olet abs orption spectr um of p arti a l ly
purified , l e~ mol ecul a r wei ght pi gment f r om S .
venezue l ae S l ; sp ores .

This is 1/1 0 dilution

of the s ample s h own in the previous Fi Gure .
(Fi e , 23).

The pH wa s odj uste d t c pH J , O

(0-0) -with HC l and to pH 13 (9-e) -with KOH.
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25 Visible absorption spectrum of partial l y purified,
low molecular weight pigment from
spores.

s.

venezuelae SlJ

The pH was adjusted with HC l to pH J.O

( 0 - - 0 ) or with KOH to !)H 13

(e

e ).
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-1~7t o that f ound in the spores wa s f ou nd.

The ma j or difference

was tha t the p i;::;ment f nund in the me dium had no high molecu l ar
weight component in

G-75 chromatography.

No pH indicator

pigme nt could be isolated froM fresh TPv medium.

Work with

the medium pigment was complicated by an orange, low
molecular weight compound ap ra re ntly derived from the tomato
paste used in the g rowth medium.

Attempts t o remove the

contaminating pigment by dialysis against water were partially
successful because the pH jndicator p i gment apparently adher~
or bound to the dialysis memb rane while the orange pigment
passed through.
The pH indicator r igment was found to be associated
only wit h spores and not with mycelia.

,~hen

1

15

g of broth

grown mycelia were extracted with KOH and butanol, no pig ment was detected in the butano l la yer .

On the other hand,

pigment production in spores was a function of spore age
(Fig. 26 ).

The aberrant nature of spore DNA also followed

a similar time course.
To obtain the pigment in larger quantities, a bulk purification scheme using silicic acid columns was devised.
Previous chromatography experiments sh owed that when paper,
silica ge l, silicic acid and alumina were used as supporting
material, the pigment remained at the or i g in regardless of
solvent syste m used.

Only when 0.1 N HCl was added to the

solvent, did any mi8ration take place.

This suggested that

the pigment was binding to the support mater ial.

Accordingly

the pigment in crude buta nol extracts was bound onto a silicic
acid column.

Hexane removed a yellow n on-po lar pisment which
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Fig . 26

Ti me c ou rse of pigment producti on in§. venezuelae
S13 spores.

Forty plates of TPO medi um were

inoc ulated withs . ve nezuelae S13 .
cated,

4

On the d ay indi -

p l a tes were remove d and the s urface growth

was c ently removed by scr a ping .

The a e r ial myceli F- 1

s o obt a ined were extracted with 2 ml 1 N KOH in a
ti s s ue h omogenizer .

Next,

4

ml b utan o l were added

t o this mix ture a nd then shaken for

5

min a t

25

C.

The b utano l la yer wa s decanted a nd fi l tered through
Wha tm a n

J4

filter p ap er .

T~e

A520

of this fluid

was re Bd us ing KOH s a t ur a ted but 2n o l s s the b l a nk .
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-14 9when c oncentrated by f lash eva p oration, displayed very
slight pH indicator a ctivit y .

No other colored products

were eluted with ben zene , chlorofor m or butanol, but when
a cidified methan ol was added, a yellow p igment quickly eluted.
This pigment had ver y strong yellow-purple pH indicator
activity.

Using silic a gel as a s upport ing medium, thin

l eyer chromatog ra phy of the p igment with h exane, acidified
methanol (1:1) showed a sharp s pot at Rf= 0 .45 with a small
spo t at Rf=

0.5.

Both spots showed pH ind icator activity

when exposed to NH40 H fumes.
through a Sephadex

When this p i gment was passed

G-75 column, only a low mo lecular weight

form emerge d.
Because very little pigment was a vai l ab le, only one
attempt thus far has been ma de t o b ind tho p i gment to DNA.
S almon sperm DNA (C a lb iochem , l yophi lized, gra de A) was mixed
with a g lass rod in a tube cont a ini ng dried crude, btJtanol
extract.

No water was use d a t this step be c a use previous

results with wh o le s pore s s uzgested that water inhibited
binding of the s pore mater i a l to DNA.

The dry DNA was mixed

until it appea re d a mottled brown col or.
was ad ded and the D1~A wa s shaken 2t

CB,

25

Next ,

5.0

ml 1 x SSC

C overni ght .

The

f o ll owi ng day the dlssolv ed DNA irns reprec1.p itated i-Jith
ethanol.

The DNA was di s ti nctl y ye ll ow At this sta ge.

The

DNA wo s dis s o lve d in 1 x SSG a nd dia l y zed aiainst 1 x SSG
ove rni ght a t

4 c.

when KOH -was added .

The DNA was ye ll ow a nd turned a li ght pink
No further charac t erize ti on of thls DNA

has been done to date.

-150Antibi o tic Sensiti vity Exn eriments Using Crude Butanol
Extracts from Spores .

~. subtilis B-1, St ophyl o c occus

a ureus S-1 and E . coli CSH-2 grown in Pen a ssa3 broth (Dife o )
were obtained from Dr. J.D. Punch .

A 0 .1 ml s ample of an

1 8 hr broth culture was mixed asepti c a ll y with 1 0 ml melted,
sterile Penass a y agar and poured into plastic petri dishes.
Next, 0 .1 ml crude butanol extra c t wa s app lied to sterile
Schleicher and Schuell ( Keene, N.H.) pape r a ntibiotic-testing discs a nd allowed to a ir dry.

The discs were p laced on

the seeded agar surface and the plates were incubated a t 37
C for 18 hr.
pH

Three pH values f or the extract were u sed:

J, pH 7 and pH 8.

3

At pH

seen a round each disc; a t pH
were seen.

a J mm zone of inhibition was

7

and 8 no zo nes of inhibition

'dhen ste rile \-JBter, pH J wa s a dded to discs,

simi lar sized zone was seen s uggesting that

F

the observed

inh ib iti on wa s due on l y to H+ ions &.nd not to the extr a ct.
The plates were observe d a t 24 and 48 hr with no observ a ble
ch a nge in re s u 1 t s •

When l ow mo lecul a r wei ght pigment from TPO medium was
used in the same a ss a y , no inhibition o f the test organisms

was observed.

Only one pH

(7,5) was us ed for this experiment.
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Discussion
Aberrant DNA from b acteri 8 l spores h a s been reported in
the gen us Ba cillus; however, the p roperties of spore DNA
from S . venezuel Pe S 13 e re distinctl y different from those
of Bacillus endospore DNA .

Briefly, the DNA from Bscillus

spores is more dense t h8 n veget a tive DNA i~hereas

C,

venezue l s e

s.

spore DNA is definitely lighter thBn t he vegetative DNA.
venezuelee s p ore DNA is tot a lly aberrant, becoming more so
with spore age, wh ile Bacillu.s s pore DNA shows two density

cl a sses of DNA which vary with spore age .

The 2bnorms l hypo-

chromicity seen for Bacillus spore DNA is not apparent in
DNA from streptomycete spores.

S . venezuel ae spore DNA is

distinctly ye llow and changes to pink a t a l ka line pH.

Bacil-

lus spore DNA , on the other hend, shows no such visible color.
S13 spore DNA is rel a tive l y insensitive to DN Dse while
Bacillus spore DNA is quit e sensitive.

Fina lly, solvent tre a t-

ment of streptomycete s pores restores the DNA to nornwl prop erties whi l e s olvent treated Ba cillus spores remain aberr e nt.
There a re some overt simil 8rities, however.

The Tm of

both spore DNA prep orations is incre a sed over veget a tive DNA.
The b a se compositions of the spore DNA s amples a re identical
to the corres ponding vegetative DNA compositions.

Pancre 8 tic

end Tl RN e se he ve no effect on t he aberrant DNA properties;
the non-s pecif ic protease , pronase, is a lso ineffective.
ultraviolet spectrum of b oth spore DNA s amp les compared to

The

-152vegetative DNA is unch e nged.

F i na lly, both spor e preparations

are lyophilized prior to DNA extr a ction.
The studies 1·1ith S. venezuel s e SlJ spore DNA indicate
that its a berrant properties are due to a spore-produced
substance bound tenaciously to the DNA.

This substence is

a Polin-positive, phosphate cont a ining compo und which has
few, if any common a mino a cids or reducing sugars in its
structure.

It most likely contains a con j ug a ted system of

double-bonds a ssoci a ted with a moiety responsive to pH, the
pK of which is ne a r

12.

Moreover, this conjugated system

involves an a mino-group or similar ninhydrin reacting molecule.

The subst ance ha s secondar y or terti a ry Pmine groups

in its structure.

The materi a l is bound uniformly over e ac h

DNA molecule, i.e., it is not bound e t a single site on the
genome.

It is bound to single-strands of DNA, that is, the

binding is not solely dependent upon the duplex structure of
DNA.

The DNA-binding subst a nce is probably a ssociated with

the DNA phospha te backbone in such a way to stabilize the
DNA helix.

This 2ssoci a tion is st able in CsCl and in 0.1 x

SSC at high temperature.

A solution of

5

~

NaCl04 displaces

the stabilizing effect of the complex, but probably does not
remove t he binding materi a l; moreover, in this solvent, the
binding materi a l ma rkedl y interferes with the hydrog en bonding
a bilit y of the nucleotide b a ses.
DNA ot h er tha n
t ions .

The stubst a nce c e n bind t o

s . vene zue l ;c e spore DNA unde r su i t~,b le co ndi-

Fin :c ll ~, , ,

3

the spor e s m1c t,_11'e , more of th i s m2 teri c· l

The l2 c k of s ens i t:lvit~; t o bc,t;h p ,' nc r e , t i c 0 n d Tl mr .·-se

-153in addition to the light buoyant density of the spore DNA
effectively rules out the presence of a DNA-RNA hybrid.

In

fact, the light buoyant density alone excludes many of the
possible D~A-binding materials including most cations, short
chain polyamines, teichoic acids and most prcteins.

Signi-

ficantly, the streptomycetes themselves prod11ce many Di~Abinding compounds including a variety of antibiotics affecting buoyant densi~y and Tm (Kersten et al., 1966).

A pos-

sible model system applicable to streptomycete spore DNA may
be a class of streptomycete-produced antibiotics called
anthracyclines.

These antibiotics are virtually the only

class of co mpounds vJhich when bound to DNA, have properties
similar to the~. venezuelae spore DNA complex.

These

properties include: a progressive decrease in DNA buoyant
density and corresponding increase in Tm with increasing
antibiotic concentrations; a persistant binding in CsCl and
in 0.1 x SSC at high temperatu r es; a more effective binding
to DNA of high

%Ge

than to DNA of low

%Ge

and finally, once

bound these compounds are extremely difficult to remove.
Their mode of binding has not been definitely characterized
although most investiGators agree that intercalation is involved.

These antibiotics do not, however, have the spectral

characteristics of streptomycete spore DNA nor do they contain
phosphate.

Unlike the substance from S. venezuelae spores,

anthracyclines bind to DNA in aqueous solutions.

These facts

limit the usefulness of these compounds as a model system for
studying the streptomycete spore DNA complex.
There are a number of reasons to believe that the pH

indicator pi g ment isolated from wholes. venezuelae spores
is the substance bound to t h e spore DNA.

First, the spectral

c h aracteristics of the pigment in acidic and basic solutions
corresponds very closely to similarly treated spore DNA.
Second, the pigment is produced only by spores and not by
mycelia.

T h ird, the time course of pigment production in

spores parallels t he production of aberrant DNA.

Fourth,

the chromogenic abilit y of the pigment, like~- venezuelae
spore DNA, is destroyed by ninhydrin.
can be bound to DNA.

Finally, the pigment

Although no structural characteriza-

tion of the pigment is available, some of its physical
properties are useful in deducing the probable nature and
significance of the compound.

S. venezuelae S13 often pro-

duces a brown soluble pigment.

The brown-black pigment is

sometimes referred to as "melanin" or "melanin-like".

The

pigment isolated from S. venezuelae spores is not of this
class because unlike melanin, the spore pigment is soluble
in water, yellow in color at pH's up to 12 where it changes
to a pink color and fi na lly is not precipitated from alkaline
solutions b y HCl.
One of the most obvious properties of the isolated pigment is its existence in two molecular weight forms.

The

high molecular weight pigment has both polar and non-polar
characteristics being soluble in water, butanol and benzene.
The low molecular weight pigment is soluble in water and
butanol, but not in benzene.

The high molecular weight pig-

ment can be most easily thought of as being composed of a
complex of a non-polar material (membrane fragment?) with

-155the polar pigment .

The nature of the bindinrr
between the
b

polar a nd n on-polar components is such that it can be easily
disrupted by base and the activity of silicic acid.

The

spores the mselves excrete the low molecul ar weight pi gment
into the media.

It appears that most of the pigment isolated

from the s p ore itself is comp lexed ~ith t he non-polar fra g ment.
The apparent a ss ociation of the suspected DNA -binding

pigment with a membrane -like fragm e nt is si gnific a nt.

Elec-

tr on micrographs of S . venezuelae Sl; spo r es show a membrane
associated with the gen ome (Bradle y and Ritzi , 1968).

The

pi gment c ould link the DNA t o the membrane in some manner.
This ass oci at i on cou l d be a mecha ni s m for protectio n of the
spore DNA fr om dessication.

I n this ca pa city, the pigment

may attach to the DNA when water is absent and be removed
when water is present .

This same mecha nism could also be

inv oked to expl a in the phenomenon of germination.

During the

quiescent stage of the spore's life cycle, the pigment may be
bound to the DNA, repressing most functions.

When conditions

are suitable for germination (when water is present), the pi g ment is released, de-repressing the syste m, and outgro,ith
occurs.
It is also conceivable that t here could be no in vivo
function of the p i gment-DNA complex.

The c omplex may be

formed only as an a rtif a ct of the DNA extraction procedure.
In a ny event, h owever, a compou nd which binds to DNA in the
manner observed wit h S . venezuel a e spore DNA will have experimental utility.

If s pecific base sequences or DNA conf orma-

-15 6tion are required for effective bindinc; of t h is compo 1md, it
c ould prove usef ul in probing the str ucture a nd function of
nucle ic acids.
If further 110rk prove s tha t the DNA binding function
of t he pigment is indeed an a rtif a ct of the extraction p r ocedure, the r ol e of p i gme n t in sporul 9t i on a nd germi nation must
not be overl ocke d, if f or n o ot her reason than the pigment is
produced only by s por es.

I f the pigment has a functi on in

sporulati on, it shou ld be poss ibl e to find simil ar pigments
in rel a te d stre pt omycete s.

Although pigmented DNA has been

is o l ate d fro m s pore s of selected streptomycetes, no work ha s
been d on e on cha ra cterization of these spore p i gments with
respect t o the~. venez uelae S lJ p i gment.
It is c onceivable that the p i gme n t may function in the
ex tensi ve memb rane re a r r angement t hat occurs during s po r ulation or in germ ination.

Mo reover, the lip ophi lic nature of

the pigment c ould suggest a tr a ns po rt function.

For example,

molecules t hat c a nnot pa ss t h ro ugh the membrane could be
tr a nsp orted out of the thick walled, hydrophobic spore by
attachment to the pigment .

The p i gme nt may also be inv o lved

somehow in the commitment of the cell to sporul a te.

If the

pigment proves not to have a direct functi onal role in
sporulation, its biosynthesis may n onet heless be necess a ry.
For example, its synthesis could result in reduced interna l
pools of certain c omp ounds thereby de -re pressing or repress-

ing certain enzymes.

The p igment c ould functi on as a bi o-

synthetic scavenger, eliminating toxic products by inc o:rpomtlng,, .them in 1 ts structure.

The compound's pi gmented pr ope rt ies
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could also suggest a functi on in shielding the spore
from certain harmful 1,J avelengths of light.
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Summa ry
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) analyses Here used to

assess on a molecular level, the relationships among
representatives of the genera Streptomyces, Nocardia and
Mycobacterium.

The methods developed in this study have

been used for routine analysis of DNA from a large number
of actinomycetes and have given reliable and reproducible

data.
DNA isolated from various actinomycetes was characterized by buoyant density determinations in CsCl from which
the mole fraction guanine plus cytosine (GC) content was
calculated.

All the streptomycete DNA preparations

studied had buoyant densities in the range of 1.7287 to
1.7312 g cm-3 which corresponded to GC compositions of 7afo
to 73% GC respectively.

The nocardial DNA preparations

tested fell in two groups, one with a GC content in the
range of 62 to 64% GC and another in a 68 to 7afo GC group.
The mycobacterial DNA tested had GC values overlapping
those of the nocardial DNA specimens; moreover, mycobacterial DNA exhibited a bimodal clustering of GC values,
64 to 65% GC and 67 to 70% GC.

All DNA preparations

examined by equilibrium buoyant density centrifugation in
CsCl contained a single component with no satellite bands.
The method of Warnaar and Cohen for assay of DNA/DNA

reassociation on membrane filters was modified for studying
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reass ociation of DNA in hi·gh GC organisms,
·

DNA isol a ted

from selected actinomycetes was tested for hom ology with
Streptomyces venezuelae SlJ mycelial DNA by direct reassociati on experiments .

Unlabeled DNA from the various

actinomycetes i,;as immob ili zed on Schleicher and Scheull
nitrocellulose B-6 membrane filters and then incubated
for 15 to 20 hr at 70 C with 14c-l abeled DNA.

The

measure of relatedness was the rel a tive percentage of
renaturation of a denatured test DHA with labeled, den &tured homolocous DNA.
of

50

Unrelated DNA hav ing GC contents

and 7CJ}s -were included a s cc ntrols.

The streptomy-

cetes studied were relatively homogeneous in that measurable
interspecific duplexes were formed between the reference
DNA and a ll streptomycete DNA examined.
the results a ls o s uggested tlwt

1·

Significantly,

venezue l ae SlJ wc s

relsted to the nocardial specimens ex amined but wa s not
related to the mycob a cteri a l cultures studied.

The results

agreed generally i,ith prior agar-e;e l stu( :~es on DNA reassociation and with previous classifications.
Hucleotide sequence diver gence in Dlffi extracted fro m
streptomycetes s nd nocardi ae was determined by me a suring
the extent of ren a turation a t 60 C a nd 7 0 C.

The use of

thermal elution of labeled, ren a tured duplexes from filters
subst ? ntiated the existence of a class of nucle otide sesquences which c a n reassociate a t 60 C but c nnnot re as soci a te
at the more exacting 7 0 C incubation temperature.

The use

of exactine; incubation conditions (7 0 C) permitted the
for mation only of t ho se DNA duplexes that exhibited

c

high

- 160 degree of thermal st a bility and hence, closely related to
the reference DNA.

The non-exacting 60 C incubation

allowed those sequences to associate which were distantly
related.

The ratio of bind i ng at 7 0 C to the binding at

60 C was designated the Divergence Inde x (DI).

The DI

was useful for ~a uging the presence or absence of closely
related genetic material and for determining divergence
patterns.

The conclusions obtained from this method were

c orroborated by the much more time consuming thermal elution method.

The divergence studies suggested that the

streptomycetes contain a wide spectrum of related sequences
compared to the reference DNA.

Interestingly, the nocar-

diae examined seemed to have a smal l but significant amount
of conserved nucleotide sequence c ompa red to the S. venezuelae SlJ reference.
During these studies on actinomycete DNA it was
realized that DNA fro m S. venezue lae S lJ spores had nov e 1
properties.

As s po res aged the buoyant densit y in CsCl

decre a sed from 1.727 to 1.707 g cm

-3 ,

the midpoint of

thermal denaturation (Tm) in 0.1 x SSC increased from
to

85

88.5 C, and the apparent reassociation with mycelial DNA

decreased from 100 to J O% .
same Tm as mycelial DNA.

Spore DNA in

5

]:i NaCl04 had the

Spore DNA (1.707 g cm- 3 ) after

heat denaturatio n showed a single b a nd in CsCl (1.722 g
cm-3).

Spore DNA was resistant to pancreatic deoxyribo-

nuclease I, but became progressively sensitive after treatment with

o.5

~ sodium acetate.

Chemical nucleotide analysis

of spore and mycelial DNA showed no detectable difference in
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The aberr .3nt na ture cf spore DNA was not

affected by pronas e or rib onucle 8se.

Washing the spores

with ethsnc l nnd acetone pri or to DNA extr nction restored
the isolated DNA to norma l bu oyant density and Tm va lues.
When a lc oho l s nd chloroform extr a cts of spores were dried
a nd mixed vJith outhertic DNA prepanit ions, no change in Tm
or bu oyant density ws s found .

Spore DNA ,,ms yellow in

color at pH v a lues below 12 and pink in color c t values
above 12.

Spore DNA heate d in high s a lt showed three

characteristic pe ak s in Sephadex G-100 column chromatography, but only c ne pea k was found with compar s bly treated
myce lial DNA .

Attempts to char a cterize these peaks have

been inc cnc l usive to da te.
showed

15

Chemic 8l sna l yses of spore DNA

t o 2 0% Folin pos itive materi a l,

40

to

5ofo more

phosphorus tha n mycelial DNA and no detectable suga rs.

It

appea red that wh 2te'!e i i,n •s bound to the spore DNA could be
0

partitioned to added DNA.

Exper i ment s of this type were

successful only if the test DNA was ad ded to freshly disrupted, dehyd rate d s pores with crushed dry ice.

R0hydr a -

tion of spores showed loss of this binding a ctivity.

No

chromatog raphic a lly identifiable comp ounds or characteristic
col or vJere extracted from spore DNA by a number of solvents
and C( nditi ons including: acetone, ethanol, ethanol-ether,
ethyl acetate, butanol, 8 ~ ureo,

5%

cold trichloroacetic

acid and 1 N KOH a t 100 C for JO min.
A cr ud e pigmented fraction was isola ted fr om spores
which had similar chemical characteristics as aberrant
spor e DNA.

This pigment could not be demonstrated in mycelia;

- 1 ~2 moreover, pigment production seemed to be directly correlated ~ith the a g e of the sp ores.

The data suggested

that this pi g ment is prob a bly bound to spore DNA and is
responsible for the a berrant chara cteristics of S. venezue-

lae SlJ s p ore DNA.
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